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Preface

This book consists of two separate, but closely related, parts.
The first part (Chapters 1-10) is subtitled The Elements of Integra-
tion; the second part (Chapters 11-17) is subtitled The Elements of
Lebesgue measure. It is possible to read these two parts in either
order, with only a bit of repetition.

The Elements of Integration is essentially a corrected reprint of a
book with that title, originally published in 1966, designed to present
the chief results of the Lebesgue theory of integration to a reader hav-
ing only a modest mathematical background. This book developed
from my lectures at the University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign,
and it was subsequently used there and elsewhere with considerable
success. Its only prerequisites are a understanding of elementary real
analysis and the ability to comprehend "- S arguments". We suppose
that the reader has some familarity with the Riemann integral so that
it is not necessary to provide motivation and detailed discussion, but
we do not assume that the reader has a mastery of the subtleties of
that theory. A solid course in "advanced calculus", an understanding
of the first third of my book The Elements of Real Analysis, or of
most of my book Introduction to Real Analysis with D. R. Sherbert
provides an adequate background. In preparing this new edition, I
have seized the opportunity to correct certain errors, but I have re-
sisted the temptation to insert additional material, since I believe
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vl Preface

that one of the features of this book that is most appreciated is its
brevity.

The Elements of Lebesgue Measure is descended from class notes
written to acquaint the reader with the theory of Lebesgue measure
in the space RP. While it is easy to find good treatments of the case
p = 1, the case p > 1 is not quite as simple and is much less frequently
discussed. The main ideas of Lebesgue measure are presented in
detail in Chapters 10-15, although some relatively easy remarks are
left to the reader as exercises. The final two chapters venture into
the topic of nonmeasurabl a sets and round out the subject.

There are many expositions of the Lebesgue integral from various
points of view, but I believe that the abstract measure space approach
used here strikes directly towards the most important results: the
convergence theorems. Further, this approach is particularly well-
suited for students of probability and statistics, as well as students
of analysis. Since the book is intended as an introduction, I do not
follow all of the avenues that are encountered. However, I take pains
not to attain brevity by leaving out important details, or assigning
them to the reader.

Readers who complete this book are certainly not through, but
if this book helps to speed them on their way, it has accomplished its
purpose. In the References, I give some books that I believe readers
can profitably explore, as well as works cited in the body of the text.

I am indebted to a number of colleagues, past and present, for
their comments and suggestions; I particularly wish to mention N. T.
Hamilton, G. H. Orland, C. W. Mullins, A. L. Peressini, and J. J.
Uhl, Jr. I also wish to thank Professor Roy G. Davies of Leicester
University for pointing out a number of errors and possible improve-
ments.

ROBERT G. BARTLE

Ypsilanti and Urbana
November 20, 1994
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The theory of integration has its ancient and honorable roots in the
" method of exhaustion" that was invented by Eudoxos and greatly
developed by Archimedes for the purpose of calculating the areas and
volumes of geometric figures The later work of Newton and Leibniz
enabled this method to grow into a systematic tool for such calculations.

As this theory developed, it has become less concerned with applica-
tions to geometry and elementary mechanics, for which it is entirely
adequate, and more concerned with purely analytic questions, for
which the classical theory of integration is not always sufficient.
Thus a present-day mathematician is apt to be interested in the con-
vergence of orthogonal expansions, or in applications to differential
equations or probability. For him the classical theory of integration
which culminated in the Riemann integral has been largely replaced
by the theory which has grown from the pioneering work of Henri
Lebesgue at the beginning of this century. The reason for this is
very simple; the powerful convergence theorems associated with the
Lebesgue theory of integration lead to more general, more complete,
and more elegant results than the Riemann integral admits.

Lebesgue's definition of the integral enlarges the collection of
functions for which the integral is defined. Although this enlargement
is useful in itself, its main virtue is that the theorems relating to the
interchange of the limit and the integral are valid under less stringent
assumptions than are required for the Riemann integral. Since one

I



2 The Elements of Integration

frequently needs to make such interchanges, the Lebesgue integral is
more convenient to deal with than the Riemann integral. To exemplify
t r ese remarks, let the sequence (fn) of functions be defined for x > 0
by yn(x) -= eW It is readily seen that the (improper) Riemann
integrals

+ oo e--nx
in = dx

0 x
exist and that lim fn(x) = 0 for all x > 0. However, since lim fn(x)

n- cc x-+0

= +oo for each n, the convergence of the sequence is certainly not
uniform for x > 0. Although it is hoped that the reader can supply
the estimates required to show that lim In = 0, we prefer to obtain
this conclusion as an immediate consequence of the Lebesgue Dominated
Convergence Theorem which will be proved later. As another example,
consider the function F defined for t > 0 by the (improper) Riemann
0

integral

F(t) = x2 e tx dx .
J 0

With a Ii At-, effort one can show that F is continuous and that its
derivati' r exists and is given by

+Go

F'(t) X
0

which is obtained by differentiating under the integral sign. Once
again, this inference follows easily from the Lebesgue Dominated
Convergence "Theorem.

At the risk of oversimplification, we shall try to indicate the crucial
difference between the Riemann and the Lebesgue definitions of the
integral Recall that an interval in the set R of real numbers is a set
which has one of the following four forms;

[a,b] = {xER:a Cx Cb}, (a, b) {xER:a<x<b},
[a,b)= {XER:acx<b}, (a,bJ={xeRacxcb}.

In each of these cases we refer to a and b as the endpoints and prescribe

y

e tx dx,

--



Introduction 3

b - a as the length of the in ter 1. Recall further that if E is a set,
then the characteristic function of E is the function XE defined by

XE(x)= i, ifxEE,
ifx0E.

A step function is a function 9) which is a finite linear combination of
characteristic functions :)f intervals; thus

ii

j> c2 XEJ
,= 1

If the endpoints of the intervai E; axe a,, b,, we define the integral
of 9) to be

If f is a bounded function defined on an interval [a, b] and if f is not
too discontinuous, then the Riemann integral of fis defined to be the
limit (in an appropriate sense) of the integrals of step functions which
approximate f. In particular, the lower Riemann integral off may be
defined to be the supremum of the integrals of all step functions 9)
such that gp(x) c f(x) for all x in [a, b], and gp(x) = 0 for x not in [a, b]

The Lebesgue integral can be obtained by a similar process, except
that the collection of step functions is replaced by a larger class of
functions In somewhat more detail, the notion of length is generalized
to a suitable collection X of subsets of R Once this is done, the step
functions are replaced by simple functions, which are finite linear
combinations of characteristic functions of sets belonging to X. If

9'=Z C2XE,
j= 1

is such a simple function and if fz(E} denotes the "measure" or
"generalized length" of the set E in X, we define the integral of cp to be

c, .(E,).

If f is a nonnegative function defined on R which is suitably restricted,
we shall define the (Lebesgue) integral off to be the supremum of the

"~



4 The Elements of Integration

integrals of all simple functions 9) such that p(x) c f(x) for all x in R.
The integral can then be extended to certain functions that take both
signs.

Although the generalization of the notion of length to certain sets in
R which are not necessarily intervals has great interest, it was observed
in 1915 by Maurice 1=rechet that the convergence properties of the
Lebesgue integral are valid in considerable generality Indeed, let X
be any set in which there is a collection X of subsets containing the
empty set 0 and X and closed under complementation and countable
unions Suppose that there is a nonnegative measure function /i
defined on X such that .(Q) = 0 and which is countably additive in
the sense that

U E;
1

fz(E)
00

for each sequence (E) of sets in X which are mutually disjoint In
this case an integral can be defined for a suitable class of real-valued
functions on X, and this integral possesses strong convergence
properties

As we have stressed, we are particularly interested in these con-
vergence theorems. Therefore we wish to advance directly toward
them in this abstract setting, since it is more general and, we believe,
conceptually simpler than the special cases of integration on the line
or in R However, it does require that the reader temporarily accept
the fact that interesting special cases are subsumed by the general
theory. Specifically, it requires that he accept the assertion that there
exists a countably additive measure function that extends the notion
of the length of an interval. The proof of this assertion is in Chapter 9
and can be read after completing Chapter 3 by those for whom the
suspense is too great.

In this introductory chapter we have attempted to provide motivation
and to set the stage for the detailed discussion which follows. Some
of our remarks here have been a bit vague and none of them has been
proved. These defects will be remedied. However, since we shall
have occasion to refer to the system of extended real numbers, we now
append a brief description of this system.



Introduction 5

In integration theory it is frequently convenient to adjoin the two
symbols -oo, +oo to the real number system R. (It is stressed that
these symbols are not real numbers) We also introduce the convention
that -oo < x < +oo for any x E R. The collection 9 consisting of
the set R U { --- oo , + oo} is called the extended real number system

one reason we wish to consider k is that it is convenient to say that
the length of the real line is equal to +oo Another reason is that we
will frequently be taking the supremum (= least upper bound) of a
set of real numbers We know that a nonempty set A of real numbers
which has an upper bound also has a supremum (in R) If we define
the supremum of a nonempty set which does not have an upper bound
to be +00, then every nonempty subset of R (or i) has a unique
supremum in R Similarly, every nonempty subset of R (or E) has a
unique infimum (= greatest lower bound) in h (Some authors
introduce the conventions that inf 0 = +oo, sup 0 = - oo , but we
shall not employ them )

If (xn) is a sequence of extended real numbers, we define the limit
superior and the limit inferior of this sequence by

lim sup xn = inf sup xn ,
M n-m

lim inf xn = sup inf x .
M (n->.m

If the limit inferior and the limit superior are equal, then their value is
called the limit of the sequence It is clear that this agrees with the
conventional definition when the sequence and the limit belong to R.

Finally, we introduce the following algebraic operations between
the symbols +oo and elements x E R

(±00)+(±oo) -x+(±00) =(±00)+x= ±oo,
(±00)(±00) _ +00' (±00)(+ oo} = -00,

x(±oo)_(±oo)x= ±oo
ifx>0,

=0 ifx=o,

= + oo if x < 0

It should be noticed that we do not define (+oo) + (-oo) or (-oo) +
(+oo), nor do we define quotients when the denominator is +oo.

if x >



CHAPTER 2

Measurable Functions

In developing the Lebesgue integral we shall be concerned with
classes of real-valued functions defined on a set X. In various applica-
tions the set X may be the unit interval I = [0, 11 consisting of all real
numbers x satisfying 0 c x c 1, it may be the set N = {1, 2, 3, }

of natural numbers; it may be the entire real line R; it may be all of
the plane; or it may be some other set. Since the development of the
integral does not depend on the character of the underlying space X,
we shall make no assumptions about its specific nature.

Given the set X, we single out a family X of subsets of X which are
" well-behaved " in a certain technical sense. To be precise, we shall
assume that this family contains the empty set 0 and the entire set X.
and that X is closed under complementation and countable unions.

2.1 DEFINITION. A family X of subsets of a set X is said to be a
Q-algebra (or a Q-field) in case:

(i) 0, X belong to X.
(ii) If A belongs to X, then the complement W(A) = X \ A belongs

to X.
(iii) If (An} is a sequence of sets in X, then the union Un A,, be-

longs to X.

An ordered pair (X, X) consisting of a set X and a Q-algebra X of
subsets of X is called a measurable space. Any set in X is called an

6



Measurable Functions 7

X-measurable set, but when the Q-algebra X is fixed (as is generally the
case), the set will usually be said to be measurable.

The reader will recall the rules of De Morgan:

(2.1) u Aa = f l c(Aa}, r n Aa = (J c(A j .
a a a a

It follows from these that the intersection of a sequence of sets in X
also belongs to X.

We shall now give some examples of Q-algebras of subsets.

2.2 EXAMPLES. (a) Let X be any set and let X be the family of all
subsets of X.

(b) Let X be the family consisting of precisely two subsets of X,
namely 0 and X.

(c) Let X= {192939 } be the set N of natural numbers and let
X consist of the subsets

01 { 1, 3, 5, }, {2, 4, 6, }, X.

(d} Let X be an uncountable set and X be the collection of subsets
which are either countable or have countable complements.

(e) If Xl and X2 are Q-algebras of subsets of X, let X3 be the inter-
section of X, and X2; that is, X3 consists of all subsets of X which
belong to both Xl and X2. It is readily checked that X3 is a Q-algebra

(f) Let A be a nonempty collection of subsets of X. We observe
that there is a smallest Q-algebra of subsets of X containing A. To see
this, observe that the family of all subsets of X is a Q-algebra containing
A and the intersection of all the Q-algebras containing A is also a
Q-algebra containing A. This smallest Q-algebra is sometimes called
the Q-algebra generated by A.

(g) Let X be the set R of real numbers. The Borel algebra is the
Q-algebra B generated by all open intervals (a, b) in R. Observe that
the Borel algebra B is also the Q-algebra generated by all closed intervals
[a, b] in R. Any set in B is called a Borel set.

(h} Let X be the set A of extended real numbers. If E is a Borel
subset of R, let

(2 2) El = .E U { - oo} , .E2 = .E U { + oo} , .E3 = .E u {- oo , + oo} ,
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and let B be the collection of all sets E. El, E2, E3 as E varies over B.
It is readily seen that B is a a-algebra and it will be called the extended
Borel algebra.

In the following, we shall consider a fixed measurable space (X, X).

2.3 DEFINITION. A function f on X to R is said to be X-measurable
(or simply measurable) if for every real number a the set

(2.3) {x E X : f (x) > a}

belongs to X.

The next lemma shows that we could have modified the form of the
sets in defining measurability.

2.4 LEMMA. The following statements are equivalent for a f unction
f on X to R :

(a) For every a c R, the set A,, = {x c X : f (x) > a} belongs to X
(b) For every a c R, the set Ba = {x c X : f(x} C a} belongs to X
(c) For every a E R, the set Ca = {x E X : f (x) >, a} belongs to X
(d) For every a E R, the set Da = {x c X : f(x) < a} belongs to X

PROOF. Since Ba and Aa are complements of each other, statement
(a) is equivalent to statement (b). Similarly, statements (c) and (d)
are equivalent. I f (a) holds, then A,,-,I,, belongs to X for each n and
since

00

Ca = Aa--1/n
n1

it follows that Ca E X Hence (a) implies (c). Since

COD

Aa = U Ca+iin,
n-= 1

it follows that (c) implies (a) Q.E.D

2.5 EXAMPLES. (a) Any constant function is measurable. For,
if f(x} = c for all x E X and if a >, c, then

{X E X - f(x) > a}
whereas if a < c, then

{xEX:f(x)>a}=X.

n
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(b) If E E X, then the characteristic function XE' defined by

XE(x) - 1, x cz E,

= 0, x 0 E,

is measurable. In fact, {x E X : XE(x} > a} is either X, E, or
(c) If X is the set R of real numbers, and X is the Borel algebra B,

then any continuous function f on R to R is Borel measurable (that is,
B-measurable). In fact, if f is continuous, then {x E R : f(x) > a} is
an open set in B and hence is the union of a sequence of open intervals.
Therefore, it belongs to B.

(d) If X = R and X = B, then any monotone function is Borel
measurable. For, suppose that f is monotone increasing in the sense
that x c x' implies f (x) c f(x'). Then {x E R : J '(x) > a} consists of
a half-line which is either of the form {x c R : x > a} or the form

a}, orisRor0.

Certain simple algebraic combinations of measurable functions are
measurable, as we shall now show.

2.6 LEMMA. Let f and g be measurable real-valued functions and let
c be a real number. Then the functions

cf, f2, f + g, fg, Ill,
are also measurable.

PROOF. (a) If c = 0, the statement is trivial. If c > 0, then

{x E X : cf(x) > a} = {x E X : f (x) > a/c} E X.

The case c < 0 is handled similarly.
(b) If a < 0, then {x E X : (1(x))2 > a} = X; if a >, 0, then

X : > a}

= {x E X : f (x) > '\/a-} U {x E X : f (x) < - V a} .

(c) By hypothesis, if r is a rational number, then

Sr = {x E X : f (x) > r} f1 {x E X : g(x) > a - r}

belongs to X. Since it is readily seen that

{xEX: (f+g)(x) > a) _U{Sr: rrational},
it follows that f + g is measurable.

,

{x E f (X))2
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(d) Since fg = J[(f + g)2 - (f - g)2J, it follows from parts (a), (b),
and (c) thatfg is measurable.

(e) If a < 0, then {x c- X :
I

> a} = X, whereas if a >, 0, then

{x E X : I > a} = {x E X : f(X) > a} U {x E X : f(X) < - a}.

Thus the function If I is measurable. Q.E.D.

If f is any function on X to R, let f + and f - be the nonnegative
functions defined on X by

(2.4) f + (x} = sup {.f (x) , O} , f - (x} = sup { -.f (x), 0}.

The function f + is called the positive part off and f - is called the
negative part off. It is clear that

(2.5) f =f+ -f- and 111 =f+ +f-

and it follows from these identities that

(2.6) f + = 2(I
fI +J)-5 f = RI A _J)-

In view of the preceding lemma we infer that f is measurable if and
only if f + and f - are measurable.

The preceding discussion pertained to real-valued functions defined
on a measurable space. However, in dealing with sequences of
measurable functions we often wish to form suprema, limits, etc., and
it is technically convenient to allow the extended real numbers -oo, +oo
to be taken as values. Hence we wish to define measurability for
extended real-valued functions and we do this exactly as in Definition 2.3.

2.7 DEFINITION. An extended real-valued function on X is X-
measurable in case the set {x c X : f(x) > a} belongs to X for each real
number a. The collection of all extended real-valued X-measurable
functions on X is denoted by M(X, X) .

Observe that if f c M(X, X), then

Co

{x c x : f(x) = +oo} _ fl {x c X : f(x) > n},
n=1

x E X : f(X) _ 00} U_x c X :f(x) - n ,
n=1

so that both of these sets belong to X.
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The following lemma is often useful in treating extended real-valued
functions.

2.8 LEMMA. An extended real-valued function f is measurable if and
only if the sets

A = {xEX : f(x) = +oo}, B = {xEX : f(x) _ -oo}

belong to X and the real-valued function fl defined by

is measurable.

fi(x} = f(x),

= 0, ifxEA UB,
if x 0 A U B,

PROOF. If f is in M(X, X), it has already been noted that A and B
belong to X. Let a E R and a >, 0, then

{x c X : fl (x) > a} = {x c X : f (x) > a} 1 A.

If a < 0, then

{x E X (x) > a} = {x c X : f (x) > a} U B.

Hence fl is measurable.
Conversely, if A, B E X and fl is measurable, then

{x c X : f (x) > a} = {x c X : f, (x) > a} U A

when a >, 0, and

{xEX:f(x) > a} = {xEX:fl(x) > a}\B
when a < 0. Therefore f is measurable. Q.E.D.

It is a consequence of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 that if f is in M(X, X),
then the functions

cf, f2, IfII f+j f
also belong to M(X, X).

The only comment that need be made is that we adopt the convention
that 0(±oo) = 0 so that cf vanishes identically when c = 0. If f and g
belong to M(X, X), then the sum f + g is not well-defined by the
formula (f + g)(x) = f (x) + g (x) on the sets

El = {x E X : f (x) = - oo and g(x) = + oo} ,
E2 = {x E X : f (x) = +oo and g(x) _ -00}1
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both of which belong to X. However, if we define f + g to be zero
on .El U E2, the resulting function on X is measurable. We shall
return to the measurability of the productfg after the next result.

2.9 LEMMA. Let (fn) be a sequence in M (X, X) and define the
functions

f(x) = inffn(x), F(x) = supfn(x),
f*(x) = lim inf fn(x), F*(x) = lim sup f7t(x).

Then f, F, f *, and F* belong to X1 (X, X).

PROOF. Observe that
Go

{xeX: f(x)>a}= n {xeX:ff(x}>
n=1

{x c- X : F(x) > a} = U {x E X : fn(x) > U},
n=1

so that f and F are measurable when all the fn are. Since

f * (x) = sup inf fm(x)
n>,1 m,n

F*(x) = inf sup fm(x} ,
n>,1 m>n

the measurability off * and F* is also established. Q.E.D.

2.10 COROLLARY. If (fn) is a sequence in M (X, X) which converges
to f on X, then f is in M(X, X).

PROOF. In this case f(x) = lim fn(x) = lim inf f,(x). Q.E.D.

We now return to the measurability of the product f g when f, g
belong to M(X, X). If n e N, let, fn be the "truncation off" defined by

fn(x) =1(x) , if I .f (x) I c n,
=n, if f(x)>n,
= -n, if f(x) < -n.

Let gm be defined similarly. It is readily seen that fn and gm are
measurable (see Exercise 2. K). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that the
product fn gm is measurable. Since

f(X) gm(x) = lirafn(x) gm(x), x E X,
n

,
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it follows from Corollary 2.10 that f g.. belongs to M(X, X). Since

(fg)(x) = R X) g(x) = lint f (x) gm(x), x E X,
m

another application of Corollary 2.10 shows that f g belongs to M(X, X) .
It has been seen that the limit of a sequence of functions in M(X, X)

belongs to M(X, X) . We shall now prove that a nonnegative function
f in M(X, X) is the limit of a monotone increasing sequence (p,) in

M(X, X). Moreover, each g , can be chosen to be nonnegative and to
assume only a finite number of real values.

2.11 LEMMA. If f is a nonnegative function in M(X, X), then there
exists a sequence (g) in M(X, X) such that

(a) 0 c 9)n(x) c 9)n+ 2 (x) for x c- X, n c- N.
(b) f (x) = lim 9).(x) for each x c- X.
(c) Each 9)n has only a finite number of real values.

PROOF. Let n be a fixed natural number. If k = 0, 1, ... , n2n - 1,
let Eke be the set

.Eke = {x E X : k2 - n C f(X) < (k + 1) 2 - n},

and if k = n2n, let .Eke be the set {x E X : f (x) > n} . We observe that
the sets {.Eke : k = 0, 1, ... , n2n} are disjoint, belong to X, and have
union equal to X. If we define 9pn to be equal to k2 - n on Eke, then 9)n

belongs to M(X, X). It is readily established that the properties (a),
(b), (c) hold. Q.E.D.

COMPLEX-VALUED FUNCTIONS

It is frequently important to consider complex-valued functions
defined on X and to have a notion of measurability for such functions.
We observe that if f is a complex-valued function defined on X, then
there exist two uniquely determined real-valued functions f, , f2 such
that

f = A +if2.
(Indeed, f, (x) = Ref (x) , f2(x) = Im f (x) , for x c- X.) We define the
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complex-valued function f to be measurable if and only if its real and
imaginary parts Jj and f2, respectively, are measurable. It is easy to
see that sums, products, and limits of complex-valued measurable
functions are also measurable.

FUNCTIONS BETWEEN MEASURABLE SPACES

In the sequel we shall require the notion of measurability only for
real- and complex-valued functions. In some work, however, one
wishes to define measurability for a function f from one measurable
space (X, X) into another measurable space (Y, Y). In this case one
says that f is measurable in case the set

f -' (E) = {x c- X : f (x) e E}

belongs to X for every set E belonging to Y. Although this definition
of measurability appears to differ from Definition 2.3, it is not difficult
to show (see Exercise 2.P) that Definition 2.3 is equivalent to this
definition in the case that Y = R and Y = B.

This definition of measurability shows very clearly the close analogy
between the measurable functions on a measurable space and continuous
functions on a topological space.

EXERCISES

2.A. Show that [a, b] =nn,= 1 (a -- 1 In, b + 1 In). Hence any Q-
algebra of subsets of R which contains all open intervals also contains
all closed intervals. Similarly, (a, b) = U n =1 [a + 1In, b - 1 In], so
that any a-algebra containing all closed intervals also contains all
open intervals.

2.B. Show that the Borel algebra B is also generated by the collection
of all half-open intervals (a, b] = {x e R : a < x c b}. Also show
that B is generated by the collection of all half-rays {x c- R : x > a),
ac- R.

2.C. Let (An) be a sequence of subsets of a set X. Let Efl = 0 and
for n c- N, let

n

En = U Ak, F n = A n 1 .En - 1
k=1
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Show that (En) is a monotone increasing sequence of sets and that (Fn)
is a disjoint sequence of sets (that is, Fn n Fm if n m) such that

CO CO CO

U En= n Fn= Y An-
n=1 n=1 n=1

2.D. Let (An) be a sequence of subsets of a set X. If A consists of
all x e X which belong to infinitely many of the sets An, show that

Go GO

m=1 n=m

The set A is often called the limit superior of the sets (An) and denoted
by lim sup An An A.

2.E. Let (An) be a sequence of subsets of a set X. If B consists of
all x e X which belong to all but a finite number of the sets An, show
that

B= u
m= 1 [nOm']'

The set B is often called the limit inferior of the sets (An) and denoted
by lim inf An-

2-F. If (En) is a sequence of subsets of a set X which is monotone
increasing (that is, .E1 9 E2 g E3 c ), show that

CO

lim sup En = 1J En = lim inf En.
n=1

2.G. If (Fn) is a sequence of subsets of a set X which is monotone
decreasing (that is, F1 F2 F3 2 .), show that

CO

lim sup Fn= nFn = lim inf Fn.
n=1

2.H. If (An) is a sequence of subsets of X, show that

0 C lim inf An C lim sup An C X.

Give an example of a sequence (An) such that

lim inf An = Q, lim sup An = X.

Give an example of a sequence (An) which is neither monotone
increasing or decreasing, but is such that

liminfAn=limsupAn.

A =
[ I
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when this equality holds, the common value is called the limit of (An)
and is denoted by lim A.

2.1. Give an example of a function f on X to R which is not X-
measurable, but is such that the functions I f I and f2 are X-measurable.

2.J. If a, b, c are real numbers, let mid (a, b, c) denote the "value in
the middle." Show that

mid (a, b, c} = inf sup b), sup c), sup {b, c}}.

If f, , f2, f3 are X-measurable functions on X to R and if g is defined
for xeXby

g(x) = mid (fi(x), f2(x), f3 (x)) ,

then g is X-measurable.

2.K. Show directly (without using the preceding exercise) that if f
is measurable and A > 0, then the truncation fA defined by

fA(x) =1 (x), i f I f(x) I c A,
-A, if f(x)>A,

- A, if f(x) < -A
is measurable.

2.L. Let f be a nonnegative X-measurable function on X which is
bounded (that is, there exists a constant K such that 0 c f (x) c K for
all x in X). Show that the sequence (pn) constructed in Lemma 2.11
converges uniformly on X to f.

2. M. Let f be a function defined on a set X with values in a set Y.
If E is any subset of Y, let

f -'(E) = {x e X : f (x) e E} .

Show that f '(0) = 0, f -' (Y) = X. If E and F are subsets of Y,
then

f -'(.E 1 F) = f -'(.E) 1 f -'(F).

If {E } is any nonempty collection of subsets of Y, then

f - ' u E = U f -' (EE), .f -' f 1 E = nf-,(E,.).
a a a

In particular it follows that if Y is a Q-algebra of subsets of Y, then
If ' (E) :.E e Y} is a Q-algebra of subsets of X.
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2.N. Let f be a function defined on a set X with values in a set Y.
Let X be a a-algebra of subsets of X and let Y = {E 9 Y : f -'(.E) E X}.
Show that Y is a a-algebra.

2.0. Let (X, X) be a measurable space and f be defined on X to Y.
Let A be a collection of subsets of Y such that f -'(E) e X for every
E e A. Show that f '(F) e X for any set F which belongs to the
a-algebra generated by A. (Hint: Use the preceding exercise.)

2.P. Let (X, X) be a measurable space and f be a real-valued function
defined on X. Show that f is X-measurable if and only if f -'(E) e X
for every Borel set E.

2.Q. Let (X, X) be a measurable space, f be an X-measurable function
on X to R and let 9) be a continuous function on R to R. Show that
the composition 9) of, defined by (g) of)(x) = gp[ f(x)] , is X-measurable.
(Hint: If 9) is continuous, then 9) -' (E) e B for each E e B.)

2.R. Let f be as in the preceding exercise and let be a Borel
measurable function. Show that of is X-measurable.

2.S. Let f be a complex-valued function defined on a measurable
space (X, X). Show that f is X-measurable if and only if

Ix eX:a< Ref(x) <b, c<Imf(x)<d}

belongs to X for all real numbers a, b, c, d. More generally, f is
X-measurable if and only if f -'(G) E X for every open set G in the
complex plane C.

2.T. Show that sums, products, and limits of complex-valued
measurable functions are measurable.

2.U. Show that a function f on X to R (or to R) is X-measurable if
and only if the set Aa in Lemma 2.4(a) belongs to X for each rational
number a; or, if and only if the set Ba in Lemma 2.4(b) belongs to X
for each rational number a; etc.

2.V. A nonempty collection M of subsets of a set X is called a
monotone class if, for each monotone increasing sequence (E,,) in M
and each monotone decreasing sequence (F7) in M, the sets

u, En, flFn
n=1 n=1
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belong to M. Show that a Q-algebra is a monotone class. Also, if
A is a nonempty collection of subsets of X, then there is a smallest
monotone class containing A. (This smallest monotone class is called
the monotone class generated by A.)

2.W. If A is a nonempty collection of subsets of X, then the Q-algebra
S generated by A contains the monotone class M generated by A .
Show that the inclusion A 9 M c S may be proper.



CHAPTER 3

Measures

We have introduced the notion of a measurable space (X, X) con-
sisting of a set X and a Q-algebra X of subsets of X. We now consider
certain functions which are defined on X and have real, or extended
real values. These functions, which will be called "measures," are
suggested by our idea of length, area, mass, and so forth. Thus it is
natural that they should attach the value 0 to the empty set 0 and that
they should be additive over disjoint sets in X. (Actually we shall
require that they be countably additive in the sense to be described
below.) It is also desirable to permit the measures to take on the
extended real number +oo.

3.1 DEFINITION. A measure is an extended real-valued function jt
defined on a cr-algebra X of subsets of X such that (i) jt(Q) = 0, (ii)
P(E) > 0 for all E e X, and (iii) j is countably additive in the sense
that if (En} is any disjoint sequence* of sets in X, then

00

(3.1) U En
n=z n

p(En) .

Since we permit jt to take on +oo, we remark that the appearance of
the value +oo on the right side of the equation (3.1) means either that
p(En) = +oo for some n or that the series of nonnegative terms on the
right side of (3.1) is divergent. If a measure does not take on +oo,

* This means that En n E, = 0 if n 0 m.

19
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we say that it is finite. More generally, if there exists a sequence (En,)
of sets in X with X = U E7t and such that t(E7z) < +oo for all n, then
we say that jt is Q-finite.

3.2 EXAMPLES. (a) Let X be any nonempty set and let X be the
Q-algebra of all subsets of X. Let a1 be defined on X by

PI (.E) = 0, for all .E e X;

and let j, be defined by

P20) = 0, p2(E) = +oo if E
Both jt and P2 are measures, although neither one is very interesting.
Note that j2 is neither finite nor Q-finite.

(b) Let (X, X) be as in (a) and let p be a fixed element of X. Let jt
be defined for .E e X by

p(E) = O, if p o E,
= 1, if peE.

It is readily seen that jt is a finite measure; it is called the unit measure
concentrated at p .

(c) Let X = N = { 1, 2, 3, ... } and let X be the Q-algebra of all
subsets of N. If E e X, define p(E) to be equal to the number of
elements in E if E is a finite set and equal to +oo if E is an infinite set.
Then p is a measure and is called the counting measure on N. Note
that jt is not finite, but it is Q-finite.

(d) If X = R and X = B, the Borel algebra, then it will be shown
in Chapter 9 that there exists a unique measure A defined on B which
coincides with length on open intervals. [By this we mean that if E
is the nonempty interval (a, b), then A(E) = b - a.] This unique
measure is usually called Lebesgue (or Borel) measure. It is not a
finite measure, but it is Q-finite.

(e) If X = R, X = B, and f is a continuous monotone increasing
function, then it will be shown in Chapter 9 that there exists a unique
measure Af defined on B such that if E = (a, b), then Af(E) = 1(b) -
1(a). This measure A f is called the Borel-Stieltjes measure generated
by f.

We shall now derive a few simple results that will be needed later.
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3.3 LEMMA. Let j be a measure defined on a Q-algebra X. If E and
F belong to X and E c F, then p (E) c 4F). If t(E) < +00, then
p(F\ E) = p(F) - p(.E).

PROOF. Since F = E U (F 1 E) and E n (F1 E) 0, it follows that

p(F) = p(E) + /L(F \ E).

Since p (F 1 E) >, 0, it follows that tz(F} >, p (E) . If p (E) < +00 ,
then we can subtract it from both sides of this equation. Q.E.D.

3.4 LEMMA. Let j be a measure defined on a Q-algebra X.

(a) If (En) is an increasing sequence in X, then

Q En = lim j(En) .
n=1

(b) If (Fn) is a decreasing sequence in X and if p(Fl) < +oo, then

Fn = lim pt(Fn)
n=1

PROOF. (a) If p(En) = +oo for some n, then both sides of equation
(3.2) are +oo. Hence we can suppose that (En) < +oo for all n.

Let A l = .E1 and An= En 1 En for n > I. Then (An) is a disjoint
sequence of sets in X such that

n Go Go

Fn = U A,, U En = UA.
)=1 n=1 n=1

Since tz is countably additive,

ro Go

tz U En = fL(An) - lim
n=1 n=1 n

p(A n) .

By Lemma 3.3 p(An) = jc(E,) - p (En _ 1) for n > 1, so the finite series
on the right side telescopes and

m

jt(An) = p(.Em) .
n=1

Hence equation (3.2) is proved.

p
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(b) Let E. = F, 1 F,,, so that (En} is an increasing sequence of sets
in X. If we apply part (a) and Lemma 3.3, we infer that

U En = lim p(E7t) = lim E (F,) - tz(Fn)]
n

= P( ',) - lim jt(Fn).

Since U`= , En = F, \ nn= , 'n, it follows that

Go

C En = (,, } nFn)
n 1 l

Combining these two equations, we obtain (3.3). Q.E.D.

3.5 DEFINITION. A measure space is a triple (X, X, p) consisting
of a set X, a Q-algebra X of subsets of X, and a measure ji defined on X.

There is a terminological matter that needs to be mentioned and
which shall be employed in the following. We shall say that a certain
proposition holds jc-almost everywhere if there exists a subset N e X
with t(N) = 0 such that the proposition holds on the complement
of N. Thus we say that two functions f, g are equal jt-almost every-
where or that they are equal for jc-almost all x in case f (x) = g(x) when
x 0 N, for some N e X with p(N) = 0. In this case we will often
write

f=g, jt-a.e.

In like manner, we say that a sequence (fn) of functions on X converges
it-almost everywhere (or converges for it-almost all x) if there exists a
set N e X with p (N) = Q such that fl x) = lim fn(x) for x 0 N. In this
case we often write

f = lim fn, jt-a.e.

Of course, if the measure p is understood, we shall say "almost every-
where" instead of "p-almost everywhere."

There are some instances (suggested by the notion of electrical
charge, for example) in which it is desirable to discuss functions which
behave like measures except that they take both positive and negative
values. In this case, it is not so convenient to permit the extended real
numbers +00, - oo to be values since we wish to avoid expressions of
the form (+oo) + (-- co) . Although it is possible to handle "signed
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measures" which take on only one of the values +oo, -oo, we shall
restrict our attention to the case where neither of these symbols is
permitted. To indicate this restriction, we shall introduce the term
"charge," which is not entirely standard.

3.6 DEFINITION. If X is a Q-algebra of subsets of a set X, then a
real-valued function A defined on X is said to be a charge in case
A(O) = 0 and A is countably additive in the sense that if (En) is a disjoint
sequence of sets in X, then

A( (J En
n=1

Go

A(En).
n=1

[Since the left-hand side is independent of the order and this equality
is required for all such sequences, the series on the right-hand side
must be unconditionally convergent for all disjoint sequences of
measurable sets.]

It is clear that the sum and difference of two charges is a charge.
More generally, any finite linear combination of charges is a charge.
It will be seen in Chapter 5 that functions which are integrable over a
measure space (X, X, p) give rise to charges. Later, in Chapter 8,
we will characterize those charges which are generated by integrable
functions.

EXERCISES

3.A. If jt is a measure on X and A is a fixed set in X, then the
function A, defined for E e X by A(E) = p(A n E), is a measure on X.

3. B. If Pl , ... , Pn are measures on X and a1, ... , an are nonnegative
real numbers, then the function A, defined for E e X by

A(E) = a, tz,(.E) ,

is a measure on X.

3.C. If (p,) is a sequence of measures on X with j (X) = 1 and if A
is defined by

A(E) = Z 2-n Pn(E), .E E X1,
n=1
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then A is a measure on X and A(X) = I.

3.D. Let X = N and let X be the Q-algebra of all subsets of N. If
(an) is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers and if we define j by

0; p(E) -- 2 an, E 0;
neE

then j is a measure on X. Conversely, every measure on X is obtained

in this way for some sequence (an) in . +.

3.E. Let X be an uncountable set and let X be the family of all
subsets of X. Define j on E in X by requiring that p(E) = 0, if E is
countable, and p(E) = +oo, if E is uncountable. Show that ji is a
measure on X.

3.F. Let X = N and let X be the family of all subsets of N. If E is
finite, let p(E) -= 0; if E is infinite, let p(E) = +co. Is jt a measure
on X?

3.G. If X and X are as in Exercise 3T, let A(E) = +oo for all E e X
Is A a measure?

3.H. Show that Lemma 3.4(b) may fail if the finiteness condition
tt(F,) < +co is dropped.

3.1. Let (X, X, jc) be a measure space and let (En) be a sequence in
X. Show that

jc(lim inf En) < lim inf t(En)
[See Exercise 2.E.]

3J. Using the notation of Exercise 2. D, show that

lim sup t(En) c t(lim sup En)

when t(U En) < + ca . Show that this inequality may fail if p (U En) =
+00.

3. K. Let (X, X, p) be a measure space and let Z = {E e X : p(E) =
0}. Is Za algebra? Show that if Ee Zand FeX, then E r) Fe Z.
Also, if En belongs to Z for n e N, then U En e Z.

3.L. Let X, X, jc, Z be as in Exercise 3.K and let X' be the family of
all subsets of X of the form

(EUZ1)\Z2, EeX,

Fe
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where Z, and Z2 are arbitrary subsets of sets belonging to Z. Show
that a set is in X' if and only if it has the form E U Z where E c- X and Z
is a subset of a set in Z. Show that the collection X' forms a Q-algebra
of sets in X. The Q-algebra X' is called the completion of X (with
respect to p).

3.M. With the notation of Exercise 3.L, let fit' be defined on X' by

jt'(.E U Z) = p(.E),

when E e X and Z is a subset of a set in Z. Show that t' is well-
defined and is a measure on X' which agrees with p on X. The
measure jc' is called the completion of jc.

3.N. Let (X, X, p) be a measure space and let (X, X', p') be its
completion in the sense of Exercise 3.M. Suppose that f is an X'-
measurable function on Xto I. Show that there exists an X-measurable

function g on X to i which is pt-almost everywhere equal to f. (Hint:
For each rational number r, let Ar = {x : f(x) > r) and write Ar =
.Er U Zr, where Er e X and Zr is a subset of a set in Z. Let Z be a set
in Z containing U Z, and define g(x) = f(x) for x 0 Z, and g(x) -= 0
for x e Z. To show that g is X-measurable, use Exercise 2. U.)

3.0. Show that Lemma 3.4 holds if p is a charge on X.
3.P. If j is a charge on X, let be defined for E e X by

7T(E) = sup { t(A) : A C E, A e X} .

Show that 7T is a measure on X. (Hint: If 7T(E) < ca and e > 0, let
F7t e X be such that F7z c E and 7T(E' c ('n) + 2 - n e.)

3.Q. If P is a charge on X, let v be defined for E e X by

v(E) = Sup ItL(A)l
I

where the supremum is taken over all finite disjoint collections {A,}
in X with E = Un= , A, . Show that v is a measure on X. (It is called
the variation of

3.R. Let A denote Lebesgue measure defined on the Borel algebra B
of R [see Example 3.2(d)]. (a) If E consists of a single point, then
.E e B and A(E) = 0. (b) If .E is countable, then .E e B and A(E) = 0.
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(c) The open interval (a, b), the half-open intervals (a, b], [a, b), and
the closed interval [a, b] all have Lebesgue measure b - a.

3.5. If A denotes Lebesgue measure and E is an open subset of R,
then )(E) > 0 if and only if E is nonvoid. Show that if K is a
compact subset of R, then A (K) < +oo.

3.T. Show that the Lebesgue measure of the Cantor set (see Reference
[1], p. 52) is zero.

3. U. By varying the construction of the Cantor set, obtain a set of
positive Lebesgue measure which contains no nonvoid open interval.

3.V. Suppose that E is a subset of a set N e X with t(N) = 0 but
that E 0 X. The sequence (f1) , f1z = 0, converges jc-almost everywhere

to XE. Hence the almost everywhere limit of a sequence of measurable
functions may not be measurable.



CHAPTER 4

The Integral

In this chapter we shall introduce the integral first for nonnegative
simple measurable functions and then for arbitrary nonnegative
extended real-valued measurable functions. The principal result is
the celebrated Monotone Convergence Theorem, which is a basic
tool for everything that follows.

Throughout this chapter we shall consider a fixed measure space
(X, X, p). We shall denote the collection of all X-measurable
functions on X to R by M = M(X, X) and the collection of all non-
negative X-measurable functions on X to R by M + = M + (X, X) .
We shall define the integral of any function in M + with respect to the
measure jc. In order to do so we shall find it convenient to introduce
the notion of a simple function. It is convenient to require that simple
functions have values in R rather than in R.

4.1 DEFINITION. A real-valued function is simple if it has only a
finite number of values.

A simple measurable function 9) can be represented in the form

(4.1) (P = 2, of XE,
f = I

where of e R and xEj is the characteristic function of a set E, in X.
Among these representations for 9) there is a unique standard repre-
sentation characterized by the fact that the of are distinct and the E,

27
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are disjoint nonempty subsets of X and are such that X = U=1 E3 .
(Of course, if we do not require the a j to be distinct, or the sets Ef to
be disjoint, then a simple function has many representations as a linear
combination of characteristic functions.)

4.2 DEFINITION. If 9) is a simple function in M+(X, X) with the
standard representation (4.1), we define the integral of 9) with respect to
jt to be the extended real number

n

9'

dtz

= of p(E).
f=1

In the expression (4.2) we employ the convention that 0(+ao) = 0
so the integral of the function identically 0 is equal to 0 whether the
space has finite or infinite measure. It should be noted that the value
of the integral of a simple function in M + is well-defined (although it
may be +ao) since all the of are nonnegative, and so we do not encounter
meaningless expressions such as (+oo) - (+ao).

We shall need the following elementary properties of the integral.

4.3 LEMMA. (a) If' and are simple functions in M + (X, X) and
c > 0, then

fcd, = c fq) dµ,

f (9) + 0) dp f 9) dp + f 0 dp.

(b) If A is defined for E in X by

A(E) = $xEd.

then A is a measure on X.

PROOF. If c = 0, then c9) vanishes identically and the equality
holds. If c > 0, then c9) is in M + with standard representation

c9) = , ca, XE j ,

9) dtz
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when 9) has standard representation (4.1). Therefore

n n

Jcg) dj = ca;p(E) = = c of p(E1) = c g) dp
=1 f=1

Let 9) and have standard representations

9) ajXEj, 0 = Z bkXFk,
k=1

then 9) + has a representation

n

1 k=
9) + 0 = (a, + bk)XEj nFk .

However, this representation of 9) + as a linear combination of
characteristic functions of the disjoint sets Ef n Fk is not necessarily
the standard representation for 9) + , since the values of + bk may
not be distinct. Let Ch, h = 1, ... , p, be the distinct numbers in the
set {a; + bk : j = 1,. .. , n; k = I , ... , m} and let Gh be the union
of all those sets E3 n F z/ 0 such that a3 + bk = ch. Thus

p(Gh) = Z P(Ef n Fk)
(h)

where the notation designates summation over all j, k such that
a1 + bk = Ch . Since the standard representation of 9) + b is given by

+0- Z ChXGh,
h=1

we find that

P̀

h=

P

Ch /G (Gh) = Ch 1p(E f n Fk)

n

h=1 (h)

a j + bk)1a(Ef n Fk)
h= 1 (h)

`ai + bk) 1a(E, n Fk)

n m

14E, n
kF ) + bk P(E1 n Fk) .

5-1 k=1

=1 k
n

J=1 k=1

.

n

=

J (9) + 0) dN = L 2, 2,
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Since X is the union of both of the disjoint families {E;} and {Ek}, then

p(E,) (E, n kF } , tz(Fk} " , p(Ef r Ff}

We employ this observation (and change the order of summation in
the second term) to obtain the desired relation

n mm`

9' + }dji = of1i(E3} + j bk14F)
J= J k=1

-= 9) dp + f dp.

To establish part (b), we observe that

TXE = of XE,()E -

Hence, it follows by induction from what we have proved that
n n

A(E) f9) XE dP = a] XE j nE dp = of p(E f n E).
f=1 f=1

Since the mapping E -* p (E, n E) is a measure (see Exercise 3.A) we
have expressed A as a linear combination of measures on X. It follows
(see Exercise 3.B) that A is also a measure on X. Q.E.D.

We are now prepared to introduce the integral of an arbitrary
function in M +. Observe that we do not require the value of the
integral to be finite.

4.4 DEFINITION. If f belongs to M + (X, X), we define the integral
of f with respect to jt to be the extended real number

(4.3) ffd/L = sup 59) dj,

where the supremum is extended over all simple functions 9) in

M + (X, X) satisfying 0 c 9)(x) c f (x) for all x e X. If f belongs to
M + (X, X) and E belongs to X, then fXE belongs to M + (X, X) and we
define the integral off over E with respect to jt to be the extended real
number

(4.4) fE f dp= ffXEdP -

P d11 :

=
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We shall first show that the integral is monotone both with respect
to the integrand and the set over which the integral is extended.

4,5 LEMMA. (a) If f and g belong to M + (X, X) and f c g, then

(4.5) f dj < 5gd,t.

(b) If f belongs to M + (X, X), if E, F belong to X, and if E C F, then

5Efdp <,
fF
5fd.

PROOF. (a) If 9) is a simple function in M + such that 0
then 0 c 9) c g. Therefore (4.5) holds.

(b) Since fxE c fx,,, part (b) follows from (a). Q.E.D.

We are now prepared to establish an important result due to B. Levi.
This theorem provides the key to the fundamental convergence
properties of the Lebesgue integral.

4.6 MONOTONE CONVERGENCE THEOREM. If (fn) is a monotone
increasing sequence of functions in M + (X, X) which converges to f, then

(4.6) 5fd,t = lim f fn dµ.

PROOF. According to Corollary 2.10, the function f is measurable.
Since fn c fn + 1 c f, it follows from Lemma 4.5(a) that

5fndtz C ffn+i dp C 5fdd

for all n c- N. Therefore we have

lim fndli C 5fd.

To establish the opposite inequality, let a be a real number satisfying
0 < a < I and let 9) be a simple measurable function satisfying
ocg)cf. Let

An -= {x E X : fn(X) > acp(x)}

yo f,
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so that An e X, An c An+ 1, and X = U An. According to Lemma 4.5,

a9) du C fn dp C 5fnd.
An fAn

Since the sequence (A,) is monotone increasing and has union X, it
follows from Lemmas 4.3(b) and 3.4(a) that

g) du = lim 9) du.
An

Therefore, on taking the limit in (4.7) with respect to n, we obtain

a 9) dl,c C lim fn d,t .

Since this holds for all a with 0 < a < I , we infer that

9) dp < lim fn dit

and since 9) is an arbitrary simple function in M + satisfying 0 < 9) < f,
we conclude that

J
f dµ = sup 59d/L < lim f fn dµ.

If we combine this with the opposite inequality, we obtain (4.6). Q.E.D.

REMARK. It should be observed that it is not being assumed that
either side of (4.6) is finite. Indeed, the sequence (Jfn du) is a mono-

tone increasing sequence of extended real numbers and so always has
a limit in k, but perhaps not in R.

We shall now derive some consequences of the Monotone Con-
vergence Theorem.

4.7 COROLLARY. (a) If f belongs to M + and c > 0, then cf belongs
toM+and

5cfdd = c f dd .

(b) If f, g belong to M +, then f + g belongs to M + and

5(1 + g) dd == f f dd + 5g dtz .

1
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PROOF. (a) If c = 0 the result is immediate. If c > 0, let (9),j be
a monotone increasing sequence of simple functions in M + converging
to f on X (see Lemma 2.11). Then (cq),,) is a monotone sequence
converging to cf. If we apply Lemma 4.3(a) and the Monotone
Convergence Theorem, we obtain

fcfd/i=lim c9nd/L

=clim Tnd/ - c f dit.

(b) If (cpn} and (on) are monotone increasing sequences of simple
functions converging to f and g, respectively, then (g)n + On) is a
monotone increasing sequence converging to f + g. It follows from
Lemma 4.3(a) and the Monotone Convergence Theorem that

f (.f + g) dF.c = lim f(9)n + On) dFz

= lim fTn dµ + lim fOn dµ

= ff dµ + fgd/t. Q.E.D.

The next result, a consequence of the Monotone Convergence
Theorem, is very important for it enables us to handle sequences of
functions that are not monotone.

4.8 FATOU'S LEMMA. If (fn) belongs to M + (X, X), then

(4.8) (lim inf fn) dt < lim inf ffn d/L .

PROOF. Let gm = inf If, fm + 2 , I so that gm c fn whenever
m c n. Therefore

$gmdffnd, m C n,

so that

fgm d! <, lim inf fn d/L .

Since the sequence (gm) is increasing and converges to lim inf fn, the
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Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that

f (lim inf. f,) dµ = lim fm dµ

lim inf f fn dµ Q.E.D.

It will be seen in an exercise that Fatou's Lemma may fail if it is not
assumed that fn >, 0.

4.9 COROLLARY. If f belongs to M + and if A is defined on X by

(4.9) A(E) = f d',
E

then A is a measure.

PROOF. Since f > 0 it follows that A(E) > 0. If E = Q, then AE
vanishes everywhere so that A(Q) = 0. To see that A is countably
additive, let (En) be a disjoint sequence of sets in X with union E and
let fn be defined to be

fn`ZfxEk.
k=1

It follows from Corollary 4.7(b) and induction that
n n

fn
dtt - j'fxEkd!=A(Ek).

k=1 k=1

Since (fn) is an increasing sequence in M+ converging to fxE, the
Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that

A(E) = f f xE dj = lim f fn A(Ek) Q.E.D.
k=1

4. 10 COROLLARY. Suppose that f belongs to M +. Then f(x) = 0
p-almost everywhere on X if and only if

(4.10) f dp = 0.

PROOF. If equation (4.10) holds, let

En=
Ix

eX:f x > 1(} n

J di

.
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so that f ; (I /n) XE,, , from which

0= ffdd>'p(.En) >, 0.
n

It follows that p (E.) = 0; hence the set

ccIx eX:f(x)>0)=YEn
n=2

also has measure 0.
Conversely, let f(x) = 0 jc-almost everywhere. If

E=Ix eX:f(x)>0},
then p(E) = 0. Let f n = n XE. Since f c lim inf fn, it follows from
Fatou's Lemma that

0 C f dj C lim inf fn d/ = 0. Q.E.D.

4.11 COROLLARY. Suppose that f belongs to M +, and define A on X
by equation (4.9). Then the measure A is absolutely continuous with
respect to jt in the sense that if E E X and p(E) = 0, then A(E) = 0.

PROOF. If p (E) = 0 for some E e X, then fXE vanishes pt-almost
everywhere. By Corollary 4.10, we have

a(E) = 5fxEdµ = 0. Q.E.D.

We shall now show that the Monotone Convergence Theorem holds
if convergence on X is replaced by almost everywhere convergence.

4.12 COROLLARY. If (fn) is a monotone increasing sequence of
functions in M + (X, X) which converges p -almost everywhere on X to
a function fin M +, then

f f dµ = lim f fn dµ.

PROOF. Let N c- X be such that p(N) = 0 and (fn) converges to f
at every point of M = X 1 N. Then (fn xM) converges to fxM on X,
so the Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that

5 f xM dp = 1im fn xM du.
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Since p(N) = 0, the functions fXN and J, XN vanish pt-almost every-
where. It follows from Corollary 4.14 that

5
fXNd 0, 5fflxNd_-O.

Since f = f X,,+ f XN and fn= fn XM + fn XN, it follows that

f .f dj = 5fxMdi = lim fn XM dd = lim fn dtz. Q.E.D.

4.13 COROLLARY. Let (gn) be a sequence in M +, then

Sn) dp = (fgn dµ

PROOF. Let fn = g2 + + gn, and apply the Monotone Con-
vergence Theorem. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES

4.A. If the simple function 9) in M + (X, X) has the (not necessarily
standard) representation

M

l0 EbkXFk,

where bk e R and Fk e X, show that

m

J9)dd= bkk'k}
k=2

4.B. The sum, scalar multiple, and product of simple functions are
simple functions. [In other words, the simple functions in M(X, X)

form a vector subspace of M(X,X), closed under products.]

4.C. If 9)2 and 9p2 are simple functions in M(X, X), then

0 = sup {TI, p2}, w = inf {p, P2}

are also simple functions in M(X, X).

4.D. If f e M + and c > 0, then the mapping p- = cgp is a
one-to-one mapping between simple functions cp E M_ with cp C f

f =

f ( n=1
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and simple functions in M + with c cf. Use this observation to
give a different proof of Corollary 4.7(a).

4.E. Let f, g E let w E M- be a simple function such that
w C f+ g and let cpn(x) = sup{(rr /n)w(x) for 0 c m C n with
(rn/m)w(x) c f (x)}. Also let kn(X) = sup{(1- l/n)w(x) -SOn(x}, o}.
Show that (1 - 11n)w C cpn + Vn and cpn C L V)n C g.

4 F. Employ Exercise 4.E to establish Corollary 4.7(b) without
using the Monotone Convergence Theorem.

4-G. Let X = N, let X be all subsets of N, and let j be the counting
measure on X. If f is a nonnegative function on N, then f e M + (X, X)
and

Go

f f dp = f(n) .
n=2

4.H. Let X = R, X = B, and let A be the Lebesgue measure on B.
If fn = X[o.n], then the sequence is monotone increasing to f = X[a, + cc) .

Although the functions are uniformly bounded by 1 and the integrals
of the fn are all finite, we have

5
f dA = + oo.

Does the Monotone Convergence Theorem apply?

4.1. Let X = R, X = B, and A be Lebesgue measure on X. If
fn = (11n) X [n, + cc), then the sequence (fn) is monotone decreasing and
converges uniformly to f = o, but

o = f dA 0 lim fn dA = + cc.

(Hence there is no theorem corresponding to the Monotone Con-
vergence Theorem for a decreasing sequence in M + .)

4.J. (a) Let fn = (1/n) X [O.n] , f = 0- Show that the sequence (fn)
converges uniformly to f, but that

f f da =A lim f fn da.

Why does this not contradict the Monotone Convergence Theorem?
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Does Fatou's Lemma apply?
(b) Let gn = n X« in. 2,n] , g ` 0 . Show that

fgdA =A lim fSn dA .

Does the sequence (gn) converge uniformly to g? Does the Monotone
Convergence Theorem apply? Does Fatou's Lemma apply?

4.K. If (X, X, p) is a finite measure space, and if (J) is a real-valued
sequence in M + (X, X) which converges uniformly to a function f,
then f belongs to H+(X, X), and

f fdµ = 1iz11 f .fn dFi

4.L. Let X be a finite closed interval [a, b] in R, let X be the collection
of Borel sets in X, and let A be Lebesgue measure on X. If f is a
nonnegative continuous function on X, show that

b

5 f dA = f(x) dx,
a

where the right side denotes the Riemann integral off. (Hint: First
establish this equality for a nonnegative step function, that is, a linear
combination of characteristic functions of intervals.)

4.M. Let X = [0, +oo), let X be the Borel subsets of X, and let A
be Lebesgue measure on X. If f is a nonnegative continuous function
on X, show that

b

f dA = lim f (x) dx.
b" + oo D

Hence, if f is a nonnegative continuous function, the Lebesgue and the
improper Riemann integrals coincide.

[The next three exercises deal with the integration of functions which
do not belong to M + . They can be omitted until the next chapter has
been read. However, we include them here because they illustrate the
restrictions required by Fatou's Lemma.]
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4.N. If fn = (-1 In) XCO, n] , then the sequence (fn) converges uniformly

to f - 0 on [0, oo). However, fin dA = - 1 whereas f f dA = o, so

liminf fndA--I<0= fi dA.

Hence Fatou's Lemma 4.8 may not hold unless 0, even in the
presence of uniform convergence.

4.0. Fatou's Lemma has an extension to a case where the fn take
on negative values. Let h be in M + (X, X), and suppose that
J h dp < +oo.

If (In) is a sequence in M(X, X) and if -h <, fn, then

f(liminffn)d/L < lim inf fn dit .

4.P. Why doesn't Exercise 4.0 apply to Exercise 4.N?

4.Q. If f e H+(X, X) and

5 fdp < +oo,

then /L{x e X : f(x) = +oo} = 0. [Hint: If En = {x e X : f(x) > n},
then nXEn c f.]

4.R. If f e M + (X, X) and

ffc4t < +co,

then the set N = {x e X : f(x) > 0} is Q-finite (that is, there exists a
sequence (Fn) in X such that N c U Fn and p(Fn) < +00).

4.S. If f e H+(X, X) and

5 f dd < +cc ,

then for any e > 0 there exists a set E e X such that 4E) < +oo and

f f dµ
J

fdp + E.
SE

4.T. Suppose that (fn) C M + (X, X), that (f,) converges to f, and
that

f f dµ = liril f .fn dFe. < +oo ..
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Prove that

f dd = lizn fn d
SE E

for each .Ee X.

4.U. Show that the conclusion of Exercise 4.T may fail if the
condition

lim f fn dµ < +ao

is dropped.



CHAPTER 5

Integrable Functions

In Definition 4.4 we defined the integral of each function in
M + = M + (X, X) with respect to a measure jt and permitted this
integral to be +oo. In this chapter we shall discuss the integration
of measurable functions which may take on both positive and negative
real values. Here it is more convenient to require the values of the
functions and the integral to be finite real numbers.

5.1 DEFINITION. The collection L = L(X, X, p) of integrable (or
summable) functions consists of all real-valued X-measurable functions
f defined on X, such that both the positive and negative parts f +, f -,
off have finite integrals with respect to jc. In this case, we define the
integral off with respect to p to be

(5.1) ffdd= 5 f+d - 5 f- dd.

If E belongs to X, we define

.f fd[t = f + d1i -- .f - dp
E E E

Although the integral of f is defined to be the difference of the
integrals off +, f -, it is easy to see that if f = f, - f2 where f2 , f2 are
any nonnegative measurable functions with finite integrals, then

5fdp = fii dFi - f .fi dFi

41
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In fact, since f + - f f = f; - f2, it follows that f + + f2 = f2 +
f If we apply Corollary 4.7(b), we infer that

Since all these terms are finite, we obtain

f belongs on to R by

(5.2) A(E) =
SE

f d',

then A is a charge.

PROOF. Since f + and f - belong to M +, Corollary 4.9 implies that
the functions A+ and A-, defined by

A+(E) = f+ d [z, A - (.E) = f-- dd,
E E

are measures on X; they are finite because f e L. Since A = A + - A -,
it follows that A is a charge. Q.E.D.

The function A defined in (5.2) is frequently called the indefinite
integral off (with respect to p). Since A is a charge, if (En) is a disjoint
sequence in X with union E, then

00

f dp = f dd.
fE n= 2 lEn

We refer to this relation by saying that the indefinite integral of a function
in L is co un tabl y additive,

The next result is sometimes referred to as the property of absolute
integrability of the Lebesgue integral. The reader will recall that,
although the absolute value of a (proper) Riemann integrable function
is Riemann integrable, this may no longer be the case for a function
which has an improper Riemann integral (for example, consider
f (x) = x -' sin x on the infinite interval 1 c x < +ao) .
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5.3 THEOREM. A measurable function f belongs to L if and only if
If belongs to L. In this case

(5.3) ffdd fIfId.
PROOF. By definition f belongs to L if and only if f + and f' belong

to M + and have finite integrals. Since If I + = If I =.f + + f - and
If I = 0, the assertion follows from Lemma 4.5(a) and Corollary
4.7(b). Moreover,

ffdpl Iff+ dp - Jfdal
f f+ dp + f f- dp = f III CIµ

5.4 COROLLARY. If f is measurable, g is integrable, and If I < IgI,
then f is integrable, and

5IfId5IgId.
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 4.5(a) and Theorem 5.3. Q.E.D.

We shall now show that the integral is linear on the space L in the
following sense.

5.5 THEOREM. A constant multiple of and a sum f + g of functions
in L belongs to L and

5afd_-affd,, 5(f+g)d=5fd,+5gd,.
PROOF. If a = 0, then of = 0 everywhere so that

5afdi,c = 0 a f dp .

If a > 0, then (af ) + = a f + and (af ) - = a f -, whence

5afdl,c = faf+ dp - 5af- dp

= a f+ d - 5f- dp. = a fdfL.

The case a < 0 is handled similarly.

I

I

=
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If f and g belong to L, then IfI and IgI belong to L. Since
If + SI < If I + I SI it follows from Corollaries 4.7 and 5.4 that f + g
belongs to L. To establish the desired relation, we observe that

f +9 = (f+ + g+) - (f- +9-).

Since f + + g+ and f - + g- are nonnegative integrable functions, it
follows from the observation made after Definition 5.1 that

5(1+ S) dµ = 5(1 + g+) dµ - f(f- + g-) dµ.

If we apply Corollary 4.7(b) and rearrange the terms, we obtain

f(f+g)d/ = f f+ dw - f f- dp + fg + du - fg - dw

= f f dµ + fg dµ. Q.E.D.

We shall now establish the most important convergence theorem
for integrable functions.

5.6 LEBESGUE DOMINATED CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let (fn) be a
sequence of integrable functions which converges almost everywhere to a
real valued measurable function f. If there exists an integrable function
g such that I fn I c g for all n, then f is integrable and

(5.4) J f dµ = lim fIn dµ.

PROOF. By redefining the functions fn, f on a set of measure 0 we
may assume that the convergence takes place on all of X. It follows
from Corollary 5.4 that f is integrable. Since g + fn >, 0, we can
apply Fatou's Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 5.5 to obtain

fg dµ + f f dµ = f(g +J) dµ < lim inf f (g + fn) dµ

= lim inf (fg dµ + f fn dµ)

= 5gd,t + lim inf f fn dµ .
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Therefore, it follows that

(5.5) ffdit c lim inf fn d/L .

Since g - fn >, 0, another application of Fatou's Lemma and Theorem
5.5 yields

fgdp - f f dµ = f (g - f) dµ < lim inf f (g - fn) dµ

= fg dµ - lim sup J J n dµ,

from which it follows that

(5.6) lim sup fin < f f dµ.

Combine (5.5) and (5.6) to infer that

f f dµ = 1i1T1 f fn CIµ. Q.E.D.

DEPENDENCE ON A PARAMETER

Frequently one needs to consider integrals where the integrand
depends on a real parameter. We shall show how the Lebesgue
Dominated Convergence Theorem can be used in this connection.

For the remainder of this chapter we shall let f denote a function
defined on X x [a, b] to R and shall assume that the function x -*

f(x, t) is X-measurable for each t e [a, b] . Additional hypotheses will
be stated explicitly.

5.7 COROLLARY. Suppose that for some to in [a, b]

(5.7) f (x , to) = lim f (x , t }
t to

for each x e X, and that there exists an integrable function g on X such
that I t) I c g(x). Then

5 f (x, to) dd(x) = lim 5f(x, t) dp(x)
t "to
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PROOF. Let (t7) be a sequence in [a, b] which converges to to, and
apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to the sequence (ft)
defined by f7t(x) = f (x , t,) for x e X. Q.E.D.

5.8 COROLLARY. If the function t -*f (x, t) is continuous on [a, b]
for each x c- X, and if there is an integrable function g on X such that
f (x , t) c g(x), then the./unction F defined by

(5.8) F(t) = 5 f (x, t) dd(x)

is continuous for t in [a, b].

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.7. Q.E.D.

5.9 COROLLARY. Suppose that for some to c- [a, b], the function
x -*f (x, to) is integrable on X, that afl at exists on X x [a, b], and that
there exists an integrable function g on X such that

Then the function F defined in Corollary 5.8 is differentiable on [a, b] and

dr
(t) =

dr J
l(x, t) 5(x. t)

PROOF. Let t be any point of [a, b] . If (tn} is a sequence in [a, b]
converging to t with to t, then

of x t) = limf(x, tn) - f(x, t} x c- X.at( tn- t
Therefore, the function x -* (aflat)(x, t) is measurable.

If x E X and t c- [a, b], we can apply the Mean Value Theorem (see
Reference [1], page 210) to infer the existence of a s, between to and t
such that

.f(x, t} - .f(x, to) = (t - to) a

at
(x, s2).

Therefore we have

I.f(x, 0 I < Il(x, ro)I + I t - tol 9W9
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which shows that the function x - f (x, t) is integrable for each t in
[a, b]. Hence, if t,, t, then

F(tn) - F(t) _tn - t
f(x,tn)-f(x,t)d x.t - t `( }n

Since this integrand is dominated by g(x), we may apply the Dominated
Convergence Theorem to obtain the stated conclusion. Q.E.D.

5.10 COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 5.8,

fF(t) dt = [ff(xt)d(x)] dt
a fa

f(x, t) dt dp(x),
[fa

PROOF. Recall that if 9) is continuous on [a, b] then

d ftcsds=ct), a < t < b .
a

Let h be defined on X x [a, b] by

Jtf(x,s)ds.h(x,t) =
a

It follows that (ahlat)(x, t) = f(x, t). Since this Riemann integral
exists, it is the limit of a sequence of Riemann sums; hence the map
x -* h(x, t) is measurable for each t. Moreover, since l t) l c g(x),
we infer that I h(x, t) I c g(x)(b - a), so that the function x - h(x, t)
is integrable for each t c [a, b]. Let H be defined on [a, b] by

H(t) = fh(x,t)dit(x);

it follows from Corollary 5.9 that

dH (t) = fah (x, t) dµ(x) = ff(x , t) dµ(x) = F(t).

dt
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Therefore we have

b

'(t) dt = H(b) - H(a)
a

[h(x, b) - h(x, a)] dd(x)

_ f Ifa f (X I
t) dt] dp(x)

Q.E.D.

The interchange of the order of (Lebesgue) integrals will be considered
in Chapter 10.

EXERCISES

5.A. If f E L(X, X, p) and a > 0, show that the set {x E X : I

a} has finite measure. In addition, the set {x E X : f(x) O} has
cr-finite measure (i.e., it is the union of a sequence of measurable sets
with finite measure).

5.B. If f is an X-measurable real-valued function and iff(x) = 0 for
pt-almost all x in X, then f E L(X, X, p) and

5fdtz = 0.

5.C. If f E L(X, X, l,c) and g is an X-measurable real-valued function
such thatf(x) = g(x) almost everywhere on X, then g E L(X, X, p) and

5fdd = fgd/L.

5.D. If f c L(X, X, p) and s > 0, then there exists a measurable
simple function 9) such that

ff_d<s.
5.E. If f EL and g is a bounded measurable function, then the

productfg also belongs to L.

5.F. If f belongs to L, then it does not follow that f2 belongs to L .

Ifa .

I
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5.G. Suppose that f is in L(X, X, p) and that its indefinite integral is

A(E) = f dp, E E X.
E

Show that A(E) >, 0 for all E E X if and only if f (x) > 0 for almost all
x E X. Moreover, A(E) = Q for all E if and only if f(x) = Q for almost
allxEX.

5.H. Suppose that f1 and f2 are in L(X, X, p) and let Al and A2 be
their indefinite integrals. Show that A1(E) = A2(E) for all E E X if
and only if f1(x) = f2(x) for almost all x in X.

5.1. If f is a complex-valued function on X such that Ref and Imf
belong to L(X, X, p), we say that f is integrable and define

ffdd= 5Refdi, + i Imfdd.

Let f be a complex-valued measurable function. Show that f is
integrable if and only if If I is integrable, in which case

J
f dµ f If I dw-

[Hint: If Jfdjt = r e1° with r, 0 real, consider g(x) = er1° f(x).1

5.J. Let (f7) be a sequence of complex-valued measurable functions
which converges to f. If there exists an integrable function g such
that f, c g, show that

n dp .5 fdj = lim 5 f

5.K. Let X = N, let X be all subsets of N, and let jt be the counting
measure on X. Show that f belongs to L(X, X, p) if and only if the
series J f (n) is absolutely convergent, in which case

Go

J f dd = f (n)
n=1

5.L. If (fn) is a sequence in L(X, X, p) which converges uniformly
on X to a function f, and if p(X) < +ao, then

5fdµ = lim f fn dµ.
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5.M. Show that the conclusion in the Exercise 5.L may fail if the
hypothesis t(X) < +ao is dropped.

5.N. Let f, = n x[o.1/n], where X = R, X = B, and is Lebesgue
measure. Show that the condition IfI c g cannot be dropped in the
Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem.

5.0. If fn EL(X, X, p), and if
Go

I fn I dd < +co,
n=1

then the series > fn(x) converges almost everywhere to a function f in
L(X, X, p). Moreover,

ffdii _ j'fnd.
n=1

S.P. Let fn c- L(X, X, µ), and suppose that (fn) converges to a
function f Show that if

lim fin - .f I dµ = 0, then f If I dw = lim fin I dµ

S.Q. If t > 0, then
+COe

txdx= _.
a t

Moreover, if t > a > 0, then e r tx c e_. Use this and Exercise
4.M to justify differentiating under the integral sign and to obtain
the formula

JO

+cc

xne-x dx = n!

5.R. Suppose that f is defined on X x [a, b] to R and that the
function x - f (t, x) is X-measurable for each t E [a, b]. Suppose
that for some to and t1 in [a, b] the function x - f(x, to) is integrable
on X, that (aflat)(x, t1) exists, and that there exists an integrable
function g on X such that

f(x, t} - f(x, t1)
t t1

g(x)

for x E X, and t E [q, b] , t t1. Then

[jj x,tdx)= x,t1)dp x.f( ) (trt at( (}
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5.S. Suppose the function x - f(x, t) is X-measurable for each
t E R, and the function t - f (x, t) is continuous on R for each X E X.
In addition, suppose that there are integrable functions g, h on X such
that l t) l c g(x) and such that the improper Riemann integral

I t) dt < h(x).
f + co- CO

f(x, t) dd(x) dt = f [f + c* f(x, t) dt] dp(x),
+ co [ff CO I

where the integrals with respect to t are improper Riemann integrals.

5.T. Let f be an X-measurable function on X to R. For n E N, let
(f) be the sequence of truncates of f (see Exercise 2.K). If f is
integrable with respect to jt, then

Conversely, if

ff dµ = lim f fn dµ.

SUP f I .fnj dp < +ao,

then f is integrable.



CHAPTER 6

The Lebesgue spaces Lp

It is often useful to impose the structure of a Banach space on the
set of all integrable functions on a measure space (X, X, p) . In
addition, we shall introduce the Lp, 1 c p c oo, spaces which occur
frequently in analysis. Aside from the intrinsic importance of these
spaces, we examine them here partly to indicate applications of some
of the results in the earlier sections.

6.1 DEFINITION. If V is a real linear (= vector) space, then a real-
valued function N on V is said to be a norm for V in case it satisfies

(i) N(v) 0 for all V E V;
(ii) N(v) = 0 if and only if v = 0;
(iii) N(av) = I al N(v) for all V E V and real a;
(iv) N(u+v) c N(u)+N(v)forallu,vEV.

If condition (ii) is dropped, the function N is said to be a semi-norm or a
pseudo-norm for V. A normed linear space is a linear space V together
with a norm for V.

6.2 EXAMPLES. (a) The absolute value function yields a norm for
the real numbers.

(b) The linear space Rn of n-tuples of real numbers can be normed
by defining

NI(u1, . .. , un) = lull + + lunl ,

Np(u1, . . , u ) = {1u11' + . . + 1ump}1/p, p 1,

N,,(u1, .. . , un) = sup tlu11 , .. . , lung}.
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It is easy to check that N1 and Nc are norms and that Np satisfies (i),
(ii), (iii). It is a consequence of Minkowski's Inequality, which will
be proved subsequently, that N. satisfies (iv).

(c) The linear space 11 of all real-valued sequences u = (un) such
that N1(u) = I l < +ao is a normed linear space under N1 .
Similarly, if 1 c p < co, the collection 1p of all sequences such that
NN(u) = 11 lunlP}1rp < +oo is normed by Np.

(d) The collection B(X) of all bounded real valued functions on X
is normed by

Non -sup {Ir(x) I : x E X}.

In particular, the linear space of continuous functions on X = [a, b] is
normed.

All the preceding examples have been proper norms on a linear
space. There are also semi-norms on a linear space that are of interest.
The following are some examples.

6.3 EXAMPLES. (a) On the space Rn, consider the semi-norm

No(u1, ... , un) = sup {lull , ... , l=

0 if and only if u2 = un = 0.

(b) On the linear space C[0, 1] of continuous functions on [0, 1] to
R, define the semi-norm

N0(1) = sup { If (x) l : 0 c x
Here N0(f) = 0 if and only if f (x) vanishes for 0 x c I.

(c) On the linear space of functions on [a, b] to R which have con-
tinuous derivatives, consider the semi-norm

N0(f)=sup{lf'(x) l :a <x <b}.
Here N0(f) = 0 if and only if f is constant on [a, b].

6.4 DEFINITION. Let (X, X, p) be a measure space. If f belongs to
L(X, X, p), we define

Ng(f) =ff l dd.

It will be shown that N. is a semi-norm on the space L(X, X, p)

lunl}-

HereNa(u1,...,un) =

c
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6.5 LEMMA. The space L(X, X, p) is a linear space under the
operations defined by

lJ + 9)(X) = f (X) + 9(X), (af)(x) = of (x), x E X,

and NN is a semi-norm on L(X, X, p). Moreover, N ,,,(f) = 0 if and
only if f (x) = Q for jc-almost all x in X.

PROOF. It was seen in Theorem 5.5 that L = L(X, X, p) is a linear
space under the indicated operations. It is clear that Nu(f) > 0 for
f EL, and that

Nu(at) = f l all dp = l al f I.fI dp = I at Nu0')

Moreover, it follows from the Triangle Inequality that

Nu(f + S) = 5f+gI dp _< 5(fI + I dp

Hence Nu is a semi-norm on L, and it follows from Corollary 4.10 that
Nu(f) = 0 if and only iff(x) = 0 for almost all x. Q.E.D.

In order to make L(X, X, µ) into a nonmed linear space, we shall
identify two functions that are equal almost everywhere; that is, we use
equivalence classes of functions instead of functions.

6.6 DEFINITION. Two functions in L = L(X, X, p) are said to be
p.-equivalent if they are equal jc-almost everywhere. The equivalence
class determined by f in L is sometimes denoted by [f] and consists of
the set of all functions in L which are ji-equivalent to f . The Lebesgue
space L1 = L1(X, X, fit) consists of all jt-equivalence classes in L. If
[ f ] belongs to L1, we define its norm by

Mill = f If I dp.

6.7 THEOREM. The Lebesgue space L1(X, X, fit) is a normed linear
space.

= f If I dw+ f I SI dw=Nub+Nu(S)
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PROOF. It is understood, of course, that the vector operations in L1
are defined by

a[f] = [af], [f] + [g] _ [f+g],
and that the zero element of L1 is [0] . We shall check only that
equation (6.1) gives a norm on L1. Certainly II U] II 0 and II [0] II 1 =

0. Moreover, if II[All 1 = 0 then

5 fI dd = 0,

so f (x) = 0 for µ-almost all x. Hence [f} = [0]. Finally, it is easily
seen that properties (iii) and (iv) of Definition 6.1 are satisfied. There-
fore 1111 1 yields a norm on L1. Q.E.D.

It should always be remembered that the elements of L1 are actually
equivalence classes of functions in L L. However, it is both convenient
and customary to regard these elements as being functions, and we
shall subsequently do so. Thus we shall make reference to the
equivalence class [f] by referring to "the element f of L1," and we shall
write Ilf II 1 in place of II [f] 11 1.

THE SPACES Lp, I c p< +oo

We now wish to consider a family of related normed linear spaces of
equivalence classes of measurable functions.

6.8 DEFINITION. If 1 c p < oo, the space Lp = Lp(X, X, p) con-
sists of all jt-equivalence classes of X-measurable real-valued functions
f for which If IP has finite integral with respect top over X. Two
functions are p-equivalent if they are equal p-almost everywhere. We
set

lif lip = f f I P dpll'p.

If p = 1, this reduces to the norm introduced previously on the
space L1 of equivalence classes of integrable functions. We shall show
subsequently that if 1 c p < oo, then Lp is a normed linear space
under (6.3), and is complete under this norm ; thus L. is a Banach

1 %
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space. It is understood that the vector operations between the
equivalence classes in Lp are defined pointwise: the sum of the equiv-
alence classes containing f and g is the equivalence class containing
f + g and similarly for the product cf.

In the special case where jt is the counting measure on all subsets of
N, the Lp-spaces can be identified with the sequence spaces 4, of
Example 6.2(c). In this case, each equivalence class contains one
element. It is frequently enlightening to interpret assertions about
general L.-spaces by considering the somewhat simpler /.-spaces.

In order to establish that (6.3) yields a norm on Lp, we shall need
the following basic inequality.

6.9 HoLDER's INEQUALITY. Let f c Lp and g c Lq where p > 1 and
(I1p) + (l/q) = 1. Then fg E L1 and Ilfg111 c 11f 11p11 g11q

PROOF. Let a be a real number satisfying 0 < a < 1, and consider
the function 9) defined for t > 0 by

9p(t) = at - ta.

It is easy to check that 9)'(t) < 0 for 0 < t < 1 and p'(t) > 0 for t > 1.
It follows from the Mean Value Theorem of calculus that p(t) >, 9)(1)
and that p(t) = 9)(1), if and only if t = I. Therefore we have

to C at + (1 - a) , t ' 0 .

If a, b are nonnegative, and if we let t = alb and multiply by b, we
obtain the inequality

aabl ra C as + (I - a)b,

where equality holds if and only if a = b.
Now let p and q satisfy 1 < p < oo and (lip) + (I fq) = 1 and take

a = l/p. It follows that if A, B are any nonnegative real numbers,
then

AB
AP + $q .
p q

and that the equality holds if and only if AP = B.
Suppose that fE Lp and geLQ, and that IIfiIn 0 and So 0.
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The product fg is measurable and (6.4) with A = I(x)/Iv and
B = S(x)Igq implies that

Ilf Ilp 11 g9 pJ IIPp j9ll gll9Q

Since both of the terms on the right are integrable, it follows from
Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 that fg is integrable. Moreover, on
integrating we obtain

MfgM1 ! I

MfMMMa p + v -
which is Holder's Inequality. Q.E.D.

Holder's Inequality implies that the product of a function in Lp and
a function in Lq is integrable when p > 1 and q satisfies the relation
(1 /p) + (1 /q) = 1 or, equivalently, when p + q = pq. Two numbers
satisfying this relation are said to be conjugate indices. It will be noted
that p = 2 is the only self-conjugate index. Thus the product of two
functions in L2 is integrable.

6.10 CAUCHY---BUNYAKOVSKII---SCHWARZ INEQUALITY. If f and g
belong to L2, thenfg is integrable and

(6.5) I ffgdµl 5 f I .15I dw < I I f112 1196-

6.11 MINKOWSKI'S INEQUALITY. If f and h belong to L, p
then f + h belongs to Lp and

(6.6) Ilf + hlln s If Ilp + Ilh Ilp

PROOF. The case p = 1 has already been treated, so we suppose
p > 1. The sum f + h is evidently measurable. Since

If + hID 5 [2 sup {I.fI ,IhI}lD 5 2D{IfID + IhIp}

it follows from Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 that f + h E Lp . More-
over,

(6.7) If + hID = If + h If + hip-1 _< IfI If + hIP-1 + h If + hIP-1.

Since f + h e Lp, then If + hip EL1; since p = (p - 1)q it follows that

IMINKOWSKI's

> 1,
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f + hI ° ELq. Hence we can apply Holder's Inequality to infer that

f I.fI If + h Ip-1 dp _< MfM{5f+hl (p-1)4
dll`ljQ

J
Ilf Ilp Ilf + h II PP19

If we treat the second term on the right in (6.7) similarly, we obtain

Ilf + h II.J _< MfM IIv Ilf + hIIPP/9 + IIhIIP Ilf + h PP/9

lJ P + h D} Mf+ hIIDD/9'

If A = IIf + hIIv = 0, then equation (6.6) is trivial. If A =A 0, we
can divide the above inequality by AD/9; since p - p/q = 1, we obtain
Minkowski's Inequality. Q.E.D.

It is readily seen that the space L. is a linear space and that formula
(6.3) defines a norm on L. The only nontrivial thing to be checked
here is the inequality 6.1(iv) and this is Minkowski's Inequality. We
shall now show that L. is complete under this norm in the following
sense.

6.12 DEFINITION. A sequence (f7) in Lp is a Cauchy sequence in
LP if for every positive number s there exists an M(e) such that if
m , n >, M(e) , then I - f7t 11 p < e. A sequence (f7) in L. is con-
vergent to f in L. if for every positive number s there exists an N(s)
such that if n >, N(s), then Ilf - f7t Il p < e. A normed linear space is
complete if every Cauchy sequence converges to some element of the
space.

6.13 LEMMA. If the sequence (f7t) converges to f in L, then it is a
Cauchy sequence.

PROOF. If m, n >, N(s/2), then

MI -JmP 2 s MffMD
Hence we have

Mim -I IIn -< Mim - flla + MI -f llo < E Q.E.D.

We shall now show that every Cauchy sequence in Lp converges in
LP to an element. This result is sometimes called the Riesz-Fischer
Theorem.

h IIDD/9'
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6.14 COMPLETENESS THEOREM. If 1 4, p < oo, then the space L. is a
complete normed linear space under the norm

MI Mp
If I p

PROOF. It has been stated that Lp is a normed linear space. To
establish the completeness of Lp, let (f,,) be a Cauchy sequence relative
to the norm II lip . Hence, if s > 0 there exists an M (e) such that if
m, n > M(s), then

(6.8) Ifm - fnI p dd = Vm - fnIIpp < e .

There exists a subsequence (gk) of (fn) such that II9k11 - gk II p < 2 -k

for k E N. Define g by

(6.9) g(x) = I + I gk(x) I ,co

k

so that g is in M + (X, X). By Fatou's Lemma, we have

J I gI p dd c lim inf Ig1l +
n " Co

p

Igk+1- Al dd.

Take the pth root of both sides and apply Minkowski's Inequality to
obtain

1/p n

I gl P dp c liminf llglllp + llgk+l - gkllpn"co k=1

Mg1Mp + 1.

Hence, if E = {x E X : g(x) < +ao}, then E E X and p(X 1 E) = 0.
Therefore, the series in (6.9) converges almost everywhere and g XE
belongs to Lp.

We now define f on X by

f (X) = g1(x) + 2, {g k + 1(x) gk(x)} , x c- E,
k=1

_0, x0E.

Since I9 I C 191 I +
Ek-1

Ig+' - 9, I ,j= g and since (90 converges
almost everywhere to f, the Dominated Convergence Theorem 5.6

p

1Tp

gk + 1(x)

k=

-
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implies that f E Lp . Since If - gk I p c 2p gp , we infer from the
Dominated Convergence Theorem that 0 = lim Ilf - gk IIP, so that
(gk) converges in Lp to f.

In view of (6.8), if m > M(s) and k is sufficiently large, then

JIfm gklpd <sp.

Apply Fatou's Lemma to conclude that

Ifm - .f' IP dj'G C lim in f I.fm - gk I p dtZ C epf k" co

whenever m > M(e). This proves that the sequence (f7) converges to
f in the norm of Lp. Q.E.D.

A complete normed linear space is usually called a Banach space
Thus the preceding theorem could be formulated : the space Lp is a
Banach space under the norm given in (6.3).

THE SPACE LOD

We shall now introduce a space which is related to the Lp-spaces.

6.15 DEFINITION. The space Lc = Lc (X, X, p) consists of all the
equivalence classes of X-measurable real-valued functions which are
almost everywhere bounded, two functions being equivalent when they
are equal pc-almost everywhere. If f c L. and N E X with p(N) = 0,
we define

S(N) = sup {I f(x) I : x 0 N}
and

(6.10) lif 11 Go = inf IS (N) : N E X, µ(N) = 0}.

An element of Lo is called an essentially bounded function.

It follows (see Exercise 6.T) that if f E Lam, then If(x)I < jfor
almost all x. Moreover, if A < Ilf 11 co , then there exists a set E with
positive measure such that If(x)I , A for X EE. It is also clear that
the norm in (6.10) is well-defined on L,,.
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6.16 THEOREM. The space Lc is a complete normed linear space
under the norm given by formula (6.10).

PROOF. It is clear that Lc is a linear space and that lif IIco > 0,
II0IIC* = 0, and IIUf- IIC* = I Ilf IIc* . If Ilf I= 0, then there exists a
set Nk E X with p(Nk) = 0 such that f (x) I c Ilk for x 0 Nk. If we put
N = Uk 1 Nk, then N e X, jc(N) = 0, and I =0 for x 0 N.
Therefore, f (x) = 0 for almost all x .

If f, g e LCO , there exist sets N1, N2 in X with 4(N1) = p(N2) = 0
such that

IIlf 11co for x O N1,

Ig(x)I 11 S 11 cc for x 0 N2.

Therefore
I

+ g(x)I c IIfIIc* + IIgIIco for x0 (N1 u N2), from
which it follows that Ilf + 911 co c Ilf If co + 11911 Co.

It remains to prove that Lo is complete. Let (f7) be a Cauchy
sequence in LO, and let M be a set in X with p(M) = 0, such that
I

I c II I c. for x 0 M, n = 1 , 2, ... , and also such that I fn(X) -
fm(x) I c IIfn - fm II. for all x 0 M, n, m = 1, 2, .... Then the
sequence (fn) is uniformly convergent on X 1 M, and we let

f(x) = l im fo(x), x 0 M,
=0, xEM.

It follows that f is measurable, and it is easily seen that IIfn - f IIC0 -* 0.
Hence Lc is complete. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES

G.A. Let CEO, 1] be the linear space of continuous functions on
[0, 11 to R. Define No for f in C[O, 1] by N0(f) = I Show that
No is a semi-norm on C[O, 1].

G.B. Let CEO, 1] be as before and define N1 for f in C[O, 1] to be the
Riemann integral of If I over [0, 1] . Show that Nl defines a norm on
C[O, 1 ] . If fn is defined for n > I to be equal to 0 for 0 c x c
(1 - l In)/2, to be equal to I for I c x c 1, and to be linear for
(1 - lln)/2 c x c 1, show that (f) is a Cauchy sequence, but that it
does not converge relative to N1 to an element of C[O, 1].
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C.C. Let N be a norm on a linear space V and let d be defined for
u, v c- V by d(u, v) = N(u - 6). Show that d is a metric on V; that
is, (i) d(u, v) > 0 for all u, v E V; (ii) d(u, v) = 0 if and only if u = v;
(iii) d(u, v) = d(v, u); (iv) d(u, v) C d(u, w) + d(w, v).

C.D. If f E L1(X, X, p) and s > 0, then there exists a simple X
measurable function 9) such that Ilf - 9) 111 < s. Extend this to L,
1 c p < oo. Is this true for Lc ?

6. E. If f c- Lp, 1 c p < oo, and if E = {x E X : I f(x) I O}, then
E is Q-finite.

6.F. If f c- Lp and if E7t = {x E X : If(x) I > n}, then p(E) --* 4 as
n -* 00.

C.G. Let X = N, and let t be the counting measure on N. If f is
defined on N by f (n) = 1 In, then f does not belong to L1, but it does
belong to Lp for 1 < p c cc. [Alternatively, let X = R, X = B, and
let p be Lebesgue measure and define g(x) = 0 for x < 1 and g(x) _
1 /x for x > 1 .]

C.H. Let X = N, and let A be the measure on N which has measure
1 In' at the point n. (More precisely A(E) = I I1In2 : n c- E}.) Show

that A(X) < +ao . Let f be defined on X by f(n) = Vn . Show that
f c- Lp if and only if 1 c p < 2. [For a similar example, let X = (0, 1)

with Lebesgue measure, and consider g(x) = 1 /V x .]

C.I. Modify the Exercise 6.H to obtain a function on a finite measure
space which belongs to Lp if and only if 1 p < po.

C.J. Let (X, X, l,c) be a finite measure space. If f is X-measurable,
let E7t = {x E X : (n -- 1) c If (x) I < n}. Show that f e L1 if and
only if

Go

n 4(En) < +co .
n=1

More generally, f c- Lp for 1 c p < cc, if and only if
cc

np p (En) < +00-
n=

6.K. If (X, X, p) is a finite measure space and f c- L, then f E Lr
for 1 c r c p. (Hint: Use Exercise 6.J or the inequality If r 1+
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If I P.) Apply Holder's Inequality to If I r in Lpjr and g = 1 to obtain
the inequality

MIMT -< Ilf 11 p tt(X) ,

where s = (11r) - (11p). Therefore, if /c(X) = 1, then IIfIIr c llfllp-

6.L. Suppose that X = N and j is the counting measure on N. If
f e Lp, then f e Ls with 1 < p c s < co, and MI Its c Mf.
. 6.M. Let X = (0, oo), let jt be Lebesgue measure on X, and let
.f(x) = x -1/2(1 + I log x 1) r 1. Then f e Lp if and only if p = 2.

6.N. Let (X, X, p) be any measure space and let f belong to both
Lp1 and L,,,, with 1 c p1 < p2 < CC . Prove that f e L. for any value
of p such that p1 c p c p,2.

6.0. Let 1 < p < oo, and let (lip) + (11q) = 1. It follows from
Holder's Inequality that if f e Lp, then

ffgdw I < Ilf 11 p

for all g E Lq such that 11 S 11 9 1< 1 . If f =A 0, define go on X by go(x) _
c[signum f (x)] If (x) I p-1, where c = (II f II D) -p,9' Show that go c- Lq,
that 11 So 11 q = 1, and that

ffgod =IIfIIp

G.P. Let f e Lp(X, X, p) , 1 c p c oo , and let s > 0.
1

Show that
there exists a set EE e X with p(EE) < +oo such that if' F e X and
FEE=0,then If XFP < .

6. Q. Let fn e Lp(X, X, 0, 1 c p < oo, and let /37, be defined for
Ee X by

1/p

fln(E) =
{fE

I fn IP d

Show that I fln(E) - Pm(E) I Ilfn - fm II P . Hence, if (fn) is a Cauchy
sequence in Lp, then lim /3,,,(E) exists for each E e X.

6. R. Let fn, /3n be as in Exercise G.Q. If (fn) is a Cauchy sequence
and s > 0, then there exists a set EE e X with jt(EE} < +oo such that if

F e X and F n EE = 0, then /3n(F) < s for all n e N.
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G.S. Let f7z, /37, be as in the Exercise 6.R, and suppose that (f7) is a
Cauchy sequence. If s > 0, then there exists a S(e) > 0 such that if
E E X and p (E) < S(e), then /37z(E) < s for all n c- N. (Hint: Use
Corollary 4.11.)

G.T. If f E L (X, X, p), then l c 11f 11. for almost all x. More-
over, if A < 11f ff co , then there exists a set E E X with p(E) > 0 such
that I f(x)f > A for all x c- E.

6.U. If f E LP, 1 c p c ao, and g c- L., then the product fg c- L. and

MOP C 11AP11911COO

G.V. The space Lro(X, X, p) is contained in L1(X, X, p) if and only
if p(X) < co. If p(X) = 1 and f c- L , then

11ACO = lim 11APO



CHAPTER 7

Modes of Convergence

We have already had occasion to mention four types of convergence
of a sequence of measurable functions : pointwise convergence, almost
everywhere convergence, uniform convergence, and convergence in
L . There are two other notions of convergence that are of importance
in dealing with measurable functions. We shall introduce these in this
chapter and give interrelations between the various modes.

For convenience, we shall restate the definitions. In this chapter we
shall consider only real-valued functions defined on a fixed measure space
(X, X, p). In some applications it is necessary to consider extended
real-valued functions, but this can usually be done by modifying the
present discussion. In addition we shall limit our attention to L for
1 c p < co , since the convergence L. requires a special examination
which is usually quite direct. Thus it will be understood that p is
limited to these values.

The sequence (f) converges uniformly to f if for every s > 0 there
exists a natural number N(s) such that if n > N(s) and x e X, then
I f,7z(x) --- .f (x) I < e.

The sequence (f7) converges pointwise to f if for every s > 0 and
x e X there is a natural number N(s, x), such that if n > N(s, x), then
Ifn.(x) - .f(x) I < s.

The sequence (ft) converges almost everywhere to f if there exists a
set M in X with t(M) = 0 such that for every c> 0 and x e X 1 M

65
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there exists a natural number N(s, x), such that if n > N(s, x), then
Ifn(x) - f(x) I < s .

It is obvious that uniform convergence implies pointwise convergence,
that pointwise convergence implies almost everywhere convergence, and
it is easily seen that the reverse implications do not hold. (Of course,
if X consists of only a finite number of points, then pointwise con-
vergence implies uniform convergence; if the only set with measure
zero is the empty set, then almost everywhere convergence implies
pointwise convergence.)

CONVERGENCE IN Lp

We now recall the notion of convergence in L, which was introduced
in Chapter 6. We remark that an element in Lp is an equivalence class
of functions which are real-valued and whose pth powers are integrable.
However, by exercising some caution, we may regard an element of Lp
as being a real-valued measurable function.

A sequence (fn} in Lp = Lp(X, X, p) converges in Lp to f e L, if for
every s > 0 there exists a natural number N(s) such that if n > N(s),
then

11fn-AP= { f

In this case, we sometimes say that the sequence (fn) converges to f in
mean (of order p)

A sequence (fn) in Lp is said to be Cauchy in L, if for every e > 0
there exists a natural number N(s) such that if m, n > N(s), then

We have seen in Theorem 6.14 that if (fn) is Cauchy in L, , then there
exists an f e Lp such that (fn) converges in Lp to f.

The relationship between convergence in Lp and the other modes of
convergence that we have introduced is not so close. It is possible
(see Exercise 7.A) for a sequence (ft) in Lp to converge uniformly on X
(and therefore pointwise and almost everywhere) to a function f in L,
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but not converge in Lp , However, if t(X) < +ao, this cannot be
the case.

7.1 THEOREM. Suppose that p(X) < + ao and that (f1) is a sequence
in L. which converges uniformly on X to f, Then f belongs to L. and the
sequence (fn} converges in L. to f.

PROOF. Let s > 0 and let N(s) be such that I fn(x) - f(x) c s
whenever n >, N(s) and x e X. If n >, N(s), then

1/p
(7.1) 11fn - f 11P I- .f(x)Ip dp

1/p
ep dp _ etz(X11Ip

so that (fn) converges in L. to f. Q.E.D.

It is possible (see Exercise 7.B) for a sequence (fn} in Lp to converge
pointwise (and therefore almost everywhere) to a function f in L, but
not converge in L. even when p(X) < +oo . However, if the sequence
is dominated by a function in Lp, then the L. convergence does take
place.

7.2 THEOREM. Let (fn) be a sequence in L. which converges almost
everywhere to a measurable function f. If there exists a g in L. such that

(7.2) I fn(x) I c g(x) , x e X, n e N,

then f belongs to Lp and (fn) converges in Lp to f.

PROOF. In view of inequality (7.2), it follows that
I

c g(x)
almost everywhere. Since g e Lp, it follows from Corollary 5.4 that
f e Lp . Now

Ifn(x) - f(x)Ip C [2 g(x)]p, a.e.,

and since lim I fn(x) - f (x) I p = 0, a.e., and 2pgp belongs to L1, it
follows from the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem 5.6 that

lim Ifn - flp dd = 0.

Therefore (fn) converges in LP to f, Q.E.D.

I
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7.3 COROLLARY. Let p (X) < + oo , and let (f1) be a sequence in L.
which converges almost everywhere to a measurable function f. If there
exists a constant K such that

(7.3) If7t(x)I c K, xe X, neN,

then f belongs to Lp and (fn} converges in Lp to f.

PROOF. If t(X) < +oo, the constant functions belong to L.. Q.E.D.

It might be suspected that convergence in L. implies almost every-
where convergence, but this is not the case. In fact, we shall give an
example of sequence (fn) which converges in L. to a function f, but
such that (f7t(x)) does not converge to f (x) for any x in X(!)

7.4 EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, 1], X = B, and let A be Lebesgue
measure. We shall consider the intervals [0, 1], [0, f], [ , 1], [O, *],

[13 AS], US' 11, L'', 4]' U-1 111134b L4j 1J' 1013J' Is' J' .. .

Let fn be the characteristic function of the nth interval on this list and
let f be identically zero. If n > m(m + 1)/2(= 1 + 2 + + m),
then f, is a characteristic function of an interval whose measure is at
most 1 /m. Hence

Un -f11PP = fIfn -fIP dA

ffdA < I /m .

Therefore (fn) converges in L. to f. However, if x is any point of
[0, 1], then the sequence (fn(x)) has a subsequence consisting only of
1's and another subsequence consisting only of 0's. Therefore, the
sequence (fn) does not converge at any point of [0, 1]. (It may be
observed, however, that one can select a subsequence of (fn) which
converges to f.)

CONVERGENCE IN MEASURE

Although convergence in Lp does not imply almost everywhere
convergence, it does imply another type of convergence that is often of
interest.
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7.5 DEFINITION. A sequence (fn) of measurable real-valued functions
is said to converge in measure to a measurable real-valued function f
in case

(7.4) lim POX E X : I fn(x) - .f (x) I >, a}) = 0
n " o0

for each a > 0 . The sequence (fn) is said to be Cauchy in measure
in case

(7.5) lim P({x E X : I fm (X) - fn(x) a}) = 0
m,n" co

for each a > 0.

If (fn) converges uniformly to f, then the set

{x E X : I fn(x) - f (X) I >, a}

is empty for sufficiently large n. Hence, uniform convergence implies
convergence in measure. It is not difficult to show (see Exercise 7.D)
that pointwise convergence (and therefore almost everywhere con-
vergence) need not imply convergence in measure, unless the space X
has finite measure (see Theorem 7.12). We observe, however, that
convergence in Lp does imply convergence in measure. Indeed if
En(a) _ {x E X : I fn(x) - f (X) I al, then

ffn_fdfp I fn -fI p dp >- ap L(En(a)).
En (a)

Since a > 0 , it follows that 11fn - f II p -* 0 implies that p (E,,(a)) -* 0

as n -* ao.
The reader can readily verify that Example 7.4 also shows that a

sequence can converge in measure to a function but not converge at
any point. Despite that fact, we shall now prove a result due to
F. Riesz that implies that if a sequence (fn) converges in measure to f,
then some subsequence converges almost everywhere to f. Actually
we shall prove somewhat more than that.

7.6 THEOREM. Let (fn) be a sequence of measurable real-valued
functions which is Cauchy in measure. Then there is a subsequence
which converges almost everywhere and in measure to a measurable
real-valued function f.
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PROOF. Select a subsequence (gk} of (f7) such that the set Ek =
{x E X : I gk + 1(x} - gk(x) 2 r k} is such that p(Ek) < 2 r k. Let

Fk = Uf' k El so that Fk E X and t(Fk) < 2 (k r 1) If i , j , k and
x 0 Fk, then

(7.6) 1 gf(x) - g5(x) I < I gf(x) - gf -1(x) I + ... + I gf + 1(x) - g5(x) I

1 ... I 1

2'-1 + +
1 C 21-1

Let F = nk 1 Ek so that F E X and t(F) = 0. From the argument
just given it follows that (g,) converges on X 1 F. If we define f by

f(x) = lim g,(x), x OF,
= 0, XEE,

then (g) converges almost everywhere to the measurable real-valued
function f. Passing to the limit in (7.6) as i -* oo, we infer that if
j >, k and x 0 Fk, then

f(x) - g (i W xI
k
1
1

2 1 2

This shows that the sequence (g) converges uniformly to f on the
complement of each set Fk .

To see that (g) converges in measure to f, let a, s be positive real
numbers and choose k so large that p(Fk) < 2 -- (k - 1) < inf If
j > k, the above estimate shows that

{x E X : I f(x) - g5(x)1 >- a} C {x E X : 1 f(X) - g,(x)1 > 2 r (k r 1)}
C Ek,

Therefore, p ({x E X : 1 - g f(x)1 > a}) c p(Fk) < s for all j > k,
so that (g) converges in measure to f. Q.E.D.

7.7 COROLLARY. Let (f) be a sequence of measurable real-valued
functions which is Cauchy in measure. Then there is a measurable real-
valued function f to which the sequence converges in measure. This

limit function f is uniquely determined almost everywhere.

I >

c

< 1
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PROOF. We have seen that there is a subsequence (f7ft) which con-
verges in measure to a function f. To see that the entire sequence
converges in measure to f, observe that since

I f(x) - fn(x} I < I f(x) - Am(X} I + I Am (X} - fn(x} I ,

it follows that

{x E X: I f(X) - fn(X) I>, a} x E X: I f (X) - AM (X) I

U X E X: I fnk(X) - fn(x) I >

The convergence in measure of (fn) to f follows from this relation.
Suppose that the sequence (fn) converges in measure to both f and g.

Since
If(x) -" g(x) f(x) -fn(x) l + Ifn(x) - g(x) s

it follows that

I

a
{x E X: f(x) - g(x) Cc} x E X: f(x) - fn (x) 2

U X E X : fn(x) - g(x) 21
so that

p(I.x E X: I .f (x) - g(X) I a}} _ 0

for all a > 0. Taking a = l In, n E N, we infer that f = g, a.e. Q.E.D.

It has been remarked that convergence in Lp implies convergence in
measure. In general, convergence in measure does not imply con-
vergence in Lp (see Exercise 7.E). However, this implication does hold
when the convergence is dominated.

7.8 THEOREM. Let (fn) be a sequence of functions in L. which con-
verges in measure to f and let g EL, be such that

IC g(x), a.e.

Then f E L. and (fn) converges in L. to f.

PROOF If (fn) does not converge in LP to f, there exist a subsequence
(gk} of (fn) and an s > 0 such that

(7.7) IIgk -flip > s for kEN.

2

ZJ

i C j >,

I> 31
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Since (gk) is a subsequence of (fn}, it follows (see Exercise 7.G) that it
converges in measure to f. By Theorem 7.6 there is a subsequence
(hr) of (90 which converges almost everywhere and in measure to a
function h. From the uniqueness part of Corollary 7.7 it follows that
h = f a.e. Since (hr) converges almost everywhere to f and is dominated
by g, Theorem 7.2 implies that Jjhr - f jj, -* 0. However, this
contradicts the relation (7.7). Q.E.D.

ALMOST UNIFORM CONVERGENCE

In the proof of Theorem 7.6 we constructed a sequence (g) of
measurable real-valued functions which was uniformly convergent on
the complement of sets which have arbitrarily small measure. At first
mention this sounds equivalent to uniform convergence outside a set of
zero measure, but it is not equivalent (see Exercise 7.J).

7.9 DEFINITION. A sequence (fn) of measurable functions is said to
be almost uniformly convergent to a measurable function f if for each
8 > 0 there is a set E6 in X with ji(E6) < 8 such that (fn} converges
uniformly to f on X 1 E6. The sequence (fn} is said to be an almost
uniformly Cauchy sequence if for every 8 > 0 there exists a set E6 in X
with jc(E6) < 8 such that (fn} is uniformly convergent on X 1 E6.

The reader is warned that the terminology (in addition to being
unpleasant) is slightly at variance with the earlier use of the modifier
"almost." It is clear that almost uniform convergence is implied by
uniform convergence, but it is not hard to see that almost uniform
convergence does not imply this stronger mode.

7.10 LEMMA. Let (f,) be an almost uniformly Cauchy sequence.
Then there exists a measurable function f such that (fn) converges almost
uniformly and almost everywhere to f.

PROOF. If k E N, let Ek EX be such that jc(E,;.) < 2-k and (fn) is
uniformly convergent on X 1 Ek. Let Fk = U k E, so that Fk E X
and p (Fk) < 2- ck r 1'

. Note that (fn} converges uniformly on X1 Fk c
X1 Ek and define gk by

gk(x) = lim fn(x) , x 0 Fk,
0, xEF,
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We observe that the sequence (Fk) is decreasing and that if F= fl Fk ,
then F E X and p(F) = 0. If h < k, then gh(x) = gk(x) for all x 0 Fh.
Therefore, the sequence (gk) converges on all of X to a measurable
limit function which we shall denote by f. If x 0 Fk, then f(x) =
gk(x) = lim f7z(x). It follows that (f7) converges to f on X 1 F, so that
(f7) converges to f almost everywhere on X.

To see that the convergence is almost uniform, let s > 0, and let K
be so large that 2- ( K - 1) < e. Then p(FK) < e, and (f7) converges
uniformly to g x = f on X1 FK. Q.E.D.

The next result relates convergence in measure and almost uniform
convergence.

7.11 THEOREM. If a sequence (ft) converges almost uniformly to f,
then it converges in measure. Conversely, if a sequence (h,) converges in
measure to h, then some subsequence converges almost uniformly to h.

PROOF. Suppose that (f7) converges almost uniformly to f, and let
a and c be positive numbers. Then there exists a set E£ in X with
p(E£} < e such that (f7) converges to f uniformly on X 1 E£ . There-
fore, if n is sufficiently large, then the set {x E X : f f7z(x) - f(X) I >, a}

must be contained in E£ . This shows that (f7) converges in measure
to f.

Conversely, suppose that (h7) converges in measure to h. It follows
from Theorem 7.6 that there is a subsequence (gk} of (h7) which con-
verges in measure to a function g and the proof of Theorem 7.6 actually
shows that the convergence is almost uniform. Since (gk) converges
in measure to both h and g, it follows from Corollary 7.7 that h = g a.e.
Therefore the subsequence (gk) of (h7) converges almost uniformly to h.

Q.E.D.

It follows from the Theorem 7.11 that if a sequence converges in L,,
then it has a subsequence which converges almost uniformly. Con-
versely, it may be seen (see Exercise 7.K) that almost uniform con-
vergence does not imply convergence in LP in general, although it does
if the convergence is dominated by a function in Lp (apply Theorem 7.8).

One of the consequences of Lemma 7.10 is that almost uniform
convergence implies almost everywhere convergence. In general, the

2
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converse is false (see Exercise 7.L). However, it is a remarkable and
important fact that if the functions are real-valued and if jt(X) < +00,
then almost everywhere convergence does imply almost uniform
convergence.

7.12 EGOROFF'S THEOREM. Suppose that p(X) < +ao and that (f1)
is a sequence of measurable real-valued functions which converges almost
everywhere on X to a measurable real valued function f. Then the
sequence (f1) converges almost uniformly and in measure to f.

PROOF. We suppose without loss of generality that (fn} converges at
every point of X to f. If m, n E N, let

EE(m) = U X E X : JAW - .f(x) I 1
k=n m

so that En(m) belongs to X and E n + 1(m) En(m). Since f,,(x) -*f (x)

for all x E X, it follows that

Co

fl En(m)=0.

Since p(X) < +oo, we infer that p (En(m)) - 4 as n - +oo. If

8 > 0, let km be such that p (Ek. (m)) < 3/2m and let E. = UM=1 Ekm (m) ,

so that E6 EX and jc(E6) < S. Observe that if x 0 E., then x 0 Ekm(m),
so that

-.f(x)I < I

m

for all k > km. Therefore (fk) is uniformly convergent on the
complement of E6. Q.E.D.

It is convenient to have a table indicating the relations between the
various modes of convergence we have been discussing. Modifying
the idea in Reference [10], we present three diagrams relating almost
everywhere convergence (denoted by AE), almost uniform con-
vergence (denoted by A U), convergence in Lp (denoted by L,), and
convergence in measure (denoted by M). It is understood that in
discussing Lp convergence, it is assumed that the functions belong to
L.. Diagram 7.1 pertains to the case of a general measure space. A

Go I
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AU,

I

LP

Diagram 7.1 General case

solid arrow signifies implication; a dashed arrow signifies that a sub-
sequence converges in the indicated mode. The absence of an arrow
indicates that a counterexample can be constructed. Diagram 7.2
relates to the case of a finite measure space. In view of Egoroff's

Diagram 7.2 Finite measure space

Theorem two implications are added. In Diagram 7.3, we assume
that the sequence (f7) is dominated by a function g in L. Here three
implications are added.

We leave it as an exercise to verify that all the implications indicated
in these diagrams hold, and that no other ones are valid without
additional hypotheses.

LP M

Diagram 7.3 Dominated convergence

AE -4
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We conclude this chapter with a set of necessary and sufficient
conditions for Lp convergence. The reader will observe that the
second and third conditions are automatically fulfilled when the
sequence is dominated by a function in L.

7.13 VITALI CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let (fn} be a sequence in
Lp(X, X, p), I c p < oo. Then the following three conditions are
necessary and sufficient for the L. convergence of (f7t) to f :

(i) (fn) converges to f in measure.
00 For each s > 0 there is a set E£ e X with p(E,) < + oo such that

if F c- X and F n EE = 0, hen

fdp c ep for all n e N.
F

(iii) For each s > 0 there is a s(s) > 0, such that if E e X and
p(E) < s(s) , then

< sp forallneN.fEIfnIPL

PROOF. It was seen after Definition 7.5 that L. convergence implies
convergence in measure. The fact that L. convergence of the (fn)
implies (ii) and (iii) is not difficult and is left to the reader (see Exercises
6.R and 6.S).

We shall now show that these three conditions imply that (fn)
converges in L. to f. If s > 0, let E, be as in (ii) and let F = X 1 Efi

If the Minkowski Inequality is applied to fn - fm = (fn - fm)XE, +
fn XF - fm XF, we obtain

1/p

IIfn - fmllp Ifn - fmIp dp + 2s
{L.

for n, m e N. Now let a = s[ (E£) ] r 111' and let Hnm = {x E E£ : I fn(x)

- fm(x) I > a}. In view of (i), there exists a K(e) such that if n, m
K(s), then p(Hnm) < s(s). Another application of the Minkowski
Inequality together with (iii), gives

1/p

I- fmIp dp
{JE,

11p

C Ifn - fmIp dp
Ea\Hnm

1/p

+ IfIPdL}
11p

+ Ifmlpdp

Hnm Hn M

.)] 11p + e + e = 3e,a(EF
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when n, m > K(s). On combining this with the earlier inequality,
we infer that the sequence (fn} is Cauchy and hence convergent in Lp .
Since we already know that (f7) is convergent in measure to f, it
follows from the uniqueness in Corollary 7.7 that (f7) converges to
fin Lp . Q.E.D.

EXERCISES

In these exercises (R, B, A) denotes the real line with Lebesgue
measure defined on the Borel subsets of R. Moreover, 1 c p < ao .

7.A. Let fn = n -11P x(o.n3 . Show that the sequence (fn) converges
uniformly to the 0-function, but that it does not converge in L,(R, B, A) .

7.B. Let fn = n XC1in.2in3 Show that the sequence (fn) converges
everywhere to the 0-function but that it does not converge inL,(R, B, A).

7.C. Show that both of the sequences in Exercises 7.A and 7.B
converge in measure to their limits.

7.D. Let fn = X[n,n + 1i Show that the sequence (fn) converges
everywhere to the 0-function, but that it does not converge in measure.

7.E. The sequence in 7.B shows that convergence in measure does
not imply Lp-convergence, even for a finite measure space.

7.F. Write down a subsequence of the sequence in Example 7.4
which converges almost everywhere to the 0-function. Can you find
one which converges everywhere?

7.G. If a sequence (fn) converges in measure to a function f, then
every subsequence of (fn) converges in measure to f. More generally,
if (fn) is Cauchy in measure, then every subsequence is Cauchy in
measure.

7.H. If a sequence (fn) converges in L. to a function f, and a sub-
sequence of (fn) converges in L. to g, then f = g a.e.

7.1. If (fn) is a sequence of characteristic functions of sets in X, and
if (fn) converges to fin L., show that f is (almost everywhere equal to)
the characteristic function of a set in X.

7.J. Show that the sequence (fn) in Exercise 7.B has the property
that if 8 > 0, then it is uniformly convergent on the complement of
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the set [0, 8]. However, show that there does not exist a set of measure
zero, on the complement of which (f7t) is uniformly convergent.

7.K. Show that the sequence in Exercise 7.B converges almost
uniformly but not in L. L.

7.L. Show that the sequence in Exercise 7.D converges everywhere,
but not almost uniformly.

7.M. Let f7t = n X[a.1] . Show that the hypothesis that the limit
function be finite (at least almost everywhere) cannot be dropped in
Egoroff's Theorem.

7.N. Show that Fatou's Lemma holds if almost everywhere con-
vergence is replaced by convergence in measure.

7.0. Show that the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem
holds if almost everywhere convergence is replaced by convergence in
measure.

7.P. If g e L. and I fns c g, show that conditions (ii) and (iii) of the
Vitali Convergence Theorem 7.13 are satisfied.

7.Q. Let (X, X, p) be a finite measure space. If f is an X-measurable
function, let

r(j) - +fJ lfldw
Show that a sequence (fn) of X-measurable functions converges in
measure to f if and only if r(fn - f) --± 0.

7.R. If the sequence (fn) of measurable functions converges almost
everywhere to a measurable function f and cp is continuous on R to R,
then the sequence ((p o fn) converges almost everywhere to cp of. Con-

versely, if cp is not continuous at every point, then there exists a sequence
(fn) which converges almost everywhere to f but such that ((p o fn) does
not converge almost everywhere to cp of.

7.S. If cp is uniformly continuous on R to R, and if (fn) converges
uniformly (respectively, almost uniformly, in measure) to f, then
((p o fn) converges uniformly (respectively, almost uniformly, in measure)
to cp of. Conversely, if cp is not uniformly continuous, there exists a
measure space and a sequence (fn) converging uniformly (and hence
almost uniformly and in measure) to f but such that (p o fn) does not
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converge in measure (and hence not uniformly or almost uniformly)
to 47 of.

7.T. Let (X, X, p) be a finite measure space and let I <, p < cc .
Let cp be continuous on R to R and satisfy the condition: (*) there exists
K > 0 such that 1c(t)I c KItI for Itl > K. Show that tp of belongs to
L p for each f e Lp . Conversely, if cp does not satisfy(*), then there is a
function f in Lp on a finite measure space such that cp o f does not belong
to L..

7.U. If ( fn} converges to f in L. on a finite measure space, and if tp
is continuous and satisfies condition (*) of Exercise 7.T, then (p o fn}
converges in L. to cp of. Conversely, if condition (*) is not satisfied,
there exists a finite measure space and a sequence (f7) which converges
in L. to f but such that (cp o fn} does not converge in L. to cp of.

7.v. Let (X, X, p) be an arbitrary measure space. Let cp be con-
tinuous on R to R and satisfy: (**) there exists K > 0 such that
1c K I t I for all t e R. If f e Lp, then cp o f belongs to L.. Con-
versely, if cp does not satiny (**),tthere exists a measure space and a
function f e L. such that cp o f does not belong to L..

7.W. If (f7) converges to fin L. on an arbitrary measure space, and
if is continuous and satisfies (**), then (cp o f) converges to cp of in L.
Conversely, if tp does not satisfy (**), there exists a measure space and a
sequence (f7) which converges in Lp to f, but such that (cp o fn} does not
converge in L. to cp of.



CHAPTER 8

Decomposition of Measures

In this chapter we shall consider the possibility of decomposing
measures and charges in various ways and shall obtain some very
useful results. First we shall consider charges and show that a charge
can be written as the difference of two finite measures.

We recall from Definition 3.6 that a charge on a measurable space
(X, X) is a real-valued function A defined on the Q-algebra X such that
A(O) = 0 and which is countably additive in the sense that

00A(
13 En = A(En)
n=1 n=1

for any disjoint sequence (En) of sets in X. The reader can easily check
the proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 to show that if (En) is an increasing
sequence of sets in X, then

(8.1) A( L) En = lim A(En) ,
n=1

and if (Ft) is a decreasing sequence of sets in X, then

(8.2) A( n Fn = lim A(Fn) .
n=1

8.1 DEFINITION. If A is a charge on X, then a set P in X is said to be
positive with respect to A if A(E n P) > 0 for any E in X. A set N in
X is said to be negative with respect to A if A(E n N) c 0 for any E in
X. A set M in X is said to be a null set for A if A(E n M) = 0 for
any.EinX.
80

00
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It is an exercise to show that a measurable subset of a positive set is
positive and that the union of two positive sets is a positive set.

8.2 HAHN DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. If A is a charge on X, then
there exist sets P and N in X with X = P U N, P n N = 0, and such
that P is positive and N is negative with respect to A.

PROOF. The class P of all positive sets is not empty since it must
contain 0, at least. Let a = sup {A(A) : A e P}, let (An) be a sequence
in P such that lim A(An) = a, and let P = U7= 1 A. Since the union
of two positive sets is positive, the sequence (An) can be chosen to be
monotone increasing, and we shall assume that this has been done.
Clearly P is a positive set for A, since

0
A(EnP) = A Er U An = AU (En An) )= lim A(En An) 1> 0.

n 1 n 1

Moreover, a = lim A(An) = A(P) < co.
We shall now show that the set N = X 1 P is a negative set. If not,

there is a measurable subset E of N with A(E) > 0. The set E cannot
be a positive set, for then P U E would be a positive set with A(P U E) >
a, contrary to the definition of a. Hence E contains sets with negative
charge; let n1 be the smallest natural number such that E contains a set
E1 in X, such that A(E1) c -1/n1. Now

A(E 1 E1) = A(E) - A(E1) > A(E) > 0;

however, E 1 E1 cannot be a positive set, for then P1 = P u (E 1 E1)
would be a positive set with A(P1) > a . Therefore E 1 E1 contains
sets with negative charge. Let n2 be the smallest natural number such
that E \ E1 contains a set E2 in X such that A(E2) c - I/n2 . As before
E 1(E1 U E2) is not a positive set, and we let n3 be the smallest natural
number such that E 1(E1 U E2) contains a set E3 in X such that
A(E3) c - I/n3. Repeating this argument, we obtain a disjoint
sequence (Ek) of sets of X such that A(Ek) c - l /nk . Let F = Uk 1 Ek
so that

00

A(F) = A(Ek) - -
00

1
< 0k=1

k=1 nk

which shows that I/nk -* 0 . If G is a measurable subset of E 1 F and

k=1
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A(G) < 0, then A(G) < - I /(nk - 1) for sufficiently large k, con-
tradicting the fact that nk is the smallest natural number such that
E 1(E1 u U. u Ek) contains a set with charge less than -1 Ink. Hence,
every measurable subset G of E 1 F must have A(G) > 0, so that E 1 F
is a positive set for A. Since A(E 1 F) = A(E) - A(F) > 0, we infer
that P u (E 1 F) is a positive set with charge exceeding a, which is a
contradiction.

Therefore, it follows that the set N = X 1 P is a negative set for A,
and the desired decomposition of X is obtained. Q.E.D.

A pair P, N of measurable sets satisfying the conclusions of the
preceding theorem is said to form a Hahn decomposition of X with
respect to A. In general, there will be no unique Hahn decomposition.
In fact, if P, N is a Hahn decomposition for A, and if M is a null set
for A, then P U M, N 1 M and P 1 M, N u M are also Hahn decom-
positions for A. This lack of uniqueness is not an important matter
for most purposes, however.

8.3 LEMMA. If P1, N1 and P2, N2 are Hahn decompositions for A,
and E belongs to X, then

A(E n P1} = A(E n P2}, A(E n N1} = A(E n N2}.

PROOF. Since E n (P1 \ P2) is contained in the positive set P1 and in

the negative set N2, then A(E n (F1 1 P2)) = 0 so that

Similarly,

A(E n P1} _ A(E n P1 n P2} .

A(E n P2} = A(E n P1 n P2} ,

from which it follows that

A(E n P1} = A(E n P2} . Q.E.D.

8.4 DEFINITION. Let A be a charge on X and let P, N be a Hahn
decomposition for A. The positive and the negative variations of A are
the finite measures A+, A r defined for E in X by

(8.3) A + (E) = A(E n P) , A ` (E) = - A(E n N).
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The total variation of A is the measure I Al defined for E in X by

I A I (E) = A+ (E) + A- (E).

It is a consequence of Lemma 8.3 that the positive and negative
variations are well-defined and do not depend on the Hahn decomposi-
tion. It is also clear that

(8.4) A(E) _ A(E n P) + A(E n N) = A + (E) - A - (E).

We shall state this result formally.

8.5 JORDAN DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. If A is a charge on X, it is
the difference of two finite measures on X. In particular, A is the
difference of A+ and A-. Moreover, if A= --- v where p, v are
finite measures on X, then

(8.5) p(E) >, A(E), v(E) >, A - (E)

for all E in X.

PROOF. The representation A = A+ - A- has already been estab-
lished. Since p and v have nonnegative values, then

A+ (E) = A(E n P) = p(E n P) - v(E n P)

p(E n P) p(E).

Similarly, A -(E) c v(E) for any E in X. Q.E.D.

We have seen, in Lemma 5.2, that if a function f is integrable with
respect to a measure p on X, and if A is defined for E in X by

(8.6) A(E) = f dp
E

then A is a charge. We now identify the positive and negative
variations of A.

8.6 THEOREM. If f belongs to L(X, X, p) , and A is defined by equation
(8-6), then A +, A r , and I A are given for E in X by

A + (E) f + dd, A -(E) = f- dd,
SE fE

IAI(E) =
E

Ifl dd.

A

=
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PROOF. Let Pf = {x e X : f(x) O} and Nf = {x e X : f(x) < O} .

Then X = Pf u Nf and Pf n Nf = 0. If E e X, then it is clear that
A(E n Pf) >, 0 and A(E n Nf) c 0. Hence Pf, Nf is a Hahn decom-

position for A. The statement now follows. Q.E.D.

It was seen in Corollary 4.9 that if f is a nonnegative extended real-
valued measurable function and j is a measure on X, then the function
A defined by equation (8.6) is a measure on X. There is a very
important converse to this which gives conditions under which one
can express a measure A as an integral with respect top of a non-
negative extended real-valued measurable function. It was seen in
Corollary 4.11 that a necessary condition for this representation is
that A(E) = 0 for any set E in X for which p(E) = 0. It turns out
this condition is also sufficient in the important case where A and p are
a-finite.

8.7 DEFINITION. A measure A on X is said to be absolutely continuous
with respect to a measure P on X if E e X and ji(E) = 0 imply that
A(E) = 0. In this case we write A << p. A charge A is absolutely
continuous with respect to a charge p in case the total variation IAI of
A is absolutely continuous with respect to Ill .

The following lemma is useful and adds to our intuitive under-
standing of absolute continuity.

8.8 LEMMA. Let A and j be finite measures on X. Then A << j if
and only if for every c > 0 there exists a s(s) > 0 such that E G X and
p(E) < s(s) imply that A(E) < e.

PROOF. If this condition is satisfied and (E) = 0, then A(E) < s
for all e > 0, from which it follows that A(E) = 0.

Conversely, suppose that there exist an s > 0 and sets En e X with
j4En) < 2 r n and A(En) > e. Let Fn = Uk'=n Ek, so that 1z(Fn) <
2 -- n+ 1 and A(Fn) >, e. Since (Fn) is a decreasing sequence of measurable
sets,

n En = lim 14F) = 0 ,
n=1

A Fn = lim A(Fn) >1 e .n
1

Hence A is not absolutely continuous with respect to p. Q.E.D.

>
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8.9 RADON-N1KOD'M THEOREM. Let A and j be a-finite measures
defined on X and suppose that A is absolutely continuous with respect to p.
Then there exists a function fin M + (X, X) such that

(8.6) A(E) = f dd, E e X.
E

Moreover, the function f is uniquely determined p-almost everywhere.

PROOF. We shall first prove Theorem 8.9 under the hypothesis that
A(X) and 1(X) are finite.

If c > 0, let P(c), N(c) be a Hahn decomposition of X for the charge
A - cjc. If k e N, consider the measurable sets

k
Al = N(c), Ak+ =

N((k+
U Ail
=1

It is clear that the sets Ak, k e N, are disjoint and that

It follows that

k k
U N(jc) = U A,.

1 1

k--1 k--1
Aft = N(kc)\ U N(jc) = N(kc) n n P(jc).

1 1

Hence if E is a measurable subset of Ak, then E c N(kc) and E c
P((k - 1}O so that

(8.7) (k - 1)cj4E) < A(E) c kcp(E).

Define B by
00 00

B = X\U A5= n Puc),
J =J J =J

so that B s P(kc) for all k e N. This implies that

0 c kcp(B) c A(B) c A(X) < + ao

for all k e N, so that 14B) = 0. Since A << p, we infer that A(B) = 0.
Let fc be defined by fc(x) = (k - 1)c for x e Ak and fc(x) = 0 for

x e B. If E is an arbitrary measurable set, then E is the union of the
disjoint sets E n B, E n Ak, k e N, so it follows from (8.7) that

SE

.fc dd C A(E) C (fc + c) dp C fc dd +
SE SE

N((k+
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We employ the preceding construction for c = 2 rn, n e N, to obtain
a sequence of functions we now denote by fn. Hence

(8.8)
SE

fn dp C A(E) C fn dp + 2 r nji(X) .
SE

for all n e N. Let m > n, and observe that

SE
fndt zA(E)

SE

fmdd+2--mp(X)

SE
fm dp A(E)

fE
In dp + 2 _ n tZ(X),

from which it is seen that

SE
(1 n - fm) dp C 2_ntz(X),

for all E in X. If we let E be the sets where the integrand is positive
and negative and combine, we deduce that

f I- fmI dp C 2--n+1

whenever m >, n. Thus (f) converges in mean and in measure to a
function f Since the In belong to M +, it is clear from Theorem 7.6
that we may require that f e M + . Moreover,

SE
fndd -

SE
fdd

SE
Ifn - f I dp

so that we conclude from (8.8) that

A(E) = lim fn dd = f dp
E E

for all E e X. This completes the proof of the existence assertion of
the theorem in the case where both A and p are finite measures.

We claim that f is uniquely determined up to sets of pt-measure zero.
Indeed, suppose that f, h e M + and that

A(E) = SE1dµ = SEhdµ
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for all E in X. Let El = {x : f (x) > h(x)} and E2 = {x : f(x) < h(x)},
and apply Corollary 4.10 to infer that f (x) = h(x) p -almost everywhere.

We shall now suppose that A and j are a-finite and let (X7t) be an
increasing sequence of sets in X such that

k(Xn) < ao , 4Xn) C oo .

Apply the preceding argument to obtain a function hn in M1 which
vanishes for x 0 Xn, such that if E is a measurable subset of Xn, then

A(E) = hn dll .
E

If n c m, then Xn 9 Xm, and it follows that

= hmdfEI1
E

for any measurable subset E of Xn. From the uniqueness of hn, it
follows that hm(x) = hn(x) for pt-almost all x in Xn whenever m >- n.
Let fn = sup {h1, ... , hn} so that (fn) is a monotone increasing sequence
in M+ andletf= limfn. IfEeX,then

A(E n Xn) = fE1nd.

Since (E n X) is an increasing sequence of sets with union E, it follows
from Lemma 3.3 and the Monotone Convergence Theorem 4.6 that

A(E) = lim A(E n X) = lim fn djt
E

E
fdd.

The pt-uniqueness off is established as before. Q.E.D.

The function f whose existence we have established is often called
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of A with respect to tz, and is denoted by
dAldjt . It will be seen in the exercises to have properties closely related
to the derivative. The reader should observe that this function is not
necessarily integrable; in fact, f is (-equivalent to) an integrable
function if and only if A is a finite measure.

hmdfE11
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In intuitive terms, a measure A is absolutely continuous with respect
to a measure in case sets which have small pt-measure also have small
A-measure. At the opposite extreme, there is the notion of singular
measures, which we now introduce.

8.10 DEFINITION. Two measures A, p on X are said to be mutually
singular if there are disjoint sets A, B in X such that X = A u B and
A(A) = j(B) = 0. In this case we write A J. p.

Although the relation of singularity is symmetric in A and p, we shall
sometimes say that A is singular with respect to p.

8.11 LEBESGUE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Let A and j be u -finite
measures defined on a a-algebra X. Then there exists a measure Al
which is singular with respect to ji and a measure A2 which is absolutely
continuous with respect to jt such that A = Al + A2. Moreover, the
measures Al and A2 are unique.

PROOF. Let v = A + j so that v is a u -finite measure. Since A and
are both absolutely continuous with respect to v, the Radon-Nikodym
Theorem implies that there exist functions f, g in M + (X, X) such that

A(E) =
fE

f dv, p(E) = g dv
E

for all EinX. LetA _{x:g(x)=0}, and letB={x:g(x) > 0},
so that A n B= 0, and X= A U B.

Define Al and A2 for E in X by

A1(E) = A(E n A), A2(E) = A(E n B).

Since p(A) 0, it follows that A1 .L p. To see that A2 << p, observe
that if p(E) = 0, then

gdv = 0,

so that g(x) = 0 for v-almost all x in E. Hence v(E n B) = 0; since
A<<v,

A2(E) = A(E n B) = 0.

Clearly A = Al + A2, so the existence of this decomposition is affirmed.
To establish the uniqueness of the decomposition, use the observation

that if a is a measure such that a << p, and a .L t, then a = 0. Q.E.D.
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RIESZ REPRESENTATION THEOREM

As another application of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, we shall
present theorems concerning the representation of bounded linear
functionals on the spaces L, 1 c p < co.

8.12 DEFINITION. A linear functional on L. = Lp(X, X, p) is a
mapping G of Lp into R such that

G(af + bg) = aG(f) + bG(g)

for all a, b in R and f, g in Lp . The linear functional G is bounded if
there exists a constant M such that

I-< MIIfIID
for all f in Lp. In this case, the bound or the norm of G is defined to be

(8.9) ii Gil = sup {IG(J)I : f EL, 11111p 5 1}.

It is a consequence of the linearity of the integral and Holder's
Inequality that if g c- LQ (where q = oo when p = 1 and q = pl(p - 1)
otherwise) and if we define G on Lp by

(8.10) G(f) = fg dd,

then G is a linear functional with norm at most equal to ii g IIq (and it is
an exercise to prove that ii G I I = ii g II q) The Riesz Theorem yields a
converse to this observation.

Before we prove this theorem it is convenient to observe that any
bounded linear functional on L. can be written as the difference of two
positive linear functionals (that is, functionals G such that G(f } '>' 0
for all f e L. for which f > 0).

8.13 LEMMA. Let G be a bounded linear functional on L.. Then

there exist two positive bounded linear functionals G', G- such that
G(f) = G+W I - G-(f) for all f e L..

PROOF. If f > 0 define G+(f) = sup {G(g) : g e L., 0 c g < f}
It is clear that G + (cf) = c G + (f) for c > 0 and f > 0. If 0 < g, c fl,
then

.G(g1) + G(g2) = G(g1 + g2) - G + (f1 + f2)
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Taking the suprema over all such g, in Lp we obtain G (f1) + G + (f2) c
G+( 1 + f2). Conversely, if 0 c h c f1 + f2, let g1 = sup (h - f2, 0)

and g2 = inf (h, f2). It follows that g1 + g2 = h and that 0 c gf c f, .

Therefore G(h) = G(g1) + G(g2) < G + (fl) + G + (f2) ; since this holds
for all such h e Lp, we infer that

G+(fl +f2) = G+(fl) + G+(f2)
for all ff in L. such that f >, 0.

If f is an arbitrary element of L., define

G+(f) = G+(f+) - G+(f-).

It is an elementary exercise to show that G+ is a bounded linear
functional on L. . Further, we define Gr for f e LP by

G-(f) = G+(f) - G(f),
so that G- is evidently a bounded linear functional. From the defini-
tion of G+ it is readily seen that G r is a positive linear functional, and
it is obvious that G = G + - G-. Q.E.D.

8.14 RIEsz REPRESENTATION THEOREM. If (X, X, fit) is a a-finite
measure space and G is a bounded linear functional on L1(X, X, P), then
there exists a g in L. (X, X, p) such that equation (8.10) holds for all f in
L1. Moreover, II = II g II . and g >, 0 if G is a positive linear functi onal.

PROOF. We shall first suppose that j(X) < co and that G is positive.
Define A on X to R by A(E) = G(XE); clearly A(O) = 0. If (En) is an
increasing sequence in X and E = U En, then (xEn) converges pointwise

to XE Since j(X) < oo, it follows from Corollary 7.3 that this sequence
converges in L1 to XE . Since

0 C A(E) - A(En) = G(, E) - G(xEn)
= G(XE - XEn) = II IIXE XEn II1,

it follows that A is a measure. Moreover, if M e X and p(M) = 0,
then A(M) = 0, so that A << p.

On applying the Radon-Nikodym Theorem we obtain a nonnegative
measurable function on X to R such that

G(XE) = A(E) = XE g dj
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for all E E X. It follows by linearity that

G((p) = j'gdw

for all X-measurable simple functions cp.
If f is a nonnegative function in L1, let (p7) be a monotone increasing

sequence of simple functions converging almost everywhere and in L1
to f. From the boundedness of G it is seen that G(f) = lim G(pn) .
Moreover, it follows from the Monotone Convergence Theorem that

G(f) = lim f (p. g dµ = fig dµ .

This relation holds for arbitrary f c- L1 by linearity.
We now turn to the a-finite case. If X = U Fn, where (Ft) is an

increasing sequence of sets in X with finite measure, the preceding
argument yields the existence of nonnegative functions 9n such that

G(f XF) = f xF gn djt

for all f in L1. If m c n it is readily seen that g,n(x) = 9n(X) for almost
all x in Fm. In this way we obtain a function g which represents G.

If G is an arbitrary bounded linear functional on L1, Lemma 8.13
shows that we can write G = G+ - G r, where G+ and G r are bounded
positive linear functionals. If we apply the preceding considerations to
G + and G r , we obtain nonnegative measurable functions g+ , g r
which represent G+, G-- If we set g = g+ - g-, we obtain the
representation

(8.10) G(f) = fig dµ

for all f c- Ll . It will be left as an exercise to show that ii G II = II ll

Q.E.D.

8.15 RIESZ REPRESENTATION THEOREM. If (X, X, p) is an arbitrary
measure space and G is a bounded linear functional on L,(X, X, p) ,
I < p < co, then there exists a g in Lq(X, X, p), where q = p/(p - 1),
such that equation (8.10) holds for all f in L, . Moreover, 11 G 11 = 11 .
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PROOF. If µ(X) < co, the proof of the preceding theorem requires
only minor changes to show that there exists a g in LQ with II GII = IISII9
and such that

G(j) = ffgdw

for all f in Lp . In addition, the procedure used before applies to
extend the result to the case where (X, X, p) is a-finite.

We now complete the proof by observing that a bounded linear
functional "vanishes off of a a-finite set." More precisely, let (f7) be
a sequence in L. such that llfll = 1 and

G(fn) % J- n).

There exists a Q-finite set X0 in X outside of which all the fn vanish.
Let E E X with E n X0 = 0, then I Ifn f tXE lip < (1 + tpE.G(E)) lip for
t > 0, when 1,c(E) < oo. Moreover, since

G(fn) + G(ftXE) -< I n± r XE)I ,

it follows that

I_< IIGII{(1 + tDw(E))VD - (1
_

n n -* co, and then divide by t > 0, to get

I

(1 + tpp(E))l1p - 1II t

If we apply L'Hospital's Rule as t --± 0 + , we infer that G(XE) = 0, for
any E E X, 1,t(E) Coo, outside of the or-finite set Xo. Therefore if f
is any function in Lp such that X0 n {x e X : f(x) 0} = 0, it follows
that G(f) = 0 .

Hence we can apply the preceding argument to obtain a function
g on X0 which represents G, and extend g to all of X by requiring that
it vanish on the complement of X0. In this way we obtain the desired
function. Q.E.D.
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EXERCISES

8.A. If P is a positive set with respect to a charge A, and if E e X
and E c P, then E is positive with respect to A.

8.B. If P1 and P2 are positive sets for a charge A, then P1 U P2 is
positive for A.

8.C. A set Mm n X is a null set for a charge A if and only if I = 0.
8.D. If A is a charge on X, then the values of A are bounded and

A (E) = sup {A(F) F 9 E, Fe X},
Ar(E) _ - inf {A(F) F 9 E, Fe X}.

8.E. Let j1, j'2, and j3 be measures on (X, X). Show that «
and that j1 << js2 and js2 << js3 imply that P1 << j3. Give an example
to show that j1 << js2 does not imply that js2 << p1

8.F. If (s,) is a sequence of measures on (X, X) with t, (X) s 1, let
A be defined for .E in X by

A(E) = 2 -- n Pn(E)
n=1

Show that A is a measure and that /n <<A for all n.
js,8.G. Let A be a charge and let js be a measure on (X, X). If A <<

then A+, A r, and I Al are absolutely continuous with respect to js.

8.H. Show that Lemma 8.8 is true even if js is allowed to be an
infinite measure. However, it may fail if A is an infinite measure.
[Hint: Let A be the counting measure on N, and let

p(E) _ 2rn.]

8.1. Let js be defined as in Exercise 8.H and if E c N, let A be
defined by

A(E) =0, if .E =O;
= +ao, if .E 0.

Show that js is a finite measure on the a-algebra X of all subsets of N,
and that A is an infinite measure on X. Moreover, A << p and p << A.

8.J. If A and are a-finite and A << js, then the function fin the
Radon-Nikodym Theorem can be taken to be finite-valued on X.

:

Z
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8.K. Let p be a finite measure, let A << p, and let P., N7t be a Hahn
decomposition for A - nt. Let P = n P7z, N = U N,,. Show that
N is Q-finite for A and that if E c P, E e X, then either A(E) = 0 or
A(E) _ + oo.

8.L. Use Exercise 8.K to extend the Radon-Nikodym Theorem to the
case where jt is Q-finite and A is an arbitrary measure with A << Here
f is not necessarily finite-valued.

8.M. (a) Let X be an uncountable set and X be the family of all
subsets E of X such that either E or X1 E is countable. Let j(E) equal
the number of elements in E i f E is finite and equal +oo otherwise, and
let A(E) = 0 if E is countable and equal +ao if E is uncountable. Then
A << P, but the Radon-Nikodym Theorem fails.

(b) Let X = [0, 1] and let X be the Borel subsets of X. If jt is the
counting measure on X and A is Lebesgue measure on X, then A is a
finite measure and A << P, but the Radon-Nikodym Theorem fails.

8.N. Let A, P be Q-finite measures on (X, X), let A << p, and let
f = dAldjt. If g belongs to M+(X, X), then

fg dA = fgfdi.

(Hint: First consider simple functions and apply the Monotone
Convergence Theorem.)

8.0. Let A, P, v be Q-finite measures on (X, X). Use Exercise 8.N
to show that if v << A and A << then

dv = dv d-
TA d

-almost everywhere.d p

Also, if Al << p for j = I, 2, then

d (+ = d-2 p-almost everywhere.
dd A2} d dp

8.P. If A and p are Q-finite, A << p, and p << A, then

dA _ 3, almost everywhere.
dp_ dl, ldA

8.Q. If A and p are measures, with A << p and A 1 p, then A = 0.

p.

=
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8.R. If A is a charge and µ is a measure, then JAI 1 /,c implies that
A+ and a- are singular with respect to µ.

8.S. The collection of all charges on (X, X) is a Banach space under
the vector operations

(cp)(E) = cp(E), (A + p)(E) = A(E) + FE(E)

and the norm J= l,Ll(X).
8.T. Suppose g satisfies equation (8.10) for all f in Ll and that c > I.

Let E, _ {x : I S(x)I % cJIGJJ}, and define fi(x) to be ± I when
±g(x) cIIGII and to be 0 when x 0 E. Then

cIIGIIw(Ec) -< G(fS) llGll,4E),
which is a contradiction unless µ(Ec) = 0. Infer that J J -<,, JIGII

for µ-almost all x.
8.U. If g satisfies (8.10) for all f c- L, show that g e LQ and that

JIGII = JJgJJ.,.

8.V. The Riesz Representation Theorem forp = 2 can be proved by
some elementary Hilbert space geometry (see [5], pp. 249-50). We now
show that this result can be used to prove the Radon-Nikodym
Theorem. We shall limit our attention to finite measures A, µ with
A << Let v = A + µ and show that

G(f) = ffdA

defines a positive linear functional on LZ(X, X, v) with positive norm.
If g e L2(X, X, v) is such that

G(f) = fig dv, f e L2(X, X, v),

then we see by taking f = XE, E c- X, that 0 < g(x) c 1 for v-almost
all x. Moreover, t{x : g(x) = 1} = 0. Since v = A + t, we have

fh(l _g)dA= hgd,t

for all nonnegative h e L2(X, X, v) and hence for all nonnegative
measurable h. Now take h= XE/(l - g) to infer that

fE (I - g)



CHAPTER 9

Generation of Measures

In the preceding chapters we have given a few examples of measures,
but they are of a rather special form, and it is time to demonstrate how
measures can be constructed. In particular, we wish to show how to
construct Lebesgue measure on the real line R from the length of an
interval.

It is natural to define the length of the half-open interval (a, b] to be
the real number b - a and the length of the sets (-cc, b] = {x e R :
x < b}, and (a, + ao) = {x e R : a < x}, and (- cc, +cc) to be the
extended real number +ao. We define the length of the union of a
finite number of disjoint sets of these forms to be the sum of the
corresponding lengths. Thus, the length of

n

U (a,, b,]
1

is
7

a)

provided the intervals do not intersect.
At first glance one might think that we have defined a measure on

the family F of all sets which are finite unions of sets of the form

(9.1) (a, b], (-oo, b], (a, +oo), (- 00, +oo).

However, this is not the case since the countable union of sets irk F is
not necessarily in F, so that F is not a Q-algebra in the sense of Definition
2.1.

9.1 DEFINITION. A family A of subsets of a set X is said to be an
algebra or a field in case :

96
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(i) 0, X belong to A.

(ii) If E belongs to A, then its complement X 1 E also belongs to A.

(iii) If E1, ... , En belong to A, then their union Un= 1 E3 also
belongs to A.

It is convenient to define the notion of a measure on an algebra.
In doing so, we require the set function to be countably additive over
sequences whose union belongs to the algebra.

9.2 DEFINITION. If A is an algebra of subsets of a set X, then a
measure on A is an extended real-valued function [z defined on A such
that (i) p(0) = 0, (ii) p(E) > 0 for all .E c- A, and (iii) if (En) is any
disjoint sequence of sets in A such that Uoo 1 En belongs to A, then

p( ')U En 14.E .
n 1 n=1

It seems reasonably clear, but not entirely obvious, that length gives
a measure. We now prove this fact.

9.3 LEMMA. The collection F of all finite unions of sets of the form
(9.1) is an algebra of subsets of R and length is a measure on F.

PROOF. It is readily seen that F is an algebra. If l denotes the length
function, then conditions 9.2(i) and (ii) are trivial. To prove (iii) it is
enough to show that if one of the sets of the form (9.1) is the union of a
countable collection of sets of this form, then the length adds up
correctly. We shall treat an interval of the form (a, b], leaving the
other possibilities as exercises. Suppose, then, that

00

(9.2) (a, b] = U (a; , b;] ,
1

where the intervals (a,, b,] are disjoint. Let (a1, b1] , ... , (an, bn] be
any finite collection of such intervals and suppose that

a c a1 < b1 c a2 < < bn _ 1 c an < bn b.

(This may require a renumbering of the indices, but it can always be
arranged.) Now

n n

l ((a5 , b5]) = (b5 - a5)
1 f=1

c bn-a1 c b-a=l((a,b]).

C
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Since n is arbitrary, we infer that

00

(9.3) >1((aj,bj}) C ((a, b}).
j=1

Conversely, lets > 0 be arbitrary, and let (j) be a sequence of
positive numbers with E ej < e/2. Now consider the intervals

I j = (aj - 6j, bj + 6j), j E N.

From (9.2) it follows that the open sets {Ij : j E M form a covering
of the compact interval [a, b]. Hence, this interval is covered by a
finite number of the intervals, say by Ii, 12, ..., I,,.z. By renumbering
and discarding some extra intervals we may assume that

a1 - e1 < a, b < bm +'em,

aj - P -j C bj-1 + ej_11 j = 2, ...

It follows from these inequalities that

b-a(brn+ em) -(Ql-e1) < E[(bj+e.7) -(d.7 -e.7)]
j=1

00

(bj - aj) + e -<, E(bj - aj) + e.
j=1 ,f=1

Since s > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that l((a,b]) <
Combining this inequality with (9.3), we conclude that the length
function l is countably additive on F. Q.E.D.

THE EXTENSION OF MEASURES

Now that we have given a significant example of a measure defined
on an algebra of sets, we return to the general situation. We shall
show that if A is any algebra of subsets of a set X and if tz is a measure
defined on A , then there exists a a-algebra A* containing A and a
measure p* defined on A* such that t*(E) (E) for E in A. In
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other words, the measure p can be extended to a measure on a a-algebra
A* of subsets of X which contains A. The procedure that we employ
is the following: we shall use j to obtain a function defined for all
subsets of X, and then pick out a collection of sets on which a certain
additivity property holds.

9.4 DEFINITION. If B is an arbitrary subset of X, we define

11*(B) = inf 2 p(E)
f=1

where the infimum is extended over all sequences (E) of sets in A
such that

00

(9.5) B c U Ej.
f=1

It should be remarked that the function j* just defined is usually
called the outer measure generated by jt. Although this terminology
is unfortunate because j* is not generally a measure, j* does have a few
properties reminiscent of a measure.

9.5 LEMMA. The function j of Definition 9.4 satisfies the following:

(a) t*(O) = 0 .

(b) jt*(B) 0, for B c X.
(c) If A C B, then ,t*(A) c tL*(B)
(d) If B e A , then ,i*(B) = P(B).

(e) If (B1) is a sequence of subsets of X, then

P* (y1 Bn=1

PROOF. Statements (a), (b), and (c) are immediate consequences of
the Definition 9.4.

(d) Since {B, 0, 0, ... } is a countable collection of sets in A whose
union contains B, it follows that

Conversely, if (En) is any sequence from A with B c U En, then
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B = U (B n En). Since j is a measure on A, then

p(B) c Z p(B n En) c Z p(En)
n=1 n=1

from which it follows that p(B) c p*(B).
To establish (e), let s > 0 be arbitrary and for each n choose a

sequence (Enk) of sets in A such that

00 00

Bn c U Enk and P(Enk) c ,*(Bn) +
k 1 k 1

fn

Since {Enk : n, k e NJ is a countable collection from A whose union
contains U Bn, it follows from the definition of tt* that

Go

00 00 00

* u Bn c : : P(Enk) c ,*(Bn) + e .
n=1 n=1 k=1 n=1

Since s is arbitrary, the desired inequality is obtained. Q.E.D.

Property (e) of Lemma 9.5 is referred to by saying that p* is countably
subadditive.

Although p* has the advantage that it is defined for arbitrary subsets
of X, it has the defect that it is not necessarily countably (or even
finitely) additive. We are willing to restrict p* to a smaller a-algebra
provided we can find one containing A and over which p* has the
property of countable additivity. There is a remarkable condition
due to Caratheodory which provides the desired restriction of the
domain of /L* .

9.6 DEFINITION. A subset E of X is said to be jt*-measurable if

(9.6) /L*(A) = p*(A n E) + p*(A 1 E)

for all subsets A of X. The collection of all jt*-measurable sets is
denoted by A*.

Condition (9.6) indicates an additivity property on p*. In loose
terms, a set E is jt*-measurable in case it and its complement are
sufficiently separated that they divide an arbitrary set A additively.
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9.7 CARATHEODORY EXTENSION THEOREM. The collection A* of all
p*-measurable sets is a u-algebra containing A. Moreover, if (En,) is a

disjoint sequence in A*, then

0
(9.7) /c* En = ,c*(.En) .

n=1 n=1

PROOF. It is clear that 0 and X are t*-measurable, and that if
E e A* , then its complement X 1 E belongs to A* .

Next we shall show that A* is closed under intersections. Indeed,
suppose that E and F are t*-measurable. Then for any A 9 X and
EeA*, we have

*(AnF) =p*(AnFnE)+/,*((An F) 1E)

Since Fe A*, then

.P*(A) = ,*(A n F) + jt*(A 1 F)

Let B = A 1 (E n F), then it is readily seen that B n F = (A n F) 1 E
and B \ F = A 1 F; since F e A* it follows that

*(A \ (E n F)) = /L*((A n F) 1 E) + p*(A 1 F).

Combining these three relations, we obtain

P*(A) =,*(A n E n F) + p*(A (F n F))

which shows that E n F belongs to A*. Since A* is closed under
intersection and complementation, it follows that A* is an algebra.

Suppose that E, Fe A* and that E n F = 0. If we take A to be
A n (E U F) in (9.6), we obtain

P*(A n (E U F)) = p*(A n E) + p*(A n F).

For A = X, this relation implies that p* is additive on A.
We shall now show that A* is a u-algebra and that j* is countably

additive on A*. Let (Ek) be a disjoint sequence in A* and let E = UEft.
From the preceding paragraph, we know that Fn = U k

n= 1 Ek belongs
to A*, and that if A is any subset of X, then

P*(.h(} = p*(A n Fn) + p*(A 1 Fn) = 2 p*(A n Ek) + jt*(A 1 Fn).
k 1
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Since Fn 9 E, then A 1 E c A 1 Fn and letting n -* oo the above
relations yields

(A n Ek) + p*(A 1 E) - p*(A)
k=1

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 9.5(e) that

00

1L*(A n E) - 11L*(4 n Ek} ,
k=1

P*(A) - ,*(,4 n E) + /L*(A 1 E).

On combining the last three inequalities we infer that

P*(A) = ,*(A n E) + /L*(A 1 E) =
k=

*(A n Ek) + jt*(A 1 E).

In particular, this shows that E = Uk , Ek is 1z*-measurable. On
taking A = E, we obtain (9.7).

It remains to prove that A A*. It was proved in Lemma 9.5(d)
that if E e A, then 1z*(E) = p(E), but we need to show that E is

P*-measurable. Let A be an arbitrary subset of X; it follows from
Lemma 9.5(e) that

P*(A) _< ,*(4 n E) + ,*(A 1 E).

To establish the opposite inequality, let s > 0 be arbitrary and let (Ft)
be a sequence in A such that A c U Fn and

00

4F) C p *(A) + e.
n=1

Since A n E c U (Fn n E) and A 1 E 9 U (Fn 1 E), it follows from
Lemma 9.5(e) that

00 00

l,c*(.h( r) E) C tz(Fn n E), p*(A 1 E) tz(Fn 1 E).
n=1 n=1

Hence we have

P*(.h( n E) + p *(A 1 E) C ; { (Fn n E) + 1 (Fn 1 E)}
n 1

p(Fn) C p*(A) + e.

p
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Since s is arbitrary, the desired inequality is established and the set E
belongs to A*. Q.E.D.

The Caratheodory Extension Theorem shows that a measure p on
an algebra A can always be extended to a measure p* on a Q-algebra
A* containing A. The Q-algebra A* obtained in this way is auto-
matically complete in the sense that if E e A* with jt*(E) = 0, and if
B 9 E, then B e A* and t*(B) = 0. To prove this, let A be an
arbitrary subset of X and employ Lemma 9.5(c) to observe that

P*(A) = ,*(E) + ,*(A) >- ,*(4 n B) + /L*(A 1 B) ;

and, as before, the inequality

*(A) _< ,*(4 n B) + ,*(A 1 B)

follows from Lemma 9.5(e). Hence B is t*-measurable and

0cp*(B)c,*(E)c0.
We shall now show that in the case that p is a Q-finite measure, it has

a unique extension to a measure on A*.

9.8 HAHN EXTENSION THEOREM. Suppose that t is a Q-finite measure
on an algebra A. Then there exists a unique extension of p to a measure
on A*.

PROOF. The fact that p* gives a measure on A* was proved in
Theorem 9.7 even without the Q-finiteness assumption. To establish
the uniqueness, let v be a measure on A* which agrees with p on A.

First suppose that j and therefore both j* and v are finite measures.
Let E be any set in A* and let (E7) be a sequence In A such that
E 9 U E,,. Since v is a measure and agrees with p on A we have

Co 00 00

v(E) C v .E,, C v(En) = p (En) .
n=1 n=1 n=1

Therefore v(E) c p*(E) for any E a A*. Since p* and v are additive,
P*(E) + *(X 1 E) = v(E) + v(X 1 E). Since the terms on the right-
hand side are finite and not greater than the corresponding terms on
the left side, we infer that p*(E) = v(E) for all E e A* . This establishes
the uniqueness when j is a finite measure.
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Suppose that j is a-finite and let (Ft) be an increasing sequence of
sets in A with p(F) < +oo and X = U F,,. From the preceding
paragraph, t*(E n Fn} = v(E n F) for each E in A*. Therefore

P*(.E) = lim,*(E n Fn}
= lim v(E n Fn) = v(E)

so that j* and v agree on A*.

LEBESGUE MEASURE

Q.E.D.

We now return to the considerations that prompted the foregoing
extension procedure, namely, to the generation of a measure on the
real line R. In Lemma 9.3 we saw that the set F of all finite unions of
sets of the form

(a, b], (-cc, b], (a, +ao), (----oo, +oo),

was an algebra of subsets of R and that the length function I gives a
measure on this algebra F. If we apply the extension procedure to I
and F, we generate a measure space (R, F*, I*). The a-algebra F*
obtained in this construction is called the collection of Lebesgue
measurable sets and the measure 1* on F* is called Lebesgue measure.-

Although we sometimes wish to work with (R, F*, I*), it is often
more convenient to deal with the smallest a-algebra containing F than
with all of F*. It is readily seen that this smallest a-algebra is exactly
the collection of Borel sets. The restriction of Lebesgue measure to
the Borel sets is called either Borel or Lebesgue measure. Lest the
reader feel that restricting to B weakens the theory by substantially
lessening the collection of measurable sets and functions, we call
attention to Exercise 9.K where it is seen that every Lebesgue measurable
set is contained in a Borel measurable set with the same measure, and
every Lebesgue measurable function is almost everywhere equal to a
Borel measurable function.

t It might be thought that every subset of the real line is Lebesgue measurable,
but this is not the case. For the construction of sets which are not Lebesgue
measurable, see pp.171 if.
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Sometimes it is more convenient to use a notion of the magnitude
of an interval other than length. This can be treated as follows. Let
g be a monotone increasing function on R to R so that x c y implies

that g(x) c g(y). In addition, we shall assume that g is continuous
on the right at every point, so that

g(c) = lim g(c + h) .
h-+D+

Since g is monotone, it also follows that

lim g(x), lim g(x)
X-* -» CO X-* + Co

both exist, although they may be -- oo or +00.
For such a function we define

/Lg ((a , b]) = g(b) - g(a),

P&-- oo, b]) = g(b) -- lim g(x) ,
X +-00

/Lg((a, + oo)) = lim g(x) - g(a) ,
X-+ + Co

cc , ao}} = lim g(x) - lim g(x} .
X-* + Co X-* -- or,

We further define jg on the algebra F of finite disjoint unions of such
sets to be the corresponding sums. If the reader will check the details
of the proof of Lemma 9.3, he will see that it can be easily modified
to show that jg gives a Q-finite measure on the algebra F. Therefore,
this measure has a unique extension, which we also denote by pg to the
algebra of all Borel subsets of R. This extension is often referred to
as the Borel-Stieltjes measure generated by g . (Of course, by applying
Theorem 9.7, jg has an extension to a complete Q-algebra which
contains the Borel sets. This extension is called the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
measure generated by g.)

LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON C

We shall conclude this chapter by showing that there is an intimate
correspondence between Borel-Stieltjes measures on a finite closed
interval J = [a, b] and bounded positive linear functionals on the
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Banach space C(J) of all continuous functions on J to R with the norm

(9.8) IIfII = sup {If(x)I : x C- J}.

This result, due to F. Riesz, has been considerably extended in many
directions. Indeed, it is taken as the point of departure for the develop-
ment of a theory of integration by many authors who prefer to regard
the integral as a linear functional on spaces of continuous functions.
We choose to take a very concrete approach to this theorem and offer
a proof which is closely parallel to the Riemann-Stieltjes integral
version presented in Reference [1], pp. 290-294.

9.9 RIESZ REPRESENTATION THEOREM. If G is a bounded positive
linear functional on C(J), then there exists a measure y defined on the
Borel subsets of R such that

(9.9) G(f) = Ji f dy

for all f in C(J). Moreover, the norm JIG of G equals y(J).

PROOF. If t is such that a c t < b and n is a sufficiently large
natural number, let 9)t n be the function in C(J) which equals 1 on [a, t],
which equals 0 on (t + I/n, b], and which is linear on (t, t + 11n] . If
n c m and x E J, then 0 < 9)t,m(x) c 9)t,n(x) c I, so that the real
sequence (G(pt n)) is bounded and decreasing. If t E [a, b), we define

g(t) = lim
G()t,n).

n-++co

Further, set g(t) = 0 for t < a; if t > b, we set g(t) = G(9)b) where
9)b(X) =I for all x c J. It is readily seen that g is a monotone increasing
function on R.

We claim that g is continuous from the right. This is clear if t < a
or t > b. Suppose that t E [a, b) and s > 0 and let

n > sup {2, JJGJJe-1}

be so large that
g(t) C G(g)t.n) C g(t) + e S.

II
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If 07t is the function in C(J) which equals I on [a, t + n-2], which
equals 0 on (t + n r I - n r 2, b], and which is linear on

(t+nr2,t+nr1 -n-2],

then an exercise in analytic geometry shows that 110n - Tt.n II < 11n.
Therefore

G( On) C G() + G 1 C g(t) + 2s,
s n 1

so that g(t) c g(t + n r 2) c g(t) + 2e.
According to the Hahn Extension Theorem there exists a measure y

on the Borel subsets of R such that y((a, /3]) = g(8} In

particular, this shows that y(E) = 0, if E n J = 0, that

y([a, c]) = y((a - 1, c]) = g(c),

and that IIGII = I = g(b) = y(J),
It remains to show that equation (9.9) holds for f in C(J). Ifs > 0,

since f is uniformly continuous on J, there is a 8(s) > 0 such that if
ix-yj < 8(s) and x, y E J, then I f(x) - fly) I < e. Now let

a = to t1 ... t,,, = b be such that sup ttk - tk - 1 8(s) and
choose n so large that 2/n < inf {tk - tk_ 1} and that for k = 1, ... , m,
then

(9.10) g(tk) <-, G(ptk,n) c g(tk) + s(m II f II) r 1.

We now consider functions defined on J by

f1(x} = f(t1) 9)t1 n(x) + 2 f(tk){ ptk ,n(x) 9)tk -1,1W}
k=2

f 2 ( x ) X + f(tk) x(tk _ i $tk)(x) s
k=2

Note that f1 EC(J) and that f2 is a step function on J. It is clear that
sup {f2(x) - f(x) I : x E J} < s and as an exercise (or see [1], p, 292)
the reader can show that 1- f II < e. Therefore we have

G(.fl - G(.fi)I -<,, e
I

II

= f (tl) .t 1) (x) ,
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In view of (9,10) we see that if 2 c k c m, then

G( tk n Ttk - 1,n) f9(t) 9(4-0}1 c s(m MI M M) r 1.

Apply G to f1 and integrate f2 with respect to V. The inequality just
obtained yields

I G(fi) - f2 dv I < e .
r

But since f2 lies within s off, we also have

ff2dv_ffdv c s yWJ}

Combining the inequalities, we arrive at the inequality

I G(J) - Jr .f dYl _< E (211 G11 + 1)

and since e is arbitrary, we deduce (9.9). Q.E.D.

If the reader will check the proof of Lemma 8.13, he will see that an
arbitrary bounded linear functional G on C(J) can be written as the
difference G + -- G- of two positive bounded linear functionals.
Making use of this observation, one can extend the Riesz Representa-
tion Theorem given above to represent a bounded linear functional on
C(J) by means of integration with respect to a charge defined on the
Borel subsets of J.

EXERCISES

9.A. Establish that the family F of all finite unions of sets of the
form (9.1) is an algebra of sets in R R.

9.B. Show that the family G of all finite unions of sets of the form

(a, b), (-co, b), (a, +ao), (-co, +ao)

is not an algebra of sets in R . However, the Q-algebra generated by G
is the family of Borel sets.

I IG
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9.C. Show that if the set (a, +ao) is the union of a disjoint sequence
of sets (an, bn], then

CO

l((an , bn]) = +00.
n=1

9.D. Let X be the set of all rational numbers r satisfying 0 < r c 1
and let A be the family of all finite unions of "half open intervals" of
the form {r E X: a< r c h}, where 0,<a,< b< 1 and a, b E Q.
Show that A is an algebra of subsets of K. Moreover, every non-
empty set in A is infinite. However, the Q-algebra generated by A
consists of all subsets of K.

9.E. If E is a countable subset of R, then it has Lebesgue measure
zero.

9.F. Let In = (n, n+ 1], for n = 0, ±1, ±2, .... If a subset E
is contained in the union of a finite number of the {In}, then 1*(E)
+oo. However, construct a Lebesgue measurable set E with 1*(E)
+oo such that 1 *(E n In) > 0 for all n. Show that a subset E of R is
Lebesgue measurable if and only if E n In is Lebesgue measurable
for each n.

9.G. If A is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R and s > 0, show that
there exists an open set GE 2 A such that

1*(A) c 1*(Ge) c 1*( )+ e.

9.H. If B is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R, if s > 0, and if
B In = (n , n + I] , then there exists a compact set K. B such that

1 *(Ke) c 1 *(B) c 1 *(Ke) + s.

(Hint: Apply the Exercise 9.G to A = In 1 B.)
9.I. If A is an arbitrary Lebesgue measurable set in R, apply the

preceding exercises to show that

1 *(A) = inf {1 *(G) A G, G open),
1*(A) = sup {1*(K) K c A, K compact}.

9.J. Let A = 1* denote Lebesgue measure on R, and let A be a
Lebesgue measurable set with A(A) < +oo. If s > 0, there exists an
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open set which is the union of a finite number of open intervals such
that

HXA - xG I I = a(AOG)< e.

Moreover, if e > 0 there exists a continuous function f such that

MXA - f 1 = 5XA - J I dA < e.

9.K. Let A be a Lebesgue measurable subset of B R. Show that
there exists a Borel measurable subset B of R such that A c B and
such that 1 *(B \ A) = 0. (Hint: Consider the case where 1 *(A) < +00
first.) Show that every Lebesgue measurable set is the union of a
Borel measurable set (with the same measure) and a set of Lebesgue
measure zero. In the terminology of Exercise 3.L, this asserts that
the Lebesgue algebra is the completion of the Borel algebra. As a
consequence of Exercise 3.N, we infer that every Lebesgue measurable
function is almost everywhere equal to a Borel measurable function.

9.L. If g belongs to L(R, B, A) and e > 0, then there exists a con-
tinuous function f such that

Mg-fM1= fg_fdA<s.

9.M. If B is the Borel algebra and A is Lebesgue measure on B,
show (i) a(G) > 0 for every open G 4 0, (ii) a(K) < -I-oo for every
compact set K, and (iii) A(x + E) = A(E) for all E e B. (Here

9.N. Let X be a set, A an algebra of subsets of X, and µ a measure
on A. If B is an arbitrary subset of X, let µ'(B) be defined to be

tz'(B) = inf {j(A) : B 9 A E A} .

Show that tz'(E) = p(E) for all E E A and that p*(B) c tz'(B) . More-
over, P* = 11' in case X is the countable union of sets with finite
jt-measure. Is j' countably subadditive in the sense of 9.5(e) ?

9.0. Let X be an uncountable set and let A be the collection of sets
E which are either finite or have finite complement. In the former
case let 4E) = 0; in the latter, let j(E) = +oo . Show that jt is a
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measure on A . Calculate the outer measure p* corresponding to
Definition 9.4. Calculate the set function jt' defined in Exercise 9.N.
Are they the same?

9. P. Let X be a set and let a be defined for arbitrary subsets of X to
R and satisfy

0 C a(E) C a(E U F) C a(E) + a(F) ,

when E and F are subsets of X. Let S be the collection of all subsets
E of X such that

a(A) = = a(A r) E) + a(A 1 E)

for all A c X. If S 0 0, it is an algebra and a is additive on S.
9.Q. It may happen that the collection S in Exercise 9.P is empty.

For example, let a(E) = I for all E 9 X.
9. R. Let X and A be as in Exercise 9. D, and let Al be the a-algebra

generated by A. Let p1 be the counting measure on A 1 and let
p2 = 2p1. Show that j1 = p2 on A but not on A1. (Hence the
a-finiteness hypothesis in Theorem 9.8 cannot be dropped.)

9.S. Let g be a monotone increasing and right continuous function
on R to R. If pg is defined as at the end of this section, show that tz, is a
measure on the algebra F.

9.T. Consider the following functions defined for X ER by:

(a) g1(x) = 2x, (b) g2(x) = Arc tan x,
(c) g3(x) = 0,x<0, (d)g4(x}= 0,x<0,

= I, x' O, = x, x' O.
Describe the Borel-Stieltjes measures determined by these functions.
Which of these measures are absolutely continuous with respect to
Borel measure? What are their Radon-Nikodym derivatives?
Which of these measures are singular with respect to Borel measure?
Which of these measures are finite? With respect to which of these
measures is Borel measure absolutely continuous?

9.U. Let p be a finite measure on the Borel sets B of R and let
g(x) = p ((- ao , x]) for x ER. Show that g is monotone increasing
and right continuous, and that

µ((a, b]) =S(b) -S(a)
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when -co < a c b < +ao. Show that jt(R) = lim g(x) .
X-+ 00

9.V. Let f be Riemann integrable on [a, b] to R. Then there exists
a monotone increasing sequence ()7) and a monotone decreasing
sequence (f,j of step functions such that rpn(x) < f(x) c On(x) for
xE[a,b] and

lim cpn dA = lim n dA.

(Here A denotes Lebesgue measure.) Show that f = lim n = lim 9pn
almost everywhere, that f is Lebesgue measurable, and that

f dA = f w dx.
a



CHAPTER 10

Product Measures

Let X and Y be two sets; then the Cartesian product Z = X x Y is
the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) with X EX and Y E Y. We shall first
show that the Cartesian product of two measurable spaces (X, X)
and (Y, Y) can be made into a measurable space in a natural fashion.
Next we shall show that if measures are given on each of the factor
spaces, we can define a measure on the product space. Finally, we
shall relate integration with respect to the product measure and iterated
integration with respect to the measures in the factor spaces. The
model to be kept in mind throughout this discussion is the plane, which
we regard as the product R x B

14. l DEFINITION. If (X, X) and (Y, Y) are measurable spaces, then a
set of the form A x B with A E X and B E Y is called a measurable
rectangle, or simply a rectangle, in Z = X x Y. We shall denote the
collection of all finite unions of rectangles by Zo.

It is an exercise to show that every set in Zo can be expressed as a
finite disjoint union of rectangles in Z (see Exercise 14.D).

10.2 LEMMA. The collection Zo is an algebra of subsets of Z.

PROOF. It is clear that the union of a finite number of sets in Zo
also belongs to Zo . Similarly, it follows from the first part of Exercise
14.E that the complement of a rectangle in Z belongs to Zo. Apply
De Morgan's laws to see that the complement of any set in Zo belongs
to Za. Q.E.D.

113
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10.3 DEFINITION. If (X, X) and (Y, Y) are measurable spaces, then
Z = X x Y denotes the Q-algebra of subsets of Z = X x Y generated
by rectangles A x B with A E X and B E Y. We shall refer to a set in
Z as a Zwmeasurable set, or as a measurable subset of Z.

If (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) are measure spaces, it is natural to attempt
to define a measure 7r on the subsets of Z = X x Y which is the
"product" of jL and v in the sense that

7r(A x B) = p(A) v(B), A E X, BE Y.

(Recall the convention that 0(±ao) = 0.) We shall now show that
this can always be done.

10.4 PRODUCT MEASURE THEOREM. If (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) are
measure spaces, then there exists a measure IT defined on Z = X x Y
such that

(10.0 } ir(A x B) = p(A) v(B)

f o r all A E X and B E Y. If these measure spaces are Q-finite, then there
is a unique measure IT with property (10. 1).

PROOF. Suppose that the rectangle A x B is the disjoint union of a
sequence (A3 x B) of rectangles; thus

00

XA x B(x, Y) = XA(x) XB(Y) = 2 XAj(x) xB,(y)
j=1

for all x E X, y E Y. Hold x fixed, integrate with respect to v, and
apply the Monotone Convergence Theorem to obtain

X AX) v(B) X A1(x) v(B) .

5=1

A further application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem yields
00

p(A) v(B) = p(A5) v(B)
i

Now let EE Z0; without loss of generality we may assume that
n

E = U (A, x B),
j=1
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where the sets A, x B, are mutually disjoint rectangles. If we define

iro(E) by

iro(E) = >. p(A) v(B,),

the argument in the previous paragraph implies that 7r0 is well-defined
and countably additive on Zo . By Theorem 9.7, there is an extension
of iro to a measure r on the Q-algebra Z generated by Zo. Since IT is

an extension of Ira, it is clear that (14.1) holds.
If (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) are Q-finite, then Ira is a Q-finite measure

on the algebra Zo and the uniqueness of a measure satisfying (14.1)
follows from the uniqueness assertion of the Hahn Extension Theorem
9.8. Q.E.D.

Theorem 10.4 establishes the existence of a measure IT on the Q-algebra
Z generated by the rectangles {A x B : A E X, B E Y} and such that
(10.1) holds. Any such measure will be called a product of jt and v.
If P and v are both a-finite, then they have a unique product. In the
general case the extension procedure discussed in the previous chapter
leads to a uniquely determined product measure. However, it will be
seen in Exercise 10.S that it is possible for two distinct measures on Z
to satisfy (14.1) if jL and v are not Q-finite.

In order to relate integration with respect to a product measure and
iterated integration, the notion of a section is useful.

10.5 DEFINITION. If E is a subset of Z = X x Y and X E X, then
the x-section of E is the set

Ex={yEY:(x,y)EE}

Similarly, if y E Y, then the y-section of E is the set

Ey={xEX:(x,y)EE}.

If f is a function defined on Z to k, and X E X, then the x-section off
is the function fx defined on Y by

fx(y) = f(x, y), Y E Y.
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Similarly, if y E Y, then the y-section off is the function ,f y defined
on X by

f(x) _ .f (x , Y), x E X.

10.6 LEMMA. (a) If E is a measurable subset of Z, then every section
of E is measurable.

(b) If f is a measurable function on Z to R, then every section off is
measurable.

PROOF. (a) If E = A x B and X E X, then the x-section of E is B
if x E A, and is 0 if x 0 A . Therefore, the rectangles are contained in
the collection E of sets in Z having the property that each x-section is
measurable. Since it is easily seen that E is a a-algebra (see Exercise
10.I), it follows that E = Z.

(b) Let X E X and a E R, then

{y E Y : fx(y) > a} _ {yE Y : f (X , y) > a}
_ {(X,y)EX x Y. f(X,y) > a}x,

If f is Z-measurable, then fx is Y-measurable. Similarly, f y is X-
measurable. Q.E.D.

We interpolate an important result, which is often useful in measure
and probability theory, and which will be used below. We recall (see
Exercise 2.V) that a monotone class is a nonempty collection M of sets
which contains the union of each increasing sequence in M and the
intersection of each decreasing sequence in M. It is easy (see Exercise
2.W) to show that if A is a nonempty collection of subsets of a set S,
then the a-algebra S generated by A contains the monotone class M
generated by A . We now show that if A is an algebra, then S = M.

10.7 MONOTONE CLASS LEMMA. If' A is an algebra of sets, then the
a-algebra Sgenerated by A coincides with the monotone class Mgenerated

by A.

PROOF. We have remarked that M c S. To obtain the opposite
inclusion it suffices to prove that M is an algebra.

If EE M, define M(E) to be the collection of FE M such that
E 1 F, E n F, F 1 E all belong to M. Evidently 0, E E M(E) and it is

,
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readily seen that M(E) is a monotone class. Moreover, F E M(E) if
and only if E E M(F) .

.If E belongs to the algebra A, then it is clear that A M(E)
But since M is the smallest monotone class containing A, we must have
M(E) = M for E in A . Therefore, if EE A and FE M, then FE M(E).
We infer that if EE A and FE M, then EE M(F) so that A S; M(F) for
any F E M. Using the minimality of M once more we conclude that
M(F) = M for any FE M. Thus M is closed under intersections and
relative complements. But since X E Mit is plain that M is an algebra ;
since it is a monotone class, it is indeed a Q-algebra. Q.E.D.

It follows from the Monotone Class Lemma that if a monotone class
contains an algebra A, then it contains the Q-algebra generated by A.

10.8 LEMMA. Let (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) be Q-finite measure spaces.
If E E Z = X X Y, then the functions defined by

(10.2) AX) = v(Ex) , g(y) = p(Ey)

are measurable, and

(10.3) ffd/t=7r(E)=fgdv.
x y

PROOF. First we shall suppose that the measure spaces are finite
and let M be the collection of all E E Z for which the above assertion
is true. We shall show that M = Z by demonstrating that M is a
monotone class containing the algebra Zo . In fact, if E = A x B
with A E X and B E Y, then

f(X) = XA(X) v(B) , g(y) = XB(Y) P(A),

L
Since an arbitrary element of Zo can be written as a finite disjoint
union of rectangles, it follows that Zo 9 M.

We now show that M is a monotone class. Indeed, let (En,) be a
monotone increasing sequence in M with union E. Therefore

fn(X) = v((En)x) , 9n(Y) = P((En)y)

f dp = p (A) v(B) = gdv.
r
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are measurable and

.fn dj = Ir(En) = g n dv .
x y

It is clear that the monotone increasing sequences (fn) and (gn) converge
to the functions f and g defined by

AX) = v(Ex) , g(y) = p(EY) .

If we apply the fact that 7r is a measure and the Monotone Convergence
Theorem, we obtain

f dp = 7r(E) = g dv,
x y

so that EE M. Since IT is finite measure, it can be proved in the same
way that if (Fn) is a monotone decreasing sequence in M, then F = n Fn
belongs to M. Therefore M is a monotone class, and it follows from
the Monotone Class Lemma that M = Z.

If the measure spaces are Q-finite, let Z be the increasing union of a
sequence of rectangles (Zn) with 1r(Zn) < +ao and apply the previous
argument and the Monotone Convergence Theorem to the sequence
(E n Zn). Q.E.D.

10.9 TONELLI's THEOREM. Let (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) be Q-finite
measure spaces and let F be a nonnegative measurable function on
Z = X x Y to N. Then the functions defined on X and Y by

(10.4) f (x) = Fx dv, g(y) = FY dd ,
y x

are measurable and

(10.5) f d1 F dr = fgdv.
x Y

In other symbols,

(10.6) F dv du _ F dir = ' d o dv.
x fy fz Y x

PROOF. If F is the characteristic function of a set in Z, the assertion
follows from the Lemma 10.8. By linearity, the present theorem holds
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for a measurable simple function. If F is an arbitrary nonnegative
measurable function on Z to R, Lemma 2.11 implies that there is a
sequence ((D,,) of nonnegative measurable simple functions which
converges in a monotone increasing fashion on Z to F. If 9)n and On are

defined by

(10.7) 9).(x) =
fy

((Dn.)x dv, tn(y) _
x

(n)y dj,

then 9)n and on are measurable and monotone in n . By the Monotone
Convergence Theorem, (pa) converges on X to f and (on) converges on
Y to g. Another application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem
implies that

f d1i = lim d - = lim On d7r
X x z

lim Ondv = gdv.
Y Y

The same theorem also shows that

Fd7r = lim (Dn d7r,
z z

from which (10.5) follows. Q.E.D.

It will be seen in the exercises that Tonelli's Theorem may fail if we
drop the hypothesis that F is nonnegative, or if we drop the hypothesis
that the measures jt, v are Q-finite.

Tonelli's Theorem deals with a nonnegative function on Z and
affirms the equality of the integral over Z and the two iterated integrals
whether these integrals are finite or equal +oo. The final result
considers the case where the function is allowed to take both positive
and negative values, but is assumed to be integrable.

10.10 FuBINI's THEOREM. Let (X, X, p) and (Y, Y, v) be u -finite
spaces and let the measure it on Z = X x Y be the product of tz and v. If
the function F on Z = X x Y to R is integrable with respect to 7r, then
the extended real-valued functions defined almost everywhere by

(10.8) f (x) = F dv, g(y) = FY dt
fy x
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have finite integrals and

(10.9) ffd,t = F dr = fgdv.
X z r

In other symbols,

(10.10) fx [fY Fdv] dµ = fz Fd-a = fY [fx Fdµ] dv.

PROOF. Since F is integrable with respect to r, its positive and
negative parts F+ and F- are integrable. Apply Tonelli's Theorem
to F+ and F W to deduce that the corresponding f + and f W have finite
integrals with respect to p. Hence f + and f- are finite-valued
jt-almost everywhere, so their difference f is defined p-almost every-
where and the first part of (10.9) is clear. The second part is similar.

Q.E.D.

Since we have chosen in Chapter 5 to restrict the use of the word
"integrable" to real-valued functions, we cannot conclude that the
functions f, g defined in (10.8) are integrable. However, they are
almost everywhere equal to integrable functions.

It will be seen in an exercise that Fubini's Theorem may fail if the
hypothesis that F is integrable is dropped.

EXERCISES

1 Q.A. Let A X and B Y. If A or B is empty, then A x B = 0.
Conversely, if A x B = 0, then either A = 0 or B = 0.

10.B. Let A, X and B, Y, j = 1, 2. If Al x B1 = A2 x B2
0, then A 1 = A2 and Bi = B2.

1Q.C. Let A, X and B, Y, j = 1, 2. Then

(A 1 x B1) U (A2 x B2) = [(A, 1 A2) x B1]
U [(A1 n A2) x (B1 U B2)] U [(A2 \ A1) x B2],

and the sets on the right side are mutually disjoint.

x

p
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1Q.D. Let (X, X) and (Y, Y) be measurable spaces. If A, E X and
B; E Y for j = 1, ... , m, then the set

n
U (A, x B)

1

can be written as the disjoint union of a finite number of rectangles in Z.

1 Q. E. Let A; c X and B, Y, j = 1, 2. Then

(A1 x B1) \ (A2 x B2) = [(A 1 n A,2) x (B1 \ B2)]
U [(A1 \ A2) x B1]

(A 1 x B1) n (A 2 x B2) = (A 1 n A 2) x (B1 n B2) .

10.F. If (R, B) denotes the measurable space consisting of real
numbers together with the Borel sets, show that every open subset of
R x R belongs to B x B. In fact, this Q-algebra is the Qwalgebra
generated by the open subsets of R x B . (In other words, B x B is
the Borel algebra of R x B.)

1 Q. G. Let f and g be real-valued functions on X and Y, respectively;
suppose that f is X -measurable and that g is Y -measurable. If h is
defined for (x, y) in X x Y by h(x, y) = f(x) g(y), show that h is
X x Y -measurable.

1 Q.H. If E is a subset of B, let y(E) = {(x, y) ER x B : x - y EE}.
If EE B, show that y(E) E B x B. Use this to prove that if f is a
Borel measurable function on R to R, then the function F defined by
F(x, Y) = Ax - y) is measurable with respect to B x B.

10.1. Let E and F be subsets of Z = X x Y, and let X E X. Show
that (E 1 F)x = Ex \ Fx F. If (Ea} are subsets of Z, then

(U Ea)x = U (Ea)x .

1 Q.J. Let (X, X, p) be the measure space on the natural numbers
X = N with the counting measure defined on all subsets of X = N.
Let (Y, Y, v) be an arbitrary measure space. Show that a set E in
Z = X x Y belongs to Z = X x Y if and only if each section En of E
belongs to Y. In this case there is a unique product measure ir, and

ir(E) = = 2 v(En) , EE Z.
n=1
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A function f on Z = X x Y to R is measurable if and only if each
section fn is Y -measurable. Moreover, f is integrable with respect to 7T
if and only if the series

00

5 fz I dv
n=1 Y

is convergent, in which case

0
5fd=[5fdv] = fn dv.

fz n=1 Y Y n=1

1Q. K. Let X and Y be the unit interval [0, 1] and let X and Y be the
Borel subsets of [O, 1]. Let jt be Lebesgue measure on X and let v be
the counting measure on Y. If D = {(x, y) : x = y}, show that D is a
measurable subset of Z = X x Y, but that

Jv(Dx) dd(x) =A f p(DI) dv(y) .

Hence Lemma 10.8 may fail unless both of the factors are required to
be a-finite.

10-L. If F is the characteristic function of the set D in the Exercise
10. K, show that Tonelli's Theorem may fail unless both of the factors
are required to be a-finite.

1 Q. M. Show that the example considered in Exercise 1 Q.J demon-

strates that Tonelli's Theorem holds for arbitrary (Y, Y, v) when
(X, X, p) is the set N of natural numbers with the counting measure on
arbitrary subsets of N.

10.N. If amn >1 4 for m, n E N, then

amn = amn (C + 00}
m=1 n=1 n=1 m=1

10.0. Let amn be defined for m, n E N by requiring that an,, = + 1,
an,n+ 1 =- I , and amn = 0 if m n or m n + I. Show that

CO CO CO CO

:E :E amn=0, :E :E amn= 1,
m=1 n=1 n=1 m=1

so the hypothesis of integrability in Fubini's Theorem cannot be
dropped.

:E :E
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10. P. Let f be integrable on (X, X, p), let g be integrable on (Y, Y, v),
and define h on Z by h(x, y) = f(x) g(y) . If 7r is a product of j and v,
show that h is irwintegrable and

Jhdir = f dp g dv .
z x Y

14.Q. Suppose that (X, X, t,) and (Y. Y. v) are a-finite, and let
E, F belong to X x Y. If v(E) = v(f) for all x E X, then ir(E) = ir(F) .

10. R. Let f and g be Lebesgue integrable functions on (R, B) to R R.
From Exercise 10.H it follows that the function mapping (x, y) into
f(x - y) g(y) is measurable with respect to B x B. If A denotes
Lebesgue measure on B, use Tonelli's Theorem and the fact that

R
f (x - y) I dA(x) =

R
I f (x) I dA(x)

to show that the function h defined for X ER by

h (x) =
R

f (x - y) g(y) A (y)

is finite almost everywhere. Moreover,

5hdA < If I

The function h defined above is called the convolution off and g and is
usually denoted by f * g.

10.S. Let X = R, X be the a-algebra of all subsets of R and let jt be
defined by p(A) = 0 if A is countable, and p(A) _ +ao if A is un-
countable. We shall construct distinct products of jt with itself.

(a) If EE Z = X X X, define ir(E) = 0 in case E can be written as
the union E = G U H of two sets in Z such that the x-projection of G
is countable and the y-projection of His countable. Otherwise, define
ir(E) = +oo . It is evident that IT is a measure on Z. If ir(E) = 0,
then E is contained in the union of a countable set of lines in the plane.
If A, BE X, show that Ir(A x B) = p(A) p(B). Hence IT is a product
of p with itself.
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(b) If E E Z, define p(E) = 0 in case E can be written as the union
E = G U H U K of three sets in Z such that the x-projection of G is
countable, the y-projection of H is countable, and the projection of K
on the line with equation y = x is countable. Otherwise, define
p(E) = +ao. Now p is a measure on Z, and if p(E) = 0, then E is
contained in the union of a countable set of lines. Show that
p(A x B) = p(A) (B) for all A , B E X; hence p is a product of ji with
itself.

(c) Let E = {(x, y) : x + y = 0}; show that E E Z. However,
p(E) = 0, whereas ir(E) = + ao .
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CHAPTER 11

Volumes of Cells and Intervals

A cell in R with endpoints a, b (where a C b) is a set having one
of the following four forms:

(a,b):= {x ER: a<x<b},

[a,b):={xER:a<x<b}.

A cell with the first form is called an open cell with endpoints a, b.
A cell having the second form is called a closed cell with endpoints
a, b. Cells having the third or fourth forms are called half-open or
half-closed cells. We note that if a = b, then only the closed cell is
nonvoid.

An open cell in R is an open subset of R, and a closed cell is
a closed subset of R; both of these types of cells are often conve-
nient to work with because they fit into the topological scheme of
R. A nonvoid half-open cell is neither open nor closed, so it does not
have very much topological interest; however, half-open cells have the
advantage that the intersection, the union, or the difference of two
half-open cells (of the same kind) are either half-open cells, or the
union of two disjoint half-open cells. Moreover, the complement of
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a half-open cell (a, b] is the union of the sets (-oo, a] and (b, +cc).
It can also be written as the union of a countable collection of pair-
wise disjoint half-open cells of the form (cj, 9i], where i E N and
ail#iER.

Cells are also often called intervals; however, the sets

(v) (-cc,a):={xER:x<a},
(vi) (-cc, a]:= Jx E R: x < all
(vii) [b, +oo) Jx E R: b C x},
(viii) (b, +oo) Jx E R : b < x},

(ix) (-cc,+cc):=R={xER:-cc<x<+cc},

are also called intervals but they are not called cells. The intervals
(v) and (vi) have the right endpoint a, and the intervals (vii) and
(viii) have the left endpoint b. The intervals (v) and (viii) are open
subsets of R; the intervals (vi) and (vii) are closed subsets of R. The
final interval (ix) is both open and closed in R.

The length of a cell in R with endpoints a < b is defined to be
equal to b - a. Thus all four of the cells

(a,b), (a, b], [a, b), (a, b]

have the same length. We will frequently write

l([a,b)):=b-a.

If I is any cell with endpoints a C b, then the interior 10 of I is the
open cell (a, b), and the closure I^ of I is the closed cell [a, b]. Thus
if I is any cell with endpoints a C b, then the length of I is equal to
the lengths of its interior 10 and of its closure I ; in symbols

VO) = V-)-

The length of any one of the intervals (v) -- (ix) is taken to be +oo;
we write, for example,

1((-m, a]) - +oo.
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CELLS, CUBES, AND INTERVALS

If p E RP, p > 1, then a cell I in R is the Cartesian product of
p cells I,,. - - , Ip in R; thus

I=Iix...xIp.

An open cell in R is the Cartesian product of p open cells in R,
and a closed cell in R is the Cartesian product of p closed cells in
R. An open cell in R is an open set in RP, and a closed cell in R
is a closed subset of RP. We say that a cell I in R is half-open if
it is the Cartesian product of cells Ii, ... , Ip in R all of which have
the ("southwest") form [a, b), or all of which have the ("northeast")
form (a, b]. It is an exercise to show that if I and J are half-open
cells in R having the same form, then In J, I U J, and I - J are the
unions of a finite number of pairwise disjoint half-open cells in RP.
Similarly, the complement I' RP - I is the union of a countable
collection of pairwise disjoint half-open cells in RP.

A cube in R is a cell all of whose sides have equal length.
Cubes may be open, closed, or half-open. An interval in R is the
Cartesian product of p intervals in R. Thus a cell in R is also an
interval in RP, but not conversely.

If I = Ii x ... X Ip is a cell in RP, then the p-dimensional
volume IM of I is defined to be the product of the lengths of the
sides of I,, ... , I p. Thus, if the endpoints of 13 are a3 C b3 for j =
1, , , p, then the volume of I is given by

I(I) := (bi - al).. . (bp - ap),

As in the case of cells in R, ifI=I x...xIpisacell inRp and
the endpoints of I3 are a3 C b3, then the interior 1° of I in R is
the open cell

1° (ai,bi) x x (a,b)
and the closure I- of I in R is the closed cell

I^ [ai,bi] x ... x [a,b].
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Hence the volume 1(1) of a cell I in R is equal to the volume 1(10)
of its interior, and also to the volume l(I) of its closure.

We also note that the empty set 0 can be considered to be an
open cell with equal endpoints. Consequently, the above definition of
the volume yields l (0) = 0.

Let I = I x ... x Ip be an interval in RP; then we define the
p-dimensional volume 1(1) of I to be the product

I(I) := 1(ii) ... l(IP)

of the lengths of the p sides. This product is to be interpreted as
equaling 0 if at least one of the side lengths l(I,) is equal
to 0 (even though some of the lengths may equal +oc). In addition,
this product equals +oc if all of the side lengths l(I ), , l(I) are
different from 0 and at least one of them equals +oc.

TRANSLATION INVARIANCE

One thing worth noticing about the volume of cells in R is
that it is independent of the "location" of the cells in the space, and
depends only on the lengths of the sides. We express this idea by
saying that the volume function is "translation invariant". To clarify
this notion, we introduce the following definition.

11.1 DEFINITION, If A is a subset of R and x is any vector
in RP, then the translation of A by x is defined to be the set

xEA:={x-Fa:aEA},

It is easy to see that the translation of a cell I in R is also a
cell; moreover, it is an exercise to show that I (x (D I) = I (I) for all
vectors x and cells I in the space RP.



CHAPTER 12

The Outer Measure

We wish to extend the notion of the volume of a set in R to sets
that are more general than cells or intervals. Of course, if a set E in
RP can be obtained as a disjoint union of a finite number of cells, it
is natural to define the volume of E to be the sum of the volumes of
the corresponding cells. However, such a set E may be decomposed
in many ways as the disjoint union of cells and it is not immediately
clear that different decompositions of E would always lead to the
same value for the volume of E. In addition, many in fact, most

sets cannot be obtained as a finite union of cells; the circular disk
D {(x,y) E R2 ; x2 + y2 C 1} is an important example of such
a set. It is possible to show that D can be obtained as the disjoint
union of a countable family of cells in R2; in fact, this can be done
in infinitely many ways. To define the 2-dimensional volume (that
is, the "area" } of D, we would surely need to use an infinite series
for each decomposition, and to show that different decompositions of
D give the same 2-dimensional volume for D. Even for as simple a
figure as the disk D, this would not be an easy task.

Our approach in generalizing the notion of volume to an arbitrary
subset of R will be by a process of "overestimation'. Basically, we
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will enclose the set in the union of a countable collection of cells,
and then minimize the sum of the volumes of the cells by taking the
infimum over all such countable collections. (This process is rather
similar to the construction of the upper integral that is often done in
elementary calculus courses.) This "generalized volume" is useful for
many purposes and has the advantage that it is defined for all subsets
of RP. Unfortunately, it will be shown later that this generalized
volume is not sufficiently well-behaved on the collection of all subsets
of RP. However, when this generalized volume is restricted to a
suitable collection (to be denoted by C) of subsets of RP, it will be
seen to have some very satisfactory properties. In Chapter 4, this
collection £ will be shown to contain all of the subsets of R that
arise in ordinary work. In particular, £ contains all open subsets
and all closed subsets of RP, and it contains all countable unions, all
countable intersections, and all complements of sets that belong to
the collection ,C,

12.1 DEFINITION. If E C RP, we define the outer measure
m* (E) of E to be

+00

(12.1) m*(E) := inf El(Ik)

where the infimum is extended over all sequences (Ik) of cells in RP
that cover E in the sense that

(12.2)
+00

ECU Ik .

(1) We note that, since the entire set RP is contained in the
union of a sequence (Ik) of cells in RP, the collection of all sequences
that satisfy (12.2) is not empty. Therefore, the infimum appearing in
(12.1) is well-defined and it is evident that m*(E) > 0. We also note
that it is certainly possible to have m*(E) = -I-oo; for example, this
is the case when we take E = RP.
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(2) The terms l(Ik) certainly satisfy 0 < l(Ik) < -I-oo for all k.
Hence, the series

+00

is either (i) absolutely convergent, in which case the value of its sum
does not depend on the order of summation, or (ii) the series (12.3)
is divergent (= convergent to +oc), in which case we assign the value
+. oo as its sum.

(3) Since the convergence or the divergence of (12.3) does not
depend on the order of the summands, it is equally appropriate to
think of (Ik) as being a countable family of cells rather than a sequence
of cells.

Before we proceed, we wish to make some further observations
about Definition 12.1 that will be important.

12.2 REMARKS. (a) We may restrict the cells (Ik) in Definition
12.1 to be closed cells if we wish to do so. Indeed, since Ik C Ik , it is
trivial that if (12.2) holds, then we also have E C U+' I . Since, as
was noted in the preceding chapter, we have l (I) = I(Ik ), the value
of m* (E) is not affected by using the closures of the cells.

(b) We may also restrict the cells (Ik) to be open cells if we wish
to do so. Indeed, suppose that m*(E) < +oo and that (12.2) holds
for a sequence (4) of cells. If e > 0, then let (Jk) be a sequence of
open cells such that

Ik C Jk and l(Jk) < l(Ik) + 12k

for k = 1, 2, .... Then we have

and
t00 t00

E I(Jk) :5 E I(Ik) +
k=1 k=1

Hence it follows (why?) that the same result is obtained in (12.1) by
using open cells as using arbitrary cells.
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(c) If desired, we may restrict the cells (Ik) to be half-open cells,
having either form.

(d) If S > 0 is given, we may restrict the cells (4k) to have
diameter less than S. [Recall that if A C BY, then the diameter of
A is defined to be

diam(A) := sup{JJx - yll : x, y E Al.

Hence, if x, y E A, then we have I Ix - yII < diam(A).] To see that this
is true, note that any half-open cell can be obtained as the union of
a finite collection of pairwise disjoint half-open cells with diameters
less than S. For example, one can successively bisect the sides of the
cell to obtain cells with diameter less than the preassigned S.

We shall now establish the basic properties of the outer measure
function m*.

12.3 THEOREM. The outer measure function m* defined in
Definition 12.1 satisfies:

(i) 0 < m* (E) C +oo for all E C RP, and m* (o) = Q;
(ii) if E C F, then m* (E) C rn* (F);
(iii) if (Ek) is a sequence of subsets of RP, then

t00 t00
M* U Ek E m* (Ek).

PROOF. (i) The first property has already been noted. If we
takelk =0fora1lkE N, thenOCIlUI2U...,so

0 < M*(0) < 0 +0 + 0.

Therefore (i) is proved.
(ii) If (Ik) is a sequence of cells with F C U °i Ik, then also

E C U+00i Ik. Therefore m*(E) < m*(F), proving (ii).
(iii) It suffices to prove the assertion in the case that

-I-oo for each n E N. (Why?) Let e > 0 and, for each n E N, choose
a sequence (Ikn)k of cells such that

+00Encur
k=1

+00

and l(I) C m* (En) + 6/2n
k=1
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Since JIkn ; k, n E M is a countable family of cells that cover the set

U n_i En, it follows from the definition of m* that

*m
+00 +00 +00 +00

U En E I (_In) = E E
n=1 lc,n=1 n=1 k=1

I (In)

+oo t00

< 1: ( m* (En) + /2n u
n=1 n=1

[Since m* (E) > 0 for any set E C RP, the change from a double
sum to an iterated sum is justified.] Now, since e > 0 is arbitrary,
property (iii) is proved. G . E. D .

Property (iii) of Theorem 12.3 is referred to by saying that m*
is countably subadditive on the collection of all subsets of RP. In
particular, it follows from (iii) that if A and B are disjoint subsets
(that is, if A fl B = 0), then

m* (A U B):5 m* (A) + m* (B).

Our intuitive feeling about volume is that equality should hold in this
relation. Unfortunately, it is not the case (as we will prove in a later
chapter) that equality holds for an arbitrary pair of disjoint subsets
of RP. However, we now show that this desired equality relation is
true in case the sets A and B are at a positive distance from each
other.

12.4 THEOREM. Let A and B be disjoint subsets of B? with
dist(A,B):-=inf{ Ia- bl; aE A,bEB}>0. Then we have

m* (A U B) -= m* (A) + - m* (B).

PROOF. We have already seen that it is always the case that
m* (A U B) < m* (A) + m* (B). Therefore (why?), it suffices to prove
the opposite inequality under the hypothesis that m* (A U B) < -I-oo
and 6 := dist(A, B) > 0.

=

+6/2n) Em*(En)
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If e > 0 is given, let (1h) be a covering of A U B such that

+00

El(I) C m*(AU B) +
n=1

As was noted in Remark 12.2(d), we may assume that the cells (In)
have diameter less than 6. In this case, no cell In can contain both
points in A and points in B, for then we would have dist(A, B) < S,
contrary to the hypothesis. Hence we may divide the cells {In} into
three classes: (i) the cells {J} that contain points in A, (ii) the cells
{Kk} that contain points in B, and (iii) the cells {Hh} that do not
contain points in either A or in B. Therefore, we have

m* (A) < E I (Jj) and M* (B) :! E I (Kk)l
j k

from which it follows that

m*(A)-I-m*(B) l(Jj)+E l(Kk)+E l(Hh)
j k h

I(In) :5 m* (A U B) + C.
n

Therefore, we have m* (A) + m* (B) C m* (A U B) + e. Since e > 0 is
arbitrary, we infer that m* (A) + m* (B) C m* (A U B), as was to be

shown. Q.E.D.

It is conceivable that the value m* gives to a cell might be differ-
ent from the p-dimensional volume of the cell; however, we will now
show that such an unfortunate situation cannot occur.

12.5 THEOREM. If I is any cell in RP, then m* (I) = l(1).
PROOF. Since the sequence (I, 0, 0, ...} is a covering of I, it fol-

lows that m* (I) C I (1) + 0 + 0 + ... = 1(1) . To establish the opposite
inequality, let e > 0 be given and let (Ik) be a covering of I by open
cells such that

+00

E Vk) :!5 M* U) + 6-
k=1
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If I is a closed cell, let J := I; otherwise, let J be a closed cell such
that J C I and 1(I) - e < 1(J). By the Heine-Borel Theorem there
is an m E N such that J C U 11k .

We now divide the space R into a finite number of closed inter-
vals by extending the (p - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes that contain
a face of one of the cells I1, ... , Imo, and of J. Let K1, ... , Kn be
the distinct closed cells into which the cells 1i , ... , I; are divided
by these hyperplanes; further, let J1, ... , Jr be the closed cells into
which J is divided. Therefore, we have

r n
1(J) = E l(Jj) C >l(K,)

j=1 k=1
M

E I Jk) :! M* (I) + 6-

Consequently, l(I) < l(J) + e < m* (I) + 2s. Since e > 0 is arbitrary,
we deduce that l(I) < m*(I). Therefore it follows that l(I) = m*(I),
as claimed. Q.E.D.

TRANSLATION INVARIANCE

We noted at the end of Chapter 11 that the volume of a cell is
not changed by a translation. We now show that the analogous result
holds for the outer measure of an arbitrary subset of RP.

12.6 THEOREM. If E C RP and x E BY, then we have

M* (x (D E) =: m* (E).

PROOF. If the sequence (Ik) of cells is a covering for E, then the
sequence (x (D Ik) of x-translates is a covering of x (D E by cells. Since
we have E k d(Ik) _ Ek l(x (D Ik), it follows that

+00

m* (x @ E) < inf E I (x @ Ik)
k= 1

+00

inf E I(Ik) M* (E).
I k=1
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Since every covering (Jk) of the set x (D E by cells can be obtained
by translating a covering (Kk) of E (how?), it also follows that we
have m*(E) < m* (x (D E), whence m*(E) = m* (x (D E). We leave
the precise details as an exercise. Q.E.D.



CHAPTER 13

Measurable Sets

In the preceding chapter we defined the outer measure m* (E) of
an arbitrary subset E of RP. While the function m* has the distinct
advantage of being defined for every subset of RP, it is not always
additive over disjoint subsets; that is, it does not always satisfy

M*(A U B) = M*(A) + m*(B)

when A and B are sets such that A fl B = 0.
In this chapter we will prove that, by restricting m* to a certain

family £ of subsets of RP, we obtain a function that not only is
additive over disjoint sets, but is even countably additive in the sense
that if (En) is a sequence of sets in £ that are pairwise disjoint (i. e.,
Bn fl Em = 0 for n 54 m), then the union E Un ° i E,, belongs to
£ and

+00
(13.1) m*(E) = E m*(En).

n=1

This countable additivity property is a very desirable one; in fact, it
is this property that makes many of the properties of the Lebesgue
theory of integration work nicely.
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The main theorem in this chapter is due to the well-known Greco-
German mathematician Constantin Caratheodory. We will state this
result for the outer measure m* introduced in Chapter 12, although
his theorem remains true for any function satisfying the properties
stated in Theorem 12.3.

In order to simplify the statement of Caratheodory's theorem,
we introduce some terminology that is often useful.

13.1 DEFINITION. Let X be an arbitrary set. Then a family
E of subsets of X is said to be a a-algebra in X if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(i) 0 and X belong to E;

(ii) if E E E, then the complement EC - X - E belongs to E;
(iii) if (En) is a sequence of sets in E, then the union Un ° i En

belongs to E.

REMARKS. (a) If E is a or-algebra of subsets of X, then the
intersection of a sequence of sets in E also belongs to E.

(b) If X is any set, then E1 :_ {0, X} is a (rather trivial)
example of a a-algebra of subsets of X.

(c) If X is any set and E is a subset of X, then E2
{0, E, EC, X I is a or-algebra of subsets of X,

(d) If X is any set, then E3 :_ {all subsets of X j is a or-
algebra of subsets of X.

(e) If X is a set and E1 and EZ are a-algebras of X, then
E1 n E2 (= the collection of all subsets of X that belong to both E1
and E2) is also a or-algebra of subsets of X.

13.2 DEFINITION. Let X be a set and let E be a a-algebra of
subsets of X. Then an extended real valued function defined on E
is said to be a measure on J in case it satisfies:

0) P (0) = 0;
(ii) 0 < 1,c(E) < +oo for all E E E;

(iii) if (En) is a sequence of sets in E that are pairwise disjoint,
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then we have the equation

+00 +00

(13.2) (UE)n =
(n=1 n=1

REMARKS. (a) Since µ(E) > 0, the series on the right side of
equation (13.2) is either absolutely convergent, or it is properly di-
vergent to -oo.

(b) If X = N and E =: {all subsets of X}, then define 1,t(E) to
be the number of elements in E if E is a finite set, and lc(E) :_ --oo
if E is an infinite set. Then /,t is a measure on E and is called the
counting measure on N.

We now introduce the "test for measurability" of a set E C R.

13.3 DEFINITION. Let m* be the outer measure defined on
all subsets of RP. A set E C RP is said to satisfy the Carath6odory
condition in case

(13.3) m*(A) = m*(A fl E) + m*(A fl E`)

for all A C R. The collection of all such sets will be denoted by G.

We note that the condition (13.3) can also be written in the form

m* (A) = m*(A fl E) + m*(A - E).

Intuitively, a set E satisfies the Caratheodory condition if E and its
complement EC split every set A "additively". The sets that satisfy
the condition (13.3) are precisely the desired "measurable sets". The
next lemma shows that the task of showing that a set E satisfies
(13.3) can be simplified somewhat.

13.4 LEMMA. A set E satisfies the Garatheodory condition if
and only if, for each set A with m* (A) < +oo, then

(13.4) m*(A) > m* (A n E) + re (A fl E°).
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PROOF. Indeed, since A n E and A n EC are disjoint and have
union A, it follows from Theorem 12.3(iii) that we always have the
inequality

m*(A) m*(AnE) +m*(AnE').

Hence, if (13.4) is satisfied, then so is (13.3). Finally, we note that
(13.4) is trivial in case m* (A) _ +oo, so it is only necessary to treat
the case m*(A) C +oo. Q.E.D.

We will now obtain Caratheodory's theorem.

13.5 THEOREM. Let m* be the outer measure
defined in Definition 12.1. Then the set L of all subsets of R that
satisfy the Caratheodory Condition 13.3 is a or--algebra of subsets of
RP. Moreover, the restriction of m* to L is a measure on L.

PROOF. It is clear that 0 satisfies (13.3), and that if E satisfies
(13.3), then so does its complement Ec. Hence the family of sets that
satisfy the Caratheodory condition satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of
Definition 13.1.

We now show that if E and F satisfy (13.3), then so does E n F
For, since E E L, then

m* (A) = m* (A n E) + m* (A n Ec )

for any A C RP. Since F E L we have

m*(AnE) = m*(AnEnF) +m*(AnEnFc),

whence it follows that

m* (A) = m* (A n E n F) +,m*m* (A n E n Fc) +,m*m* (A n Ec)

But since E E L, we also have

m*(An (EnF)` )
=m*(An(EnF)°nE)+m*(An(EnF)°nE°)

=::z M* (A n Fc n E) + m* (A n Ec) .
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It therefore follows that

m*(A) =m*(An(EnF))+m*(An(EnF)°)

for all sets A. Consequently, E n F belongs to C.
Since C contains the complements of sets in C, it follows from

De Morgan's Laws that if E, F E ,C, then E U F E C. Moreover, if
E n F -= 0, then it follows from the fact that E satisfies (13.3) with
A replaced by A n (E U F) and F -= F n Fc that

m* (A n (E U F)) = m* (A n (E U F) n E) + m* (A n (E U F) n Ec)
M*(A fl E) + m*(A fl F).

By induction we conclude that if E1, ... , En belong to C and are
pairwise disjoint, then E1 U . . . U En belongs to £ and

m* (A fl (El U ... U En)) = m* (A fl El) +... + m* (A fl En)

for all ACR R.
We now show that C is a or-algebra and that m* is countably

additive on C. To do this, let (En) be a pairwise disjoint sequence in
C and let E U- °i Fk. We know that Fn := U=1 Ek belongs to C
for all n E N. Moreover, if A C RP, then

M*(A) = m*(AnFn) + m*(AnFn)

=M* -f-rn*(AnFn)(UAnEk)
k=1

n

>m*(AflEk)+m*(AflF).
k=1

Since Fn C E, then A n Fn 2 A n FC for all n E N, so that

n

M* (A) E M* (A n Fk) + m* (A n Ec),
k=1

=

: =
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which implies that

+oo

(13.5) m*(A) > E m*(A fl Ek) + m*(A fl E°).

On the other hand, it follows from the countable subadditivity of m*
that

(13.6) m*(Af1E)=m* (IJ An Ek <j:m*(Af1Ek).

Therefore, we have

m*(A) m*(AnE) +m*(AnEc),

which (in view of Lemma 13.4) implies that E E G, so that G is a
or-algebra. In addition, if we take A = E in (13.5) and (13.6), we
obtain

+00

m*(E) = Em*(Ek)i

which shows that m* is countably additive on £. Q.E.D.

13.6 DEFINITION. If m* is the outer measure defined in Def-
inition 12.1, then the a-algebra L of subsets of R that satisfy the
Caratheodory Condition 13.3 is called the Lebesgue a-algebra of
RP. A set E E L is called a Lebesgue measurable subset of RP,
or briefly, a measurable subset of Bp. The restriction m of m* to
L is called Lebesgue measure on RP.

Since m is the restriction of m* to the a-algebra L, we have
m (E) = m* (E) for all E E £. Ordinarily, when we know that a set
E is measurable, we will write m(E) instead of m* (E).

The next result assures that cells in R are measurable sets and
that their Lebesgue measure coincides with their volume.

13.7 THEOREM. If I is a cell in Rp, then I is measurable, and
hence m(I) = I(I).
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PROOF. We will give the proof for an open cell, leaving to the
reader to extend the conclusion to an arbitrary cell in RP. It was
seen in Lemma 13.4 that it suffices to show that if A C R is such
that rn* (A) C +oc, then

m* (A) > m* (AnI)+ m* (A - I) -

Let nENand let In:= Ix E I : dist(x, Ic) >1/n}, so that InCI.
Moreover, since I - In is contained in the union of 2p cells each of
which has one side with length 1/n, then rn* (I - In) - 0 as n +oo.

Note that A -2 (A n In) U (A - I) and dist(A n In, A - I) 1/n.
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 12.4 that

m*(A) > m*((Af1In)U(A-I))
= m*(Af1In)-I-m*(A-I).

On the other hand, since

it follows from the subadditivity and the monotone character of m*
that

rn* (A n In) C rn* (A n I) C rn* (A n In) + - m* (I - In).

Therefore, we have

rn*(AnI) -= lim rn*(AnIn).
n-;oo

Hence, taking the limit in (13.7), we have

rn*(A) : rn*(AnI) +rn*(A-I),

which shows that I is a measurable set, by Lemma 13.4. Q.E.D.

We have been able to obtain a measure defined on a a-algebra C
of sets that agrees with the volume function 1, originally defined only
for cells. Consequently, we have been successful in extending 1 to a
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larger collection of sets, and we will soon see that the collection C is
a very large collection of sets. It is conceivable, however, that there
may be another measure defined on C that agrees with 1 on cells. We
now show that this is not the case.

13.8 THEOREM. If µ is a measure defined on G that is such
that IL(I) = l(I) for all open cells I C RP, then µ . m.

PROOF. For n E N, let In be the open cell

In:= (-n, n) x ... x (-n, n).

Let E E G be any set with E C In and let (Jk) be a sequence of open
cells such that E C U °i Since Y is a measure and (Jk) =
for all k E N, we have

(i3Jk
too -{-oo

1,t(E) < /,t U Jk < E /,t (Jk) =: E I (Jk).
k=1 k=1 k=1

Therefore, we have 1,c(E) Cm(E) = m(E) for all measurable sets
E C In. Since and m are additive, then

f-t(E) +f-t(jn - E) = /-t(In) = m(In) = m(E) + m(In - E).

Since all of these terms are finite and µ(E) < m(E) and Ic(In - E) <
m(In - E), it follows that µ(E) = m(E) for all measurable sets
ECIn.

Now an arbitrary measurable set E can be written as the union
of a disjoint sequence (En) of sets, defined by

E1 :-== En I1, En := En (In -In-1) for n>1.

Since /1 (En) = m(E) for all n E N, it follows that

+00 +00

1,t(E) =: E /,t(En) =: E m(En) =: m(E).
n=1 n=1

Thus and m agree on all measurable sets. . E . D .
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We conclude this chapter with two useful results that are simple
properties of the positivity and the countable additivity of Lebesgue
measure.

13.9 THEOREM. If E and F are Lebesgue measurable sets and
if E C F, then m(E) < m(F). If, in addition, m(E) < +00, then
m(F - E) =: m(F) - m(E).

PROOF. Since m is additive, it is immediate from the fact that
F =Eu(F-E) and En(F-E) =: 0 that

m(F) =: m(E) + m(F - E).

Since m(F - E) > 0, we have m(F) > m(E). If m(E) < -I-oo, then
we can subtract m(E) from both sides of the above equation. Q.E.D.

13.10 THEOREM. (a) If (Ek) is an increasing sequence of
measurable sets, then

+00

(13.8) m Ek li m(Ek).

(b) If (Fk) is a decreasing sequence of Lebesgue measurable sets
and if m(Fi) < -I-oo, then

(13.9)
+oo

m n Fk = lim m(Fk).

PROOF. (a) If m(Ek) _ -I-oo for some k E N, then both sides of
(13.8) are equal to +oo. Hence we may suppose that m(Ek) < +oo
for all k E N. Now let Al := El and Ak := Ek - Ek_1 for k > 1.
Then (Ak) is a disjoint sequence of measurable sets such that

k

Ek = U Aj and
t00 too

UEk = UAk.
k=1 k=1
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Since m is countably additive, then

m AkuUAk

+00 n
= > m(Ak) = lm > m(Ak)

n-+00
k=1

By Theorem 13.9, we have m(Ak) = m(Ek) - m(Ek_1) fork > 1, so
the finite sum telescopes and

E m(Ak) =: M(En)-

Hence equation (13.8) is proved.
(b) Let Ek Fl - Fk for k E N, so that (Ek) is an increasing

sequence of ;neasurable sets. If we apply part (a) and Theorem 13.9,
we infer that

+00

rn u Ek = lim m(E) = lim [ rn(E1 ) - m(F )

= m(Fi) - lim m(F ) .

But since U i Ek -= F 1 - fl Fk , it follows from Theorem 13.9
that

m (i3Ek) = m(Fl) - m
k=1

We now combine the last two relations to obtain (13.9). Q.E.D.

=m
+00

k=1

k=1

n

c=1

:=

n n

n-+oo

° i



CHAPTER 14

Examples of Measurable Sets

We have established, in the preceding chapter, that there exists
a a-algebra C of subsets, called the Lebesgue measurable sets,
containing all cells in RP, and on which there is a measure function,
called Lebesgue measure, that extends to the sets in C the notion
of "volume". It was asserted that the set C of measurable sets is
a very large one, but this assertion has not yet been proved. The
purpose of this chapter is to give some indications about what sets
belong to this collection. We will show that all of the familiar sets in
analysis are Lebesgue measurable.

14.1 LEMMA. Every open subset of R is the union of a count-
able collection of open cells.

PROOF. Let Q denote the set of all rational numbers in R and
let QP := Q x ... x Q denote the collection of those points in R all
of whose coordinates are rational numbers. It is well known that QP
is a countable set; we let (zn : n E N) denote an enumeration of QP.

If G is an arbitrary open set in RP, for each z E G n QP, let
C(z,1/ne) be the open cube (i.e., the cell all of whose sides are equal)
with center z and side length 1/nz, where nz is the smallest natural
number such that C(z,1/ne) is contained in G. (We have just used
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the Well-ordering Property of N.) We now let

GO :-=U{C(z,1/ne) : z E G n QP}

so that Go is a union of a countable collection of open cubes. There-
fore Go is open and Go C G.

We now show that Go = G. Indeed, if y E G is arbitrary, then
since G is open, there exists a cube C(y,1/ny) with center y such
that C(y,1/ny) C G. Now consider the cube C(y,1/2ny) whose side
length is half that of C (y,1 /ny). Since Q is dense in R, then the set
Qp is dense in RP, and there are infinitely many "rational" points in
G n C(y,1/2n). Let w be the first such rational point, according to
the enumeration of QP selected above. Since w E G n C(w, 1/2ny),
it is an exercise to show that y E C (w,1 /2ny) C C (w,1 /nm) C Go.

We conclude that G = Go, so that G is the union of a countable
collection of open cubes, which are open cells. Q.E.D.

14.2 THEOREM. Every open and every closed subset of R
is Lebesgue measurable.

PROOF . It follows from Lemma 14.1 and the fact that the collec-
tion C possesses property 13.1(iii), that every open set belongs to C.
Since a closed subset of R is (by definition) the complement of an
open set in BY, every closed set is also Lebesgue measurable. G .E.D.

The intersection of a sequence (or countable collection) of open
sets is often called a G8-set. It is well known that such a set is not
necessarily an open set (give an example!); however, it is a measur-
able set, since the intersection of a sequence of sets in a a-algebra
also belongs to the a-algebra. Similarly, the union of a sequence (or
countable collection) of closed sets is often called an Fe-set. Such a
set is not necessarily a closed set (example, please), but it is a mea-
surable set. Further, a set that is the union of a sequence of G,6-sets is
often called a G8,-set; it is always a measurable set. Also, a set that
is the intersection of a sequence of Fe-sets is often called an F 6-set;
it is also measurable. If we continue in this way, we can define sets
that are

C , Faba, Gbaba, FF8Q8, ...
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sets. All the sets that are obtained in this way are Lebesgue measur-
able sets, so it is very difficult even to imagine a subset of R that
is not Lebesgue measurable. However, we will give an example in
Chapter 17 of a subset of R that is not Lebesgue measurable.

BOREL SETS

In addition to the a-algebra £ of Lebesgue measurable sets, it
is often convenient to work with a somewhat smaller a-algebra of
subsets of RP.

14.3 DEFINITION. The smallest a-algebra of subsets of R
that contains all of the open sets is called the Borel a-algebra and
will be denoted by B. Any set in B is called a Borel set.

A word needs to be said about the existence of the "smallest"

a-algebra containing the open sets. As we have noted in Remark
(e) after Definition 13.1, the intersection of two a-algebras is again
a a-algebra; moreover, it is an exercise to show that the intersection
of an arbitrary collection of a-algebras is a a-algebra. Consequently,
it follows from this observation that the intersection of all a-algebras
containing the open sets in R is a a-algebra that contains the open
sets; hence it is precisely the collection of Borel sets.

In addition to all open sets, and all closed sets, the collection B
must also contain all G8-, all Fe-, all G,6,-, all F,,6-, ... sets. On the
other hand, since £ is a a-algebra containing all open sets, it follows
that we must have

BCL.
The question naturally arises as to whether we might have equality
in this inclusion; that is, whether every Lebesgue measurable set is a
Borel set. The answer is: No. We will sketch a proof of this assertion
at the end of this chapter.

NULL SETS

We now introduce a class of sets that are small (at least from
the point of view of measure theory) but which often play a very
important role.
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14.4 DEFINITION. A subset E C RP with m* (E) = 0 is called
a (Lebesgue) null set.

Of course, the empty set 0 is a null set, as is a set consisting
of a finite number of points. Indeed, any countable subset Z :-=
{p1, p2, ...} of R is a null set; for, given any e > 0, let the point
pi be enclosed in a cell Ii with m(Ii) < e/2, let P2 be enclosed in
a cell 1 2 with m(12) <e / 22 let pn be enclosed in a cell In with
m(I) < e/21,.... Hence, it follows from the countable subadditivity
of m (which is a consequence of this same property of m*) that

+00 +00
0Cm(Z) C1: rn(In) C1: e/2n -= e.

n=1 n=1

We now show that any null set, and hence any subset of a null set, is
a Lebesgue measurable set.

14.5 THEOREM. If Z C R is a null set, then Z is a Lebesgue
measurable set and hence m(Z) -= 0. Moreover, any subset of Z is
Lebesgue measurable and a null set.

PROOF. Let A C R be arbitrary. Then since Z D A n Z and
A D A n Zc, it follows from the monotone property of m* that

m*(A) -= rn*(Z) + m* (A) : rn*(A n Z) + rn*(A n Zc).

Therefore, it is a consequence of Lemma 13.4 that Z is Lebesgue
measurable; hence m(Z) -= m*(Z) = 0.

If WCZ,then 0Crn*(W) Cm*(Z) 0, whence W is also a
null set, and therefore is Lebesgue measurable. Q . E . D .

One sometimes says that Lebesgue measure is complete, mean-
ing that any subset of a Lebesgue null set is measurable, and hence
has Lebesgue measure equal to 0.

Normally, we think of null sets as not having many points; how-
ever, that is not necessarily the case, as we will now show.

14.6 COROLLARY. There are Lebesgue null subsets of R that
contain uncountably many points.
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PROOF. We will prove the assertion for the case p -= 1, and leave
it to the reader to extend the result to an arbitrary value of p.

We note that the familiar Cantor set [see pp. 351-353, Introduc-
tion to Real Analysis, Second edition, John Wiley & Sons, 1992, by
R. G. Bartle and D. R. Sherbert] is a closed subset of R. Further,
the argument presented there shows that, given e > 0, the Cantor
set can be enclosed in the union of countably many cells whose total
length is less than e. Therefore, the Cantor set is a Lebesgue null set.
However, it was also seen in the reference cited that the Cantor set
contains uncountably many points. G.E.D.

TRANSLATION INVARIANCE

The next result can be summarized by saying "Lebesgue measure
is translation invariant".

14.7 THEOREM. If E C R is Lebesgue measurable and x E
RP, then x (D E is Lebesgue measurable and

m(x (D E) = m(E).

PROOF. If A and B are arbitrary subsets of RP and if z E RP,
then it is an exercise to show that y E (z (D A) fl B if and only if
y E z (D (A fl [(-z) (D B]). Hence we have

(zEIA)flB_-zEI(Afl[(-z)EIB]).

Similarly, one shows that x(DB° = (x(DB)I. Now let x, z be related by
x = -z; then it follows from the invariance of m* under translation
that

(14.1) m*((zED A)flB) =m*(An(x(D B)) .

Now let E E C and use (14.1) with B = E and B = Ec to obtain

m* (A) = m* (z (D A) = m* ((z (D A) fl E) + m* ((z (D A) fl E')

=m*(An(xED E)) -I-m*(An(xED E°))
= m* (A n (x ED E)) -I- m* (A fl (x (D E) °).
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for all A C RP. Therefore x EB E is also Lebesgue measurable and,
from Theorem 12.6, it has Lebesgue measure equal to

M* (x (D E) =: m* (E) =: m(E).

NON-BOREL SETS

Q.E.D.

We now return to the question of whether there exists a Lebesgue
measurable set that is not a Borel set. We will state the result for-
mally in the case that p = 1, but give only an outline of the argument,
which is based on cardinal numbers. A reader not familiar with car-
dinal numbers will do well to accept the validity of the assertion on
faith until Chapter 17, where a more "constructive" proof is given.

14.8 THEOREM. In the space R there exist Lebesgue measur-
able sets that are not Bore] sets.

SKETCH OF PROOF. We first notice that there is a countable
number of open cells with rational endpoints; that is, the cardinality
of the collection of all of these "rational cells" is equal to the cardinal
number Ro. It is an exercise to show that B is the smallest a-algebra
containing all of these "rational cells". Therefore, it follows that the
cardinal number of the set ,6 is

(o)°=c,

where c denotes the cardinality of the set R of all real numbers. On
the other hand, it was seen in Corollary 14.6 that L contains a null
set with uncountably many elements; in fact, the Cantor set can be
seen to have c elements. Since an arbitrary subset of a null set is a
Lebesgue measurable set, then L contains at least 2c sets. But since
R has only 2c subsets, it follows that the cardinality card(C) = 2c.
Therefore, we have

card(B) = c < 2c = card(L),

whence B is properly contained in L.



CHAPTER 15

Approximation of Measurable Sets

We now show that arbitrary Lebesgue measurable sets are pre-
cisely those sets that can be approximated by open and closed sets.
In fact, it would be possible to take these characterizations as the def-
inition of measurability. However, we have chosen not to do so, since
in abstract measure spaces there is no notion of "open" or "closed" ,

so the Caratheodory condition is the only method that is possible of
determining measurability.

APPROXIMATION BY OPEN SETS

First we will show that every subset of R can be enclosed in a
G8-set with the same outer measure.

15.1 LEMMA. (a) If A C RP ands > 0, then there exists an
open set G C RP such that A C G and m(G) < m* (A) + e. Hence

(15.1) m*(A) = inf{m(G) : A C G, G open}.

(b) If A C RP, then there is a G,6-set H such that A C H and
M*(A) = m(H).

PROOF. (a) We may assume that m*(A) < +oo. (Why?) It was
noted in Remark 12.2(b) that we may require the cells in Definition
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12.1 to be open. Thus there exists a sequence (Ik) of open cells
covering the set A such that

+00

E I(Ik) :!5 ne (A) +
k=1

If we let G : = U+ °i 'k, then G is open and, by the countable subad-
ditivity of m* and Theorem 12.5, we have that

t00 t00

m(G) m* (Ik) d(Ik) < m* (A) + e.
k=1 k=1

Equation (15.1) now follows from the definition of the infimum.

(b) For each n E N, let Gn be an open set such that A C
Gn and m(Gn) C m* (A) + 1/n. Now let H := Gn, so that- nn+=
A C H C Gn and m* (A) C m(H) C m* (A) + 1/n for all n e N.
Therefore m* (A) -= m(H), as asserted. Q.E.D.

15.2 COROLLARY. Every Lebesgue null set is a subset of a Bore]
null set.

PROOF . If Z is a Lebesgue null set, there is a G8-set H such that
Z C H and m(H) -= 0. But H is a Borel set. Q.E.D.

Unfortunately, in Lemma 15.1(b), the difference H -A need not
be a "small" set. In fact, it will be seen in Corollary 15.5 that the set
A is Lebesgue measurable if and only if the set H - A is a null set.

15.3 THEOREM. A set E C R is Lebesgue measurable if and
only if for every c > 0 there exists an open set G with E C G and
m*(G-E) CE.

PROOF. We first assume that E is measurable and that m(E) <
+oo. Then, by Lemma 15.1(a), there exists an open set G such that
E C G and m(G) < m(E) + e. Since E is measurable and E C G,
we have

m(G) = m(G fl E) + m(G - E) = m(E) + m(G - E).
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Since m(E) C +oo, we have

m(G - E) = m(G) - m(E) C e.

If m(E) -= +oo, let E1 : = En {x : IIxII C 1} and, if n > 2, let
En := En {x : n- 1 C I C n}. For n E N, let Gn be an open
set with n g Gn and m(Gn - En) C e/2n. If we let G:=: Un °iE Gn y

then G is open, E C G, and

+00

G-E C U(Gn -En).

Therefore, from the countable subadditivity of m* , we have

+00 +00

m(G - E) C >m(Gn -- En) < E /2n
n=1 n=1

Conversely, suppose that for every n E N there exists an open
set Gn D E such that m* (Gn - E) < 1/n. Let H := fln ° i Gn so that
H is a G8-set (and hence is measurable). Moreover, since H C Gn,
we have H - E C Gn - E and hence

0<m*(H-E) Cm*(Gn-E) C1/n

for all n E N. Therefore m* (H - E) = 0, which implies that Z
H - E is a measurable set. Therefore, E = H - Z is a measurable
set. G.E.D.

15.4 COROLLARY. If E C R' is measurable, then for any e > 0
there exists an open set G D E with m(G) C m(E) + e. Therefore,
we have

m(E) = inf{m(G) : G open, G D E}.

PROOF. Indeed, from Theorem 15.3, we have m(G) = m(E) +
m(G - E) < m(E) + E Q.E.D.

The next result is concerned with approximation of a set by a
G,6-set from the outside. It is a useful characterization of Lebesgue
measurability.

n=1
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15.5 COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The set E C RP is Lebesgue measurable;
(b) there exists a Ga-set H with EC H and m* (H - E) = 0;
(c) there exist a G,6-set H and a Lebesgue null set Z such

that E H, Z H, andE=H-Z.
We leave it as an exercise to write out the details of the proof.

APPROXIMATION BY CLOSED SETS

We now show that Lebesgue measurable sets are those sets that
can be well approximated from inside by closed sets.

15.6 THEOREM. A set E C R is Lebesgue measurable if and
only if for each e > 0 there exists a closed set F with F C E and
m* (E - F) C e.

PROOF. If E is measurable, then its complement Ec is also mea-
surable. By Theorem 15.3 there exists an open set G with Ec C G
and m (G - EC) C e. Now let F :=: Gc so that F is closed, F C E
and E - E -= E n G = G - Ec, whence m(E - F) = m(G - Ec) C E.

Conversely, for each n E N there is a closed set Fn C E with
m* (E - Fn) C 1/n, and we let K :=: Fn . Then K is a EQ -set

1 rn=1
(and is therefore Lebesgue measurable) and, since Fn C K, we have
E-KCE-Fn,sothat m*(E-K) Cm*(E-Fn) C 1/n for all
n. Therefore m* (E - K) = 0 which implies that Z := E - K is a
measurable set. Therefore E = K U Z is measurable. G.E.D.

15.7 COROLLARY. If E C RP is Lebesgue measurable, then for
any e > 0 there exists a closed set F C E with m(E) < m(F) + s
Therefore, we have

m(E) =sup{m(F) : F closed, F C E}.

PROOF. The set F in the theorem is measurable and F C E;
hence m(E) = m*(E fl F) + m* (E - F) < m(F) + E. Q.E.D.

The next corollary characterizes measurability in terms of the
approximation by Fe-sets from inside.
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15.8 COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The set E C R is Lebesgue measurable;
(b) there exists an Fe-set K with K C E and m* (E-K) -= 4;
(c) there exist an Fe -set K and a Lebesgue null set Z such

that KCE,ZCE,and E-= KUZ.
We leave it as an exercise to write out the details of the proof.

APPROXIMATION BY COMPACT SETS

If E is a Lebesgue measurable set with m(E) < +oo, then we
can approximate it from within by compact sets, and conversely. We
recall that a compact set always has finite Lebesgue measure.

15.9 THEOREM. A set E C RP with m* (E) < +oo is Lebesgue
measurable if and only if, for every e > 0 there exists a compact set
C with CCE andm*(E-C) Ce.

PROOF. If E is measurable and n E N, let En be the set defined
b y En := E f, { x : IIxII C n}. Since the sequence (En) increases to
E, it follows that the numerical sequence (m(E)) also increases to
m(E) < +oo, so there is an no such that m(E) < m(Eno) + e/2. By
Theorem 15.6 there is a closed set C with C C Eno and m(Eno - C) <
e/2. Since E is the union of the disjoint sets E - Eno and Eno, it
follows that

m(E) = m(E - Eno) + m(Eno )

and since m(E) C +oo, that

m(E - Eno) = m(E) - m(F'no) < e/2.

In addition, E - C is the union of the disjoint sets E - Eno and
Eno - C. Therefore

m(E - C) -= m(E - Eno) + m(Eno - C) C e.

Since C C Eno is closed and bounded, it is compact in R1.
Conversely, suppose that for every n E N there is a compact set

Cn with Cn C E and m* (E - Cn) C 1/n. If we set C :-= U° Cn,
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then C is measurable and E - C C E - Cn for all natural numbers
n E N, and it follows that m* (E - C) = 0. Therefore Z : _ E - C is a
Lebesgue null set and hence is measurable. Consequently, E = C U Z
is Lebesgue measurable. G.E.D.

APPROXIMATION BY CELLS

We now show that a set with finite measure can be approximated
by a finite union of bounded cells. We recall that the symmetric
difference of two sets A, B is the set AFB :_ (A - B) U (B - A).

15.10 THEOREM. If E EC has finite measure and e > 0, then
there exist bounded open cells I1, ... , In such that if K := U=1 Ii,
then e.

PROOF. As in the proof of Lemma 15.1, there exists a sequence
of bounded open cells covering E such that if G :=: U+00 1i ,

then m(G) C m(E) + e/2. Similarly, by Theorem 15.9, there exists
a compact set C C E such that m(E - C) C e/2. It follows from the
Heine-Borel Theorem that a finite number of the cells, say I1, ... , In
cover C. If K:= Uz1 Ii, then since C C K C G and C C E C G, it
follows that

m(E - K) + m(K - E)
<M(E-C)+m(G-E) <e. Q.E.D.

It is left as an exercise to show that the cells I1, ... , In can be
chosen to be closed, or half open, or pairwise disjoint.



CHAPTER 16

Additivity and Nonadditivity

In this brief chapter we establish the surprising fact that the
outer measure function m* is additive over the union of two disjoint
sets provided that one of them is measurable. We will also give some
other results concerning the additivity and nonadditivity properties
of m*. In addition, we will show that if a set is known to be contained
in a measurable set with finite measure, then the Caratheodory con-
dition can be replaced by a single test, and relate this result with the
notion of "inner measure".

16.1 THEOREM. Let E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of RP
and let F be any subset of BY. Then:

(a) m* (E U F) -I- m* (E fl F) = m(E) -I- m* (F);
(b) if E fl F = 0, then m* (E U F) = m(E) + m* (F);
(c) if m(E) < -I-oo and E C F, then we have m* (F - E) _

M* (F) - m(E) .

PROOF. Since E E G, it follows from the Caxatheodory condi-
tion that m* (A) = m* (A fl E) + m* (A - E) for all A C R. If we
take A := E U F, we obtain

m*(EUF) =m*((EUF)f1 E) + m*((EUF) -E)
M(E) + m*(F - E),
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and if we take A :-= F, we obtain

m* (F) = m* (F fl E) + m* (F - E).

Therefore, we have

m* (E U F) + m* (E fl F) _ [m(E) + m* (F - E)] + m* (E fl F)
= m(E) -- [m*(F_ E) + m* (E fl F)]

= M(E) + m* (F) I

as asserted.

(b) If En F = 0, then m* (E fl F) = 0, so the conclusion is
immediate.

(c) Let H:=F-E, sothatF=EUHandEflH=O.
Hence, from (b) we have

M* (F) = m* (E U H) = m(E) + m* (H)

= M(E) + m* (F - E).

Since m(E) < +oo, we know that m* (F) and m* (F - E) are either
both -I-oo or both finite. Hence the assertion follows. Q.E.D.

We saw in Lemma 15.1(b) that for any set E C RP there exists
a G,6-set H such that E C H and m*(E) = m(H). It also follows
that E is Lebesgue measurable if and only if H - E is a null set. The
next theorem is somewhat remarkable in that a similar approximation
from within guarantees the measurability of a set E with finite outer
measure merely from the equality of the outer measures of the sets.

16.2 THEOREM. If m*(E) C +oo, then E is measurable if and
only if there is a measurable set B C E with m(B) -= m* (E).

PROOF. If E is measurable, then we can obviously take B :-=- E.
On the other hand, if B E £, B C E, and m(B) -= m* (E), then

it follows from Theorem 16.1(c) that

M* (E - B) =: m* (E) - m(B) =: 0.
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Consequently, the null set E-B is Lebesgue measurable and therefore
E _ (E - B) U B is also measurable. Q.E.D.

CARATHEODORY REVISITED

We now obtain a modification of the Caratheodory condition
that involves only testing with a single measurable set of finite mea-
sure that contains the given set.

16.3 THEOREM. Let A C RP be Lebesgue measurable with
m(A) < +oo Then E C A is Lebesgue measurable if and only if

(16.1) m(A) = m*(E) + m* (A - E).

Proof. If E is measurable, the assertion follows immediately
from the Caratheodory condition.

Conversely, by Theorem 15.1(b) applied to the set A - E, there
is a G8-set H with A - E C H and m* (A - E) = m(H). Since
A- E C A n H C H, it follows that

m* (A - E) < m(A fl H) < m(H) = m* (A - E),

whence m(A n H) = m* (A - E). But since An H is measurable and

An(AnH)=AnH and A-(AnH)=A-H,
we conclude that

m(A) = m(A fl H) + m(A - H) = m* (A - E) + m(A - H).

If we use equation (16.1), we deduce that

m(A - H) =: m* (E).

But since B := A - H C E, it follows from Theorem 16.2 that E is
Lebesgue measurable, as claimed. Q.E.D.

It is often the case that we are concerned with sets that are
contained in some large cell, such as

Jn :=: [-n, nj x ... x [-n, n],
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for some n E N. The preceding theorem is useful in establishing the
measurability of a set E C Jn.

16.4 COROLLARY. A set E C Jn is Lebesgue measurable if and
only if

(16.2) m(Jn) = m*(E) + m*(Jn - E).

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 16.3 and the
fact that J is measurable (Theorem 13.7). Q.E.D.

For an unbounded set E C RP, the next result is useful.

16.5 THEOREM. A set E C R is Lebesgue measurable if and
only if the sets E n Jn are measurable for each n E N.

PROOF. If E is measurable, then the result is trivial.
Conversely, if each set En := En in is measurable, then it follows

from the fact that E .= Un°i fin, that E is measurable. Q.E.D.

INNER MEASURE

Readers may initially have been surprised that we have focused
our attention on outer measure and have not defined a notion of the
"inner measure" of a set by inscribing a collection of cells inside a
given set and taking the supremum of the resulting inner approxima-
tions. One of the reasons we have not done so is that, in general, a
measurable set even one with positive measure may not con-
tain any cells with positive volume. (Construct an example, please.)
However, there is a way around this difficulty for a set E that is con-
tained in a cell Jn. Namely, we define the inner measure m (E) of
E to be the difference

m4 (E) : = m(Jn) - m* (Jn - E).

With this definition, Corollary 16.4 takes the form: A set E C Jn
is Lebesgue measurable if and only if its inner measure and its outer
measure are equal. This observation is often used in the process of
defining Lebesgue measure in the interval [5,1].



CHAPTER 17

Nonmeasurable and Non-Borel sets

In this chapter we will establish the existence of a set in R that
is not measurable. In order to do so, we will need to use the "Axiom of
Choice". The first person to give an example of a nonmeasurable set
was Giuseppe Vitali, in 1905. In 1970, R. M. Solovay showed that the
use of the Axiom of Choice is essential, in a certain technical sense.
Although other constructions of nonmeasurable sets have been given,
the author is not aware of any that are simpler than Vitali's example.
We will also obtain some other results about the nonadditivity that
is characteristic of nonmeasurable sets, and establish the existence
of a nonmeasurable set such that neither the set nor its complement
contains any measurable sets that are not null sets. At the end of this
chapter we give a proof of the existence of a Lebesgue measurable set
in R that is not a Borel set.

The following definition will be useful.

17.1 DEFINITION. If A C RP, then its difference set is defined
to be

AE A:-= {x-y:x,yEA}.

It is trivial, but useful, to observe that if A C B, then A Ee A C B Ee B.
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17.2 LEMMA. Let K C R be a compact set with m(K) > 0.
Then the difference set K e K contains an open ball with center at
the o r i g i n o f R R.

PROOF. Since 0 < m(K) < +oo, there exists an open set G
such that K C G and m(G) < 2m(K). Since K is compact and
Gc = RP - G is closed, we conclude that

6 := disc (K, Gc) > 0.

This implies that if I IxI I = dist(x,0) < S, then x(D K C G.
We claim that (x (D K) fl K 0. For, if not, then since we have

KU (x (D K) C G, it follows from (x (D K) fl K = 0 and the additivity
of m that

2m(K) = m(K) -I- m(x (D K) = m(K U (x (D K))

< m(G) < 2m(K),

which is a contradiction. Therefore (x @ K) n K 4- 0 for all x with
IIxII < S. But this implies that if lIxIl < S, then there exist kl, kz E K
such that x = /cl - k2 E K e K. Therefore the set K e K contains
the open ball with center 0 and radius S. Q.E.D.

17.3 THEOREM. If E C R is any Lebesgue measurable set
with m(E) > 0, then the difference set E e E contains an open ball
with center 0.

PROOF. For n E N, let En := {x E E : IIxII < n}. Since m(E)
limn m(E ), we have m(E) > 0 for n sufficiently large, say for all
n > no. We note that 0 < m(E 0) C +oo. By Theorem 15.9 there
exists a compact set K C En,, C E with 0 < (1/2)m(E0) C m(K).
Since K C E, it is clear that K 0 K C E e E. By the preceding
lemma, we conclude that K E K contains an open ball with center 0;
therefore, so does E e E. G.E.D.

17.4 DEFINITION. If x, y E RP, we say that x is rationally
equivalent to y and write x N y if x - y E QP; that is, if the
components xi - yi E Q for all i = 1, 2, ..., p.
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It is easy to see that rational equivalence is an equivalence rela-
tion on the set R [in the sense that (i) x N x; (ii) x N y if and only
if y N x; and (iii) x N y and y N z imply that x N z]. Hence rational
equivalence on R divides R into a collection of disjoint equivalence
classes. Using the Axiom of Choice, we form a set V by choosing one
representative from each equivalence class, so that if vi, v2 E V and
v i N v2 , then v 1 == V2, We refer to any such set V as Vitali's set.
Moreover, if q E QP, we write

(17.1) Vq: gEEV.

It is easy to see that if q, q' E QP, q :/- q', then Vq n Vq = T 0.

17.5 LEMMA. Let q1, q2,... be an enumeration of the countable
set QP. Then R can be represented by the disjoint union:

(17.2)
+00 +0r

R" U Vqs -- u (qi EE V).
i=1 i=1

Therefore, every element x E R has a unique representation in the
form x = qi + v for some qi and some v E V.

PROOF. If x E RP, then x belongs to a unique rational equiva-
lence class. If v is the representative of this class, then x - v = qi for
some i, so x -= qi + v E Vqj . If i 54 j, then the sets VqL and Vqj are
disjoint, as noted above. G.E.D.

17.6 THEOREM. Vitali's set V is not Lebesgue measurable.

PROOF . Suppose, on the contrary, that the set V is measurable.
We have two possibilities: (i) m(V) > 0, or (ii) m(V) = 0.

Case (i). If m(V) > 0, then Theorem 17.3 implies that the
difference set V e V contains an open ball with center 0. Therefore
there exists a nonzero element x in this ball, all of whose coordinates
are rational numbers. Since x belongs to this ball, there are elements
v 1, v2 E V such that x = v 1- V2. But this means that v 1 N v2, whence
we conclude that v 1 = v2 and x = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, this
case is not possible.
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Case (ii). Suppose that m(V) = 0. Since Lebesgue measure is
translation invariant, we have m(q(D V) = 0 for all q E Qp. It follows
from the countable additivity of m and from (17.2) that

+oo

0 < m(RP) m(qi (E) V) =: 0.

Therefore, we have m(R) _ 0, which- implies that the measure,of
every measurable subset in.R is equal-to-O, which is a contradiction.

Therefore, Vitali's set is not Lebesgue measurable. Q.E.D.

We now show that any set with positive outer measure contains
a subset that is not Lebesgue measurable. (Thus, nonmeasurable sets
are everywhere in Rn!)

17.7 THEOREM. Any set E C R with m* (E) > 0 contains a
nonmeasurable subset.

PROOF. By the preceding theorem, the translates Vqz -= qi E V
are not measurable; however, it is conceivable that their intersections
Ei := E (1 Vqj might be measurable. However, if Ei is measurable
for some i and has positive measure, then it follows from Theorem
17.3 that the difference set Ei e Ei must contain a ball. But since
Ei C Vq, , it follows that the difference set Vqz e Vqz = V e V must
also contain a ball, which is contrary to the construction of V. We
conclude that the sets E1 that are measurable must be null sets. It
follows from (17.2) that

+00 +00
E=uEnVq,=UEi.

i=1 i=1

If all of the sets Ei are measurable, we have just seen that they must
be null sets, so E is also a null set, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore,
at least one of the sets Ei is not Lebesgue measurable. G . E . D .

We now show that every measurable set with finite positive mea-
sure has a nonadditive decomposition into the union of two sets that
are nonmeasurable.
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17.8 THEOREM. Let E be a Lebesgue measurable set such that
0 C M(E) C +oc. Then there exist nonmeasurable subsets B and C
of E such that B=BUC, BnG=0, and

(17.3) m(E) < m* (B) +m*(C).

PROOF. It follows from Theorem 17.7 that the set E has a non-
measurable subset B, and we let C := E - B, so that E = B U C
and B n C = 0. Moreover, since B = E - C, the set C must also be
nonmeasurable. We conclude from the subadditivity of m* that

(17.4) m* (E) < m* (B) + m* (C),

However, if equality holds in (17.4), then it follows from Theorem
16.3 that B is a measurable set, which is a contradiction. Therefore,
we have (17.3). Q.E.D.

We will now see that every nonmeasurable set with finite outer
measure is part of a nonadditive decomposition of a measurable set.

17.9 THEOREM. Let B be a nonmeasurable set such that
m* AB} C+oo, and let H be a G8-set set with BCHandm*(B)=
m(H). Then C:= H - B is also nonmeasurable and

m(H) = m(B U C) < m* (B) + m* (C).

PROOF. The existence of H was established in Theorem 15.1(b).
Since B = H - C, it follows that C must be nonmeasurable. Therefore
m* (C) > 0, whence the strict inequality follows. G .E.D.

We now show that there exists a nonmeasurable set that can be
said to be "ubiquitous", since every measurable subset of it (and of
its complement) is a null set.

17.10 THEOREM. There exists a nonmeasurable set U C R
such that every Lebesgue measurable subset of U is a null set, and
every measurable subset of its complement Uc is also a null set.
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PROOF. Let G and Go be defined by

G := Qp (D Y LZp and Go := QP (D (2/)ZP,

and let Gl be defined by

Gi :4,= (vr2-7 7 vr2-) (D Go,

It is easy to see that

G = {(q1 +n1V2, ...,qp +npV ) : qi E Q,ni E Z},

Go = {(q1 + 2n 1 v, ..., qp + 2np v 2) : qi E Q, ni E Z J,

G1 = {(q1 + (2n1 + 1)v/2'-,1..., qp + (2np + 1)v/2'-): qi E Q, ni E Z}.

We note that G and Go are subgroups of R under addition, and
that G, Go and G 1 are dense in RP. It is also clear that

G=Go G1 and Go n G1 = 0.

For each pair x, y E RP, we define x N y to mean that x - y E G,
so that N is an equivalence relation on RP. We use the Axiom of
Choice to obtain a set 6 C R containing a single element from each
equivalence class in gyp, so that if g g', then (g 6} n (g' (D 6) _ 0.
Consequently, we have the disjoint decomposition

RP= U(9(DE).
gEG

We now define our desired set by

(17.5) U:= Go (D £ = U (gEBe).
gEGo

We note that since Go n G1 = 0, it follows that the complement UC
is given by

Uc =G1E6 (gEBe).
gEGi

= U
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Let F C U be measurable; for the purpose of obtaining a contradic-
tion, we assume that m(F) > 0. If so, then by Theorem 17.3 there is
a ball contained in F e F C U e U. But, since G1 is dense in gyp, it
must meet this ball and hence G 1 meets U e U. In order for this to
be true there must exist an element gi E G1 of the form go + ei - e2,
where go E Go and e 17 e2 E e. Therefore e 1 - e2 = gi - go E G,
which implies that e l N e2 and hence e l = e2 and gi = go. Since
G 1 n Go = 0, we have obtained a contradiction. Therefore, we con-
clude that any measurable subset of U is a null set.

We have already noted that Uc = G 1 EB e. Consequently, if
Bi C U', then F1 has the form

F, = (v'2'-, . . . , V2'-) (D F

for some subset F of U. Moreover, F1 is measurable if and only
if its translate F is measurable. But it follows from the preceding
paragraph that the only measurable subsets of U are null sets. By
the translation invariance, we infer that F1 is also a null set.

We conclude by noting that U must be nonmeasurable. For, if
it is measurable, then its complement Uc = (v/2--,..., /) (DU, being
a translate, is also measurable. By what we have seen above, both
U and its complement Uc must be null sets . Consequently, R is a
null set, a contradiction showing that U is nonmeasurable. Q.E.D.

THE EXISTENCE OF NON-BOREL SETS

Let F be the Cantor set, obtained by deleting "middle thirds"
from the unit interval I :_ [0, 1]. If x E F, then x has a unique
ternary (that is, base 3) expansion represented by

x = (0.clc2c3 ...) 3,

where ck = 0 or 2 for all k E N. We define a mapping cp : F ---3 I by

cp(x) :_ (0.(cl/2)(c2/2)(c3/2). ..) 21

using the binary (that is, base 2) expansion of the number. Clearly,
if x', x" E F and x' C x", then there exists k E N such that all of
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the digits in the ternary expansion of x' are equal to those in the
expansion of x" up to the kth digit, but the kth digit in the ternary
expansion of x' is 0 and the kth digit in the ternary expansion of
x" is 2. Hence it follows that cp(x') C cp(x") so that SP is a mono-
tone nondecreasing map of F into I. Note, however, that cp is
not one-one; for example, if x' _ (0.0220_}3 > x" = (0.0202)3, then
cp(x') = (0.0114)2 = (0.0101)2 = cp(x"). In fact, cp(x') = cp(x") for
x' < x" if and only if these points have the form

x' = (0.cic2 ... CkQ2)3, x" = (0.cic. . Ck20)3,

and this holds if and only if x' and x" are left and right end points
of a middle third interval

(0c1c2. .. Ck14)3 C X C (0c1c2 ... Ck24)37

removed in the process of constructing F. It is also clear that p
maps F onto I, since if y = (O.blb2 ..)2 is the binary expansion of
an arbitrary number in I, then y is the image under p of the number
x = (0.(2b1)(2b2).. .)3 in F.

We now extend p to be defined on all of I by defining it to be
constant on each of the middle third sets that are removed from I in
the construction of F. We have noted that <p takes the same value
at both end points of such a middle third set. In particular,

O(X) = (0-0-1)2 -" (0-1,0')2 = 12

for all x satisfying (0.02)3 = 3 < x < 3 = (0.20)3. Also,

p(x) = 4 for <x< 9; p(x) = 4 for <x< 9;

This extended function, which we will continue to denote by the letter
cp, is evidently a monotone nondecreasing function mapping I onto
I and does not have any jump discontinuities, since every value of
I is taken on at least once. Therefore the extended function <p is
continuous at every point of I. We also note that the derivative
V (x) = 0 for all points x E I - F, since p is constant on some
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neighborhood of such a point. This extended cp is often called the
Lebesgue singular function. Since the Lebesgue measure of the
set F is 0, we see that the derivative of cp exists almost everywhere
and is equal to 0. However, cp is far from being a constant function,
since it maps I onto the set I.

We now define 0 on I to the closed interval [0, 2] by

fi(x) a = x + P(x)

It is clear that 0 is a monotone nondecreasing function, since it is the
sum of two such functions. In fact, 0 is strictly increasing on I, so
that 0 is a one-one map of I onto the closed interval [0, 2]. Moreover,
since 0 is the sum of two continuous functions, it is continuous on
I. It follows that the inverse function 0-1, which maps [0, 2] onto
I, is also continuous. Therefore, & is a homeomorphism (that is, a
continuous function whose inverse is also continuous) of I and [0, 2],
and has the property that if B is a Borel set on R, then both 1(B)
and -1(B) are Borel sets.

Since cp is constant on each of the middle third sets in I - F, we
see that 0 maps such a middle third set into an interval of the same
length. Consequently,

m(ik(I - F)) = m(I - F) = 17

and since m([0, 2]) = 2, it follows from the fact that [0, 2] = O(F) U
ik(I - F) and ik(F} f1 igI - F) = 0, that we have

2 = m (iP (F)) + m (ik (I - F)).

Consequently, we must have m(ik(F)) = 1. We conclude that the
homeomorphism 0 maps the set F, which has Lebesgue measure 0,
to a set with Lebesgue measure equal to 1.

Since O(F) has positive measure, we know from Theorem 17.7
that it contains a set W that is not Lebesgue measurable. Then the
set Wl := 0-1(W) is a subset of F and hence is a Lebesgue null
set; consequently, Wl is a Lebesgue measurable set. However, Wl
cannot be a Borel set, since if it were, then W = O(Wl) would also
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be a Borel set, and hence a Lebesgue measurable set. But this is
contrary to the choice of W as a nonmeasurable set.

We state this result formally.

17.11 THEOREM. There exist Lebesgue measurable subsets of
R that are not Bore] sets.

We observe that we have also given an example of a Lebesgue
measurable set W whose image under a strictly monotone homeo-
morphism (and hence Borel measurable function) ip is not Lebesgue
measurable. Thus, although a homeomorphism always maps Bore]
sets to Bore] sets, it may map a Lebesgue measurable set to a non-
measurable set.
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